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1 24. A class—based system including at least one computer

2 that processes digital information, said system including at least one

3 element that uses at least some rights management information.

1 25. A method of operating a class—based system including at

2 least one computer that processes digital information, said method

3 including the step of using at least some rights management

4 information.

1 26. A system for assigning at least one thing or person to at

2 least one class including at least one computer that processes digital

3 information, said system including at least one element that uses at

4 least some rights management data in making said assignment.

1 27. A system for making and/or using at least one class-

2 based assignment including at least one computer that processes

3 digital information, said system including at least one element that

4 uses at least some rights management information.

1 28. A system for clearing at least one transaction including at

2 least one computer that processes digital information, said system

3 including at least one element that uses at least one class defined,

4 assigned, selected, and/or matched based at least in part on rights

5 management information.

1 29. A method for authorizing at least one computer and/or

2 computer user including the step of using at least one class defined,
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3 assigned, selected, and/or matched based at least in part on rights

4 management information.

1 30. A method for authorizing at least one electronic

2 transaction including the step of using at least one class defined,

3 assigned, selected, and/or matched based at least in part on rights

4 management information.

1 31. A method for initiating and/or performing at least one at

2 least in part secure electronic transaction including the step of using

3 class related information defined, assigned, selected, and/or matched

4 based at least in part on rights management information.

1 32. An information processing method including the steps

2 of: »

3 securely charging a fee; and

4 conditioning said charging step at least in part on at least one

5 class defined, assigned, selected, and/or matched based at least in part

6 on rights management information.

1 33. A method for securely exchanging digital information

2 including the step of at least in part defining, assigning, selecting,

3 and/or matching at least one class based at least in part on rights

4 management information.

1 34. A method for performing at least one rights operating

2 system based transaction including the step of defining, assigning,
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3 selecting, and/or matching at least one class based at least in part on

4 rights management information.

1 35. A method for performing at least one protected

processing environment operation including the step of defining,

assigning, selecting, and/or matching at least one class based at least-l>UJl\J
in part on rights management information.

1 36. A method of pushing information including the steps of

classifying recipients and/or information to be sent to said recipients

based at least in part on rights management information, and selecting

said information to distribute to said recipients based at least in partLn-J>bJl\J
on said classifying.

l 37. A method of pushing information including the steps of

classifying recipients and/or information to be sent to said recipients

based at least in part on rights management information, and

matching at least a portion of said information with at least one classU1-D-UJl\J
of said recipients based at least in part on said classifying.

l 38. A method of pushing information as in claim 37 further

2 including the step of creating a classification scheme and/or hierarchy

3 using at least some rights information.

1 39. A method of pushing information as in claim 37 further

2 including the step of assigning at least some information and/or at

3 least one recipient to a class or category, said assignment based at

4 least in part on rights management information.
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1 40. A subject switch for matching subscribers and/or

recipients desiring information in one or more classes with one or

more sources of information, wherein the subject switch matches at

2

3

4 least one subscriber and/or participant with at least one information

5 source on a mapping based at least in part on rights management

6 information.

1 41. A subject switch as in claim 40 wherein said information

source:

selects at least some information, said selection based on at

least one class, and wherein said assignment of said at least some

information to said at least one class is based at least in part on rights

sends at least some said selected information to said subscriber

2

3

4

5

6 management information; and

7

8 in accordance with said subscriber’s subscribing to said class of

9 information.

1 42. A subject switch as in claim 40 wherein at least one of

said subject switch, said subscriber and/or participant and said

information source includes at least one computer providing a.5>l.oJl\J
protected processing environment.

1 43. A subject switch as in claim 40 wherein at least one

subscriber and/or participant uses rights management information at

least in part to persistently subscribe to at least some information-K2-l.aJl\J
provided by at least one information source.
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1 44. A subject switch as in claim 40 wherein the subject

2 switch includes means for using at least one class definition for said

mapping.

1 45. A subject switch as in claim 40 wherein the subject

2 switch includes means for responding to a subscriber and/or

3 participant request by providing information indicating information

4 sources in at least one specified or desired class.

1 46. A subject switch as in claim 40 further including a

2 messaging service for use by at least two of said subject switch, said

3 subscriber and/or participant and said information source and/or

4 participant to communicate electronically.

1 47. A subject switch as in claim 46 wherein said electronic

2 communications uses at least one secure container.

1 48. A subject switch as in claim 40 wherein at least one of

said subject switch, subscriber, or information source uses at least one

control set associated with at least some information received by at.hLoJl\)
least one subscriber.

1 49. A digital narrowcasting arrangement comprising:

a computer; and 0

at least one classifying element used to select content to

narrowcast to recipients based at least in part on rights managementU1-hUJt\)
information.
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1 50. A digital narrowcasting arrangement as in claim 49

2 wherein the classifying element classifies at least one of (a) a

3 recipient, and (b) content, based at least in part on rights management

4 information.

1 51. A digital narrowcasting arrangement as in claim 49

2 wherein said classifying element defines at least one class using at

3 least some rights management information.

1 52. A digital narrowcasting arrangement as in claim 49

2 wherein the classifying element assigns at least some content to at

3 least one class, said assignment based on at least some rights

4 management information.

1 53. A digital narrowcasting arrangement as in claim 49

2 wherein the classifying element defines at least one class based at

3 least in part on content selections previously made by the recipients

4 and/or profiles generated based at least in part on recipient input.

1 54. A digital narrowcasting arrangement as in claim 49

2 wherein the classifying element sends a content request including

3 classification data and destination information to at least one

4 provider.

1 55. An information distribution system including: a

computer network; and a selection arrangement that selects

information for use by individual recipients using classes based at-BUJIU
least in part on rights management information.
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l 56. An information distribution system as in claim 55

2 wherein the system further includes a classifying element that

3 determines at least one class of content and/or service of interest to at

4 least one recipient.

1 57. An information distribution system as in claim 56

2 wherein said classifying element defines at least one class using at

3 least some rights management information.

1 58. An information distribution system as in claim 56

2 wherein said classifying element assigns at least some content to at

3 least one class, said assignment based on at least some rights

4 management information.

1 59. An information distribution system as in claim 55

2 wherein the system includes means for allowing the user to choose to

3 receive the selected information.

1 60. An enterprise information system including a computer

2 system for classifying employees, said system including at least one

3 rights management component that distributes information to the

4 employees based at least in part on employee classification.

1 61. An enterprise information system as in claim 60 wherein

2 the computer matches the information to employees based at least in

3 part on the employee classification.

1 62. An enterprise information system as in claim 60 wherein

2 the employee classification is used to gather information for
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3 employees without revealing substantial information concerning

4 individual employees.

1 63. A method for conducting a chain of handling and/or

2 control including the steps of allowing plural parties to contribute

3 rules and/or consequences, and performing at least one classification

4 based at least in part on said rules and/or consequences.

1 64. A method as in claim 63 wherein at least some of said

2 contributed rules and/or consequences are class based.

1 65. A method as in claim 63 wherein at least one of said

2 parties modifies at least one of said rules and/or consequences based

3 at least in part on class.

1 66. A method as in claim 63 including the step of generating

2 class assignments based at least in part on said rules and/or

3 consequences, and sending said class assignments to at least one

4 clearinghouse.

1 67. A method as in claim 63 including the step of classifying

2 said rules and/or consequences to provide at least one class, and

3 fulfilling at least one request by selecting based on said class.

1 68. A directory services system for classifying confidential

2 information, the system including:

3 A a communications component that receives directory requests;

4 and

5 a response component that uses said classification to respond to
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6 directory requests while preserving confidentiality of said

7 confidential information.

1 69. A directory services system as in claim 68 wherein said

2 response component uses at least one classification process to classify

3 items in a directory, and uses results of the classification process, at

4 least in part, to respond to directory requests.

1 70. A directory services system as in claim 68 wherein said

2 response component sends information to destinations revealed by the

3 results of the classification process without revealing at least some

4 information concerning said destinations to the information source.

1 71. A microsegmented merchandising technique including

2 the steps of performing classification based at least in part on usage

3 data and/or lifestyle profiles, and distributing offers for products

4 and/or services based at least in part on the classification.

1 72. A microsegmented merchandising technique as in claim

2 71 wherein the performing step includes defining at least one class

3 hierarchy based at least in part on rights management information.

1 73. A microsegmented merchandising technique as in claim

2 71 further including the step of combining plural offers for different

3 products and/or services based at least in part on said classification.

1 74. A trading network including:

2 a communications element for communicating digital signals;

3 and
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4 means for matching value chain participants through a

5 classification based at least in part on rights management

6 information.

1 75. A trading network as in claim 74 further including means

2 for defining at least one class hierarchy based at least in part on rights

3 management information.

1 76. A trading network as in claim 74 further including means

2 for determining class membership based at least in part on action

3 and/or information provided by at least one value chain participant.

l 77. A trading network as in claim 74 wherein said matching

2 means includes means for at least in pan performing at least one

3 electronic negotiation.

1 78. A securities trading method including the step of

2 performing a classification process at least in part using at least one

3 rights management element, and using the classification process to

4 select securities for trade.

1 79. A securities trading method as in claim 78 wherein said

classification process includes defining at least one class hierarchy

3 based at least in part on rights management information.

1 80. A currency/debt trading system including:

2 a currency or debt trading computer; and

3 an arrangement coupled to said computer that performs at least
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4 one classification process based at least in part on rights management

5 information.

1 81. A currency/debt trading system as in claim 80 wherein

2 said arrangementincludes means for defining at least one class

3 hierarchy based at least in part on rights management information.

1 82. A currency/debt trading system as in claim 80 wherein

Z the arrangement uses classification to maximize return or minimize

3 loss.

1 83. A financial institution selection system including a

2 computer that classifies financial institutions based at least in part on

3 rights management information.

1 84. A software distribution method including the steps of

2 generating class information based at least in part on rights

3 management information, and selecting software to be distributed

4 and/or recipients who are to receive distributed software based at least

5 in part on class information.

1 85. A software distribution method as in claim 84 wherein

2 said generating step includes defining a class hierarchy using at least

3 some rights management information.

1 86. A software distribution method as in claim 84 wherein

Z the selecting step includes selecting software to be distributed by

3 classifying the software based at least in part on rights management

4 information associated with the software.
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1 87. A software distribution mehtod as in claim 80 wherein

Z the selecting step includes selecting recipients to receive software

3 based at least in part on usage information provided by a rights

4 management process.

1 88. A classification technique including the step of

2 authenticating class membership based at least in part on digital

3 credentials and/or certificates.

l 89. A classification technique as in claim 88 wherein said

2 digital credentials are digital certificates.

1 90. A classification technique as in claim 88 wherein said

2 digital credentials are digital membership cards.

1 91. A classification technique as in claim 88 further

2 including the step of deciding class membership based at least in pan

3 on rights management information.

1 92. A classification technique as in claim 88 further

2 including the step of classifying at least one of users, nodes, devices,

3 networks, servers, clients and services based at least in pan on rights

4 management information.

1 93. A classification technique as in claim 88 further

2 including the step of conditioning at least one rights management

3 process at least in part on authenticated class membership.
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1 94. A computer system including:

a first arrangement that generates class-based controls to

participants based at least in part on class and/or class-based

assignments; and

a second arrangement that allows participants to interact with

information and/or one another at least in part using said class-based\lO\U1-I:-UJt\)
controls.

1 95. A computer system as in claim 94 further including

2 means for using said class-based controls to limit participants’ access

3 to information and/or services based on participants’ classes.

1 96. A health care computer system including an arrangement

for issuing health care workers, administrators and insurers class-

based digital credentials and/or certificates, wherein the digital

information sent to said health care workers and administrators

includes class-based controls that condition use and/or access to

information based at least in part on said class-based digital\lO\UI-kl-rJl\J
credentials and/or certificates. '

1 97. A health care computer system as in claim 96 further

including means for allowing said health care workers, administrators

and insurers sharing a common object subject to class-based controls

to have access to different portions of the object based at least in partU1-I}-UJIQ
on said class-based controls.
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1 98. A work process automation system including a matching

2 and/or classification computer that matches tasks to resources based

3 . at least in part on assigning classifying the tasks and/or the resources

4 to at least one class.

1 99. A work process automation system as in claim 98

2 wherein said matching and/or classification computer includes means

3 for defining at least one class hierarchy based at least in part on rights

4 management information.

1 100. A work process automation system as in claim 98

wherein said matching and/or classification computer includes means

3 for matching based at least in part on rights management information.

1 101. An automatic govemmental and/or societal rights

2 supporting system including a matching and/or classification

3 computing element that assigns and/or classifies entities to at least

4 one class based at least in part on rights management information.

1 102. An automatic governmental and/or societal rights

2 supporting system as in claim 101 wherein the matching and/or

3 classification computing element includes means for defining a class

4 hierarchy based at least in part on rights management information.

1 103. An automatic governmental and/or societal rights

2 supporting system as in claim 101 wherein the matching and/or

3 classification computing element includes means for classifying

4 entities based on at least one of the following:
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5 tax status;

6 right to receive certain information;

7 right to engage in certain transactions; and

8 jurisdiction.

1 104. An automatic taxing authority computer including

2 means for issuing tax class control sets based at least in part on tax-

3 based class definitions, and means for using said tax control sets at

4 least in part to collect and/or enforce taxation.

1 105. A method for adaptively presenting information

2 differently to different participants, including associating said

3 participants with classes, and controlling presentation based at least in

4 part on class-based control sets included within the information.

1 106. A method as in claim 105 further including using said

class-based control sets to match participants with different portions

3 of said information.

1 107. A method as in claim 105 further including using said

2 class-based control sets to change the form in which information is

3 presented based at least in part on said classes.

1 108. A method as in claim 105 further including the step of

2 operating said class-based control sets based at least in part on

3 metadata associated with different portions of said information.

1 109. A method as in claim 105 further including selecting

2 said class-based control sets between different images for
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3 presentation based at least in part on one or more classes associated

4 with a participant.

1 110. A method as in claim 105 further including using said

2 class-based control sets to emphasize certain portions of said

3 information over other portions in said presentation based at least in

4 part on one or more classes associated with a participant.

1 111. A method as in claim 105 further including using at

2 least one computer having a protected processing environment.

1 112. A method for adaptively presenting information

differently to different participants including:

classifying the different participants based on capability; and

2

3

4 using class-based control sets associated with said information

5 to change the difficulty of the presentation based at least in part on

6 said classification.

1 113. A method as in claim 112 wherein the different

2 recipients are classified based on grade level.

1 114. A method as in claim 112 including the step of

2 changing the vocabulary and/or syntactical complexity of the

3 presentation based at least in part on said classification.

1 115. A method as in claim 112 further including the step of

2 using said class-based control sets to ensure that in at least some

3 cases, recipients in different classes pay different levels of

4 compensation for said presentation.
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1 116. A method for adaptively presenting information

differently to different participants including:

classifying different participants based on capability, and

using class-based control sets associated with said information

to change the language of the presentation based at least in part onO\lJI-#1.:-Jl\)
said classification.

1 117. An information searching mechanism including a

matching computer element that classifies information based at least

in part on rights management information, said computing element

including means responsive to user requests to search for informationLn.J>UJl\)
based at least in part on said classification.

1 118. An information searching mechanism as in claim 117

wherein said matching computer element further includes means for

assigning information to classes based at least in part on rights-AU-Dlx)
management information.

1 119. An information searching mechanism as in claim 117

2 wherein said matching computer element includes means for scoring

3 information based at least in part on user indicated parameters.

1 120. An information searching mechanism as in claim 117

wherein said matching computer element includes means for

responding to at least some user requests by providing Universal-hLrJl\)
Resource Locator designations of where information can be found.
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1 121. An information handling method including the step of

2 using class-based controls to control support extraction and/or

3 aggregation of information.

1 122. An information handling method as in claim 121further

2 including using a computing element to extract information from

3 plural objects based at least in part on class-based criteria.

1 123. An information handling method as in claim 121 fiirther

2 including using a computing element to aggregate information based

3 at least in part on class-based criteria.

1 124. An information handling method as in claim 121 further

2 including using said class-based controls to represent nested or multi-

3 level classifications.

1 125. An information classification method including the step

2 of generating at least one class hierarchy from other plural

3 classification hierarchies based at least in part on rights management

4 information and/or class-based rights management information based

5 at least in part on classification metadata.

1 126. An information classification method as in claim 125

2 further including basing said other plural classification hierarchies at

3 least in part on object metadata.

1 127. An information classification method as in claim 125

2 further including specifying said classification object metadata
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3 specified classifications based on at least one of location, name,

4 prices, permissions, ISSN, title, author, publisher and/or date.

1 128. An information classification method as in claim 125

2 further including generating said class-based rights management

3 information by classifying classes.

1 129. An electronic gambling system including a computer

2 that matches gamblers with plural gambling providers based at least

3 in part through classifying the gambling providers using rights

4 management information.

1 130. An electronic gambling system as in claim 129 wherein

the computer includes means for classifying the gamblers based at

3 least in part on rights management information.

1 131. An electronic gambling system as in claim 129 wherein

2 the computer includes at least one protected processing environment.

1- 132. An electronic gambling system as in claim 129 wherein

2 the computer uses at least one control set to classify, select and/or

3 match at least one of said gambling providers, and/or gamblers.

1 133. An electronic ticketing system including a computer

that matches recipients with tickets to events through classifying said2

3 recipients, said system including a computer that matches tickets

4 and/or said events based at least in part on rights management

5 information.
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1 134. An electronic ticketing system as in claim 133 wherein

Z a recipient provides a request containing event and rights

3 management criteria, and the computer matches the recipient with a

4 provider based at least in part on said classifying process.

1 135. An electronic ticketing system as in claim 133 wherein

Z the rights management information includes method of payment

3 information.
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Start categorization

Get input data 184°

Select classification

method

Assemble data

matrix

Apply classification
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Assign objects
to categories

Write output data 1850

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 
  

1848

Other data

reduction methods

 
 

Fig. 18
Example Steps to Categorize Objects
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Fig. 19
Example Steps to Categorize Users/Appliances
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 Select variables 185°

1862

Select cases

Assemble data 1354

matrix

Apply cluster 1355
analysis

Interpret 1868
clusters

Assign cases to 1370
clusters

 

  

  
 

 
Fig. 21
Example Cluster Analysis Process
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 Typical Class 1-Profile Typical Class 2-Profile
Washington, DC Knoxville, TN 4

Av. price of content $8.79 $1.95
purchased last 30 days

Number of trips abroad 3

in last 2 years

Type of content most National and Sports
frequently purchased international news

2nd most frequently Business information Religious
purchased

Third most frequently Travel information Movies
purchased

D NoPavperview —
Add new controls Yes No
to content

Stated religious None Methodist
affiliation

SRI internet lifestyle Surfer Worker
category

Modification rights 20% of text items 5% of text items
purchased

' Example Classification Output Illustrating Different
Fig. 22 I

  

  
  

  

  

 

 

 
 

 

Classes Based Upon Differing Profiles
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Variables Factor1 Loadings Factor 2 Loadings

Reeionows -82

Av. price of content .72 .15
purchased last 30 days

Number of trips abroad in .91
last 2 years

Percent news, business -.12

Reugiosiw E3
Participates in sports -.21

Watches teamfindividualsports on TV

Owns a sports utility vehicle
Consumes beer/wine

Education beyond college
Buys pay per view
sports events -.25 « .77

- Example Classification Output illustrating Principal Components
F/g. 23 Analysis On Parameter Data And Categories Data
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Send VDE container

with "create appliance
  
 

is desired data

available from Matching
& Classification

Utility?

  
 

and event(s)
to VDE administrator  

  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Yes

Process event(s) using 1510 Pefiomeg by
PFOCGSS 9Venl(S) Using "create appliance attribute VDE ‘},‘2,'5““‘5"a‘°’

"create appliance attribute record" method —

recor " method (1516
 

  

 
 Send VDE container

1 Performed by with "create appliance
I Matching &  
 
  
 

: Clagsificafign attribute record" method
. utility and event(s)
: 900 to VDE administrator

  
 

  
  
  
 

 
 
 Send VDE container

with appliance attribute
record and event(s) to

Matching &
Classification Utility

Process event(s) using

attribute record" methodl "create appliance
1 520

Send VDE container

with appliance
attribute record and

event(s) to Matching
& Classification Utility

   

  
  

Electronic

I
I
I
I

: Performed by

E Appliance
I

Fig. 24
Example Steps for Collecting Appliance Attribute Data
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Locate site

configuration
record(s)

Locate PERC for

site configuration
record(s)

  
  

 

 
 Permission to

use site configuration
record(s)

No 
Yes

 
Copy required fields to 1527

appliance attribute record;
write VDE audit record

Fig. 25(A)
Example Create Appliance Attribute Data Method steps
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record
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Specify 1540 & Classification Utility
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data fields  

   
  
  
 

  
 
 

  

  

 
 
 

  

  

Matching & Classification
Utility sends VDE

container to another

commerce utility system
with "demographic data
query‘ method, "create
demographic attribute

record" method, and events

1 546

,..—_...—....... ——__.__.__._._..-—

 Process event(s)
using "demographic

data query"
method; write
audit record

1 548

Yes

  Required
demographic data

available?

  
 

 
 

1 552

Process event(s)

using "create
demographic attribute
record" method; write

audit record

 
 

 
 

Send event(s) to
"create demographic

attribute record"

method

 
  

 

 

 Other

commerce:

utility
system

Send VDE container

with demographic
I data attribute record

1554

F 27) Example Steps for Collecting Demographic Data
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Send VDE container to

Matching & Classification
Utility with "required data not

available“ message event

1556

CD»
Fig. 27(B)

Matching & Classification
Utility sends VDE

container to user with

"demographic data query"
and “create demographic
attribute record" methods,

and events

 

  

 
  
 

  
  
 

  

  

 
 

Process event using

"demographic data query"
method; write audit record

1560

  
  
  

  

1562 1564 1566
Send VDE container

. to Matching &
Required data N° Classification Utility

collected? with ‘‘failure‘'  
message. event

 
 
 

Yes

Process event(s) using
"create demographic

attribute record" method;

write audit record

1568

Send VDE container with

events, demographic
attribute record to Matching

& Classification Utility
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Demographic Information Questionnaire

Name:

Address:

Address:

City: State: Zp:

Gender (MIF)__Date of birth: __L:

Education:

Have not graduated high school

High school graduate

Some college

College degree

Some graduate school

Advanced degree

All Information Will Be Treated As Confidential

F Example Demographic Questionnaire “Pop-Up” Screen
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with "psychographic data
query" and "create 1586

15 fequlfed data psychographic attribute
available? record" methods and
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Send VDE container

  

 
 

 
 

 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 

'5'eq”"ed to Matchin- .. . 9.?‘ .

Process event(s) using dfifpgéfigafliggggm "Classification Utility with
"create psychographic failure message, events

attribute record" method

  

 

 
 

Yes

 

 
  
  

 

Send VDE container to

user with "collect psycho-

graphic data," and "create
psychographic attribute
record" methods, events

 

  
Process event(s) using
"create psychographic

attribute recor “ method

    
 

 

 

1598

Process events using

data" methodI "collect psychographic
1600

 

  
  

 
Send VDE container ,

with psychographic “Process events using
attribute data record, Cteate P'5YCh9I9l3PhlC

event(s) to Matching & attribute recor method
Classification Utility
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Today's Anonymous Questionnaire
Thanks for taking the time to answer these questions

We'll put $2.00 in your VDE budget

1. Do you feel sad, blue, unhappy or “down in the dumps"?

El A. Never

Cl B. Rarely
Cl C. Sometimes

Cl D. Very Often
D E. Most of the time

. Do you feel tired, having little energy, unable to concentrate?

Cl A. Never

D B. Rarely
D C. Sometimes

D D. Very Often
D E. Most of the time

. Do you feel uneasy, restless or irritable?

D A. Never

[3 B. Rarely
Cl C. Sometimes

E] D. Very Often
Cl E. Most of the time

. Do you have trouble sleeping or eating (too little or too much)?

D A. Never

D B. Rarely
D C. Sometimes

D D. Very Often
Cl E. Most of the time

Click here for more questions

All Information Will Be Treated As Confidential

Fl 31 Example Psychographic Questionnaire “Pop-Up” Screen
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Fig. 33
Example Steps For Determining
Attributes Based On Available

Rules And Consequences
Send VDE container with

"send PERCs method,"

event(s) to appliance 
Appliance processes

event(s) using
"send PERC records"

method; write audit record

  
  

1612

1614 1620

Send VDE container

with failure message,
event; write audit record

Appliance sends
container with PERC

records, event(s) to Matching
& Classification Utility;

write audit record

Matching & Classification
Utility processes event(s)

using "create attribute record
from PERC records" method
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Send VDE container

with "create rules attribute

record from PERC records"

method, event(s) to appliance

1610'

 
 

Appliance processes
event(s) using "create rules

attribute record from

PERC records" method;

write audit record

1622

 Send VDE container with

event(s), failure message;
write audit record

Appliance sends VDE
container with rules attribute

record, event(s) to Matching
& Classification Utility;

write audit reoord

Fig. 34
Example Steps For Determining Attributes
Based On Available Rules And Consequences
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‘(//1618

1630I Check permissions I

Open PERC

Copy PERC
header information

to attribute record

Locate

rights record header

Copy rights record
header information

to attribute record

Locate right ID

Copy right ID
to attribute record

 
1632

 

 
 
 

  
 

 

 
  

  

Fig. 35(A)
Construct Attribute Records From PERC Records Example Method
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  COPY

 

 

No

No

 
End

method header

to attribute record

More

method headers?

More

rights records?

Yes

Yes

Fig. 35(3)
Construct Attribute Records

From PERC Records Example Method
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Locate

PERC record 
1664 1666

 

  
 

1668

Is there PERC

for

PERC

N° End 
Yes

1
1 670 1672 674

  

     

  PERC for ‘675
PERC enable usage No

for Matching & Em
Classification  

Utility

Yes

Point 10 PERC 1573
for

PERC 

Fig. 36
Check Permissions Record Example Steps
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Fig. 33
Example Steps For Assembling
Attribute Records Based On

send VDE container 1690 Rules and Consequences
with "get URT" method,

event(s) to VDE appliance

VDE appliance processes
events using "get URT"

method; write audit record

1 692

VDE appliance
sends container with

failure notice, event(s);
write audit record

  
 

UFiT records

available?  
 

 

 
 

   

 
  

VDE node sends container

with URT entries to Matching 1593
& Classification Utility;

write audit record

  

  

 

Matching & Classification
Utility processes event(s)

using "create attribute
record from URT" method

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 25)
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Send VDE container

with "create attribute record

from URT“ method, event(s)
to VDE appliance

VDE appliance processes
event(s) using "create

attribute record from URT“

method; write audit record

URT records VDE appl.ia”°9
available? sends container with
Success? failure notice, event(s);

 VDE app
container with URT attribute

records, event(s) to Matching
& Classification Utility,

write audit record

1702

1704

 
 

 
 

write audit record

 
 liance sends

Fig. 39
Example Steps For Assembling Attribute Records
Based On Rules and Consequences
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Fig- 40(A)
. Example Steps To Check

On Attribute Record From

Check permissions 1720 A User Rights Table
for URT records

1722

Locate User

Rights Tabie(UFm

1724

Locate

UFiT record

Locate
user choice record

Locate

rights record header  
 

Copy rights record
header information to

attribute record

1730

Locate right ID 1732

CODY right ID i0 1734
U RT attribute record
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Fig. 41
Contruct attribute records from

PERC records method example

 

 

Is there PERC
or URT entry?

Point to PERC

tor URT
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Fig. 43
Example steps for assembling

usage audit records

Matching and Classification
Event(s) Utility send
"get audit records"

method, to VDE applicant in
VDE container

 

  
  

 
 
 

1 780

 

 
 

 

 
 

VDE appliance processes events

using "get audit records" method;
write VDE Audit Record

1782

VDE appliance sends container

with failure notice, event(s);

write audit record

 

  
 
 

 

 
 

Audit records

available?

 
  
 

  
  
  
  

 

VDE appliance sends audit

records, event(s) in VDE container;
write Audit Record

Matching and Classification

Utility processes event(s)

using "create

attribute record from audit

record" method
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Fig. -44
Example steps for assembling usage

audit records

Matching and Classification
Utility sends "create attribute

record from audit record"

method. event(s) to VDE

appliance in VDE container

  
  
  

  
  

 

  
 

 
 

 
VDE appliance process event(s)

using "create attribute record
from audit record" method

‘I794

VDE appliance sends container
with failure notice, event(s);

write audit record

 

  
  

 

 
 
 

Audit records

available?

VDE sends usage attribute

records. event(s) in VDE
container: write audit records

< 
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Fig. 45(A)
Example steps to create audit

attribute records

 1 800

 
  

 

Locate UDE audit
records in secure

database _

 
 

 

Select UDE audit

record

1806 1808 1810
1804

ERCforaudit No Rep0,1Fai,ure Writeaudit record

Yes 81814 1816 181

Re ort Fa iure = . ‘ E dn
1822 1324

 
Yes

 

   
  
 

1820

. _ Create summary
A'f0m|{3 Yes Aggregate Atomic YES transaction record

transaction records? from atomic records

A No
No

CD
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Fig. 45(3)
Example steps to create audit

attribute records

1826 1828

ggregate Yes Create aggregated
usage statistics usage statistics

Wm
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Copy selected audit
record fields to audit

attribute record(s)

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
  

 1830
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More
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1834
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End
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10/956,121 10/04/2004

22204 7590 04/15/2008

NIXON PEABODY, LLP
401 9TH STREET, NW
SUITE 900

WASHINGTON, DC 20004-2128

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

CONF {MATION NO.

Xin Wang 111325—291300 8924

EXAMINER

WEST, THOMAS C

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

3621

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

04/15/2008 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. App|icant(s)

10/956,121 WANG ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, Art Unit

THOMAS WEST 3621 -
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 04 October 2004.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)IX| This action is non-final.

3)I:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IXI C|aim(s) ii is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I C|aim(s) is/are allowed.

6)IXI C|aim(s) ii is/are rejected.

7)I:I C|aim(s)j is/are objected to.

8)I:I C|aim(s)jare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)I:I The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)I:I accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of:

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attach ment(s)

1) IX Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) D Interview Summary (PTO-413)

2) D Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(S)/M3” DataE
3) IZI Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Noiice Oi informal Paieni Appiicaiion

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 1-26-05 8-4-05 2-19-08. 6) D Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20080403
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Application/Control Number: 10/956,121 Page 2

Art Unit: 3621

DETAILED ACTION

Status of Claims

1. This action is in reply to the US Application filed October 4, 2004.

2. Claims 1-36 are currently pending and have been examined.

Information Disclosure Statement

3. The Information Disclosure Statements filed on January 26, 2005, August 4,

2005, and February 19, 2008 have been considered. lnitialed copies of Form 1449 are

enclosed herewith.

Double Patenting

4. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory

obviousness—type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims

are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated

by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140

F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.

1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422
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Art Unit: 3621

F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163

USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1 .321(d)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of

activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b).

Claims 1-36 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting over claim 6 of copending Application No. 10162701. This is a provisional

double patenting rejection since the conflicting claims have not yet been patented.

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the

referenced copending application and would be covered by any patent granted on that

copending application since the referenced copending application and the instant

application are claiming common subject matter, as follows: meta—rights, derived rights,

rights transfer, generating a license.

Furthermore, there is no apparent reason why applicant would be prevented from

presenting claims corresponding to those of the instant application in the other

copending application. See In re Schneller, 397 F.2d 350, 158 USPQ 210 (CCPA

1968). See also MPEP § 804.
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Application/Control Number: 10/956,121 Page 4

Art Unit: 3621

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

6. Claims 1-36 are rejected under U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Anand,

US Patent No. 6,044,466 (Anand), in view of Workshop on Digital Rights Management,

Minutes from Architecture/Infrastructure Session (Infrastructure).

Claims 1, 12, 24:

Anand, as shown, discloses the following limitations:

obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of rights

including meta—rights specifying derivable rights that can be derived

from the meta—rights (see column 3, line 15-31, column 5, lines 17-23,

column 5, lines 1-16)

determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights

specified by the meta—rights (see column 5, line 14-21)

deriving at least one right from the derivable rights, if the rights consumer

is entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta—rights, wherein the derived

right includes at least one state variable based on the set of rights and used for

determining a state of the derived right (see column 5, line 1-16)

Petitioner Apple Inc. - Exhibit 1002, p. 6122
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Art Unit: 3621

Anand discloses the limitations as shown above. Anand does not directly

disclose a state variable (state machine), but Infrastructure does (page 8,

paragraph 3)

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention to modify Anand to include the state machine of Infrastructure since

this provides a dynamic structure that can express dynamic rights relationships.

Claims 2, 13, 25:

Anand, as shown, discloses the following limitations:

the state variable inherits a state thereof for content usage or rights

transfer from the set of rights (see column 5, line 1-16)

Claims 3, 4, 14, 15, 26, 27:

Anand/Infrastructure discloses the limitations shown above. Anand further

discloses:

the state variable shares a state thereof for content usage or rights

transfer with the set of rights (see column 8, line 7-14)

the state variable inherits a remaining state for content usage or rights

transfer from the set of rights (see column 5, line 14-16)

Claims 5, 16, 28:

Anand, as shown, discloses the following limitations:

Petitioner Apple Inc. - Exhibit 1002, p. 6123
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the state variable is updated upon exercise of a right associated with the

state variable (see column 7, line 5-14)

Claims 6, 17, 29:

Anand, as shown, discloses the following limitations:

deriving a plurality of rights from the derivable rights, wherein the state

variable is shared by the derived rights (see column 7, line 1-7)

Claims 7, 8, 18, 19, 30, 31:

Anand discloses the limitations as shown above. Anand does not directly

disclose a state variable (state machine), but Infrastructure does:

the state variable represents a collection of states (see page 8, paragraph

3)

a plurality of state variables that determine the state of the derived right

(see page 8, paragraph 3)

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention to modify Anand to include the state machine of Infrastructure since

this provides a dynamic structure that can express dynamic rights relationships.

Claims 9, 20, 32:

Anand, as shown, discloses the following limitations:
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at least one state variable is unspecified in the derived right, is created

during a rights transfer, and is assigned to the derived right (see column 7, line 1-

14)

Claims 10, 21, 33:

Anand, as shown, discloses the following limitations:

the state variable is transferred from the derivable rights to the derived

right (see column 7, line 15-23)

Claims 11,22, 34, 36:

Anand, as shown, discloses the following limitations:

generating a license including the derived right, if the rights consumer is

entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta—rights (see column 7, line 24-

29)

one or more of the means for obtaining, the means for determining, and

the means for deriving are specified in a license (see column 7, line 24-29)

Claim 35:

Anand, as shown, discloses the following limitations:

obtaining, the means for determining, and the means for deriving comprise

at least one of computer—executable instructions, and devices of a computer

system (see column 4, line 51-67)
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Thomas West whose telephone number is 571 -270-

1236. The examiner can normally be reached on M—R 7:30am - 5pm EST, ALT Fridays

off.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Andrew Fischer can be reached on 571-272-6779. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Thomas West

Patent Examiner

Art Unit 3621

April 3, 2008

/Jalatee Worjlohl

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3621
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§452987o-$ or US4442486—$
§or US4323921—$ or US
§4278837—$ or us422o991-$
§or US4159468—$).did. or (us
§37986o5-$ or us379o7oo-$ 3
§or US3609697—$ or US
§3263158-$ or US6298316-$
éor US6135646—$ or US

§e161114-$ or US5956737—$
§or US5109413—$ or US
g6o98o56-$ or use125349—$
gor US6385596-$).did. or (us
§3263158-$).did. or (DE—
§4323921-$ or DE—3609697—$).
§did. or (EP—1308115—A—$ or 3
§EP-1180798-A-$ or JP-
§2oo2o16565-$ or US
§6330670—B—$ or US6327652—
§B—$ or WOOOO8909—A—$ or 3
§FR-2772486-A-$ or wo-
§9924928-A-$ or EP—895149—A—
§$ or WO—9840969—A—$ or EP—

§862318-A-$ or WO—9837481—
gA-$ or JP—10214297—$ or US
§57e1686-$ or EP—838785—A—$
§or US5737413—$ or US 3
§5734823-$ or WO9809209—
§A—$ or WO—9743761-A-$ or
§Us5655o77-$ or wo-
§972e732-A-$ or US5649013—

or WO—9720298—A—$ or US 3
§5633932-$ or WO9714087—
§A-$ or WO—9636163—A—$).did.
§or (WO—9633476—A—$ or US 3
§5568552-$ or WO9627155—
§A-$ or us5539735-$ or US

§5534975-$ or USr5530235-$
§or EP—715246-A-$ or EP—
g715245-A-$ or EP—715244—A—
§$ or EP—715243—A—$ or DE—
§4442486—A—$ or us55o9o7o-

or US5504814—$ or US 3
§5473692-$ or US5473687—$
§or WO9530211—A—$ or EP—
§e7998o-A-$ or EP—679978—A—

or EP—679977-A-$ or EP—
§672991—A-$ or US5428606—$
§or WO9514289—A—$ or CA—
§21o2743-$ or EP—649074—A—$
§or WO9508231—A—$ or US
§5394469-$ or DE—4323921—A—

§$).did. or (WO9427411—A—$
gor WO9419884—A—$ or US
§5337357-$ or JP—O6181924—$
gor EP—601500—A—$ or US
§53197o5-$ 0rJP-O6095591—$
§or EP—588243-A-$ or EP— 3
§575936-A-$ or EP—570123—A—
§$ or EP—567800—A—$ or wo-
§9321581-A-$ or EP—555715—A—
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‘E66§2'6Z76§‘""m“‘

‘E66§}‘6Z76§“‘“W“

S:

S:

e\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\..

RRR
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS; EPO;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

S52 and (state near variable)
§USPAT; USOCR;
§FPRS; EPO;

§DERWENT;
§lBM TDB

§USPAT; USOCR;

u

$ or US5235642—$ or US

5291596-$ Or EP—542298—A—$

or WO9309490—A—$ or EP-

534679—A—$ or US5183404—$

or WO9301550—A—$ or WO

9220022—A—$ or WO

9214187—A-$ or US5136643—

$ or WO—9209160—A—$ or US

5103476—$ or EP—471939-$

or US5058164—$).did. or (US
5052040—$ or EP—447339—$

or US5047928—$ or EP-

442838-$ or US5023907—$

or EP—425053—$ or EP-

423035—$ or GB—2236604—$

or EP—421409—$ or US-

4999806—$ or EP—398494—$

or US4961142—$ or US

4949187—$ or DE—3903454—$

or EP—367700—$ or EP-

366854—$ or US4924378—$

or CA—1267443—$ or EP-

359220—$ or WO9002382—$

or US4891838—$ or EP-

332304—$ or US4796220—$

or WO8809019—$ or EP-

266748-$ or WO8802960-$

or WO8802202—$).did. or

(EP—252646—$ or DE—3609697—
$ or US4658093—$ or EP-

192243-$ or US4593376—$

or WO8603040—$ or EP-

174472—$ or US4558176—$

or US4529870—$ or EP-

80244—$ or US4368162—$ or

US4278837-$ or WO-

8001635-$ or DE—2849718—$

or DE—2840980—$ or US

798605—$).did.

‘S51 and metadata
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‘E00§2‘0Z70§M“““‘

2008/O4/O3

‘§0‘0‘§/021705”“““W

200070Z)‘0‘é‘"""""”
1 2: 1 4

"506§2'0Z70é‘“"""""

S111
1

S111
1

S111111111111111111111
§

31Du

.
=OR

RRRH

R

§

SPAT; USOCR;

FPRS; EPO;

SPAT; USOCR;

USPAT; usoce;

FPRS; EPO;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

S57Er}di‘H1erEde?Ei“WWWW‘
USPAT; usoce;

FPRS; EPO;

DERWENT;

USPAT; usoce;

FPRS; EPO;

§DERWENT;

§USPAT; usoce;
§EPO; DERWENT

US PGPUB;

FPRS, EPO,

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

US PGPUB;

§US PGPUB;

 

1

I BM_TDB

‘

 

(Derived derivation derivable

derivative derive inherit$4)

(US6389402—$ or US
6363488-$ or US6345256-$

or US6330670—$ or US

6327652-$ or US6301660-$

or US6292569—$ or US

6266618-$ or US6253193-$

or US6240185—$ or US

6237786—$ or US6233684—$

or US6226618—$ or US

6185683-$ or US6157721—$

or US6138119—$ or US

6115471—$ or US—6112181—$

or US6047067—$ or US

5999949—$ or US5982891—$

or US5949876—$ or US

5943422—$ or US5940504—$

or US5920861—$ or US

5917912—$).did. or (US
5915019—$ or US5910987—$

or US5892900—$ or US

5825892—$ or US5768426—$

or US5765152—$ or US

5761686-$ or US5757907—$

or US5748783—$ or US

5745569-$ or US—5737416—$

or US5737413—$ or US
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§452987o-$ or US4442486—$
§or US4323921—$ or US
§4278837—$ or us422o991-$
§or US4159468—$).did. or (us
§37986o5-$ or us379o7oo-$ 3
§or US3609697—$ or US
§3263158-$ or US6298316-$
éor US6135646—$ or US

§e161114-$ or US5956737—$
§or US5109413—$ or US
g6o98o56-$ or use125349—$
gor US6385596-$).did. or (us
§3263158-$).did. or (DE—
§4323921-$ or DE—3609697—$).
§did. or (EP—1308115—A—$ or 3
§EP-1180798-A-$ or JP-
§2oo2o16565-$ or US
§6330670—B—$ or US6327652—
§B—$ or WOOOO8909—A—$ or 3
§FR-2772486-A-$ or wo-
§9924928-A-$ or EP—895149—A—
§$ or WO—9840969—A—$ or EP—

§862318-A-$ or WO—9837481—
gA-$ or JP—10214297—$ or US
§57e1686-$ or EP—838785—A—$
§or US5737413—$ or US 3
§5734823-$ or WO9809209—
§A—$ or WO—9743761-A-$ or
§Us5655o77-$ or wo-
§972e732-A-$ or US5649013—

or WO—9720298—A—$ or US 3
§5633932-$ or WO9714087—
§A-$ or WO—9636163—A—$).did.
§or (WO—9633476—A—$ or US 3
§5568552-$ or WO9627155—
§A-$ or us5539735-$ or US

§5534975-$ or USr5530235-$
§or EP—715246-A-$ or EP—
g715245-A-$ or EP—715244—A—
§$ or EP—715243—A—$ or DE—
§4442486—A—$ or us55o9o7o-

or US5504814—$ or US 3
§5473692-$ or US5473687—$
§or WO9530211—A—$ or EP—
§e7998o-A-$ or EP—679978—A—

or EP—679977-A-$ or EP—
§672991—A-$ or US5428606—$
§or WO9514289—A—$ or CA—
§21o2743-$ or EP—649074—A—$
§or WO9508231—A—$ or US
§5394469-$ or DE—4323921—A—

§$).did. or (WO9427411—A—$
gor WO9419884—A—$ or US
§5337357-$ or JP—O6181924—$
gor EP—601500—A—$ or US
§53197o5-$ 0rJP-O6095591—$
§or EP—588243-A-$ or EP— 3
§575936-A-$ or EP—570123—A—
§$ or EP—567800—A—$ or wo-
§9321581-A-$ or EP—555715—A—
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_\
HH

‘Edda?6‘2i7‘65‘""""""

2008/ 04/ O3

1 7: O5

2008/ 04/ O3

‘E66‘é76Z2‘6§‘””“““"

°é‘66§}‘6Z76§‘W“
1 7 : 27

‘E66E2‘6Z76§“‘”W“
1 7 : 28

1566%?6‘2i7‘65‘""""""
1 7 28

12008/O4/O4

08:1 1

11

11

11

1‘\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V

R

R

RRRR
B;

§USPAT; USOCR;

§FPRS; EPO;

SPAT; usocn;

§USPAT; usocn;
grpns; EPO;

§D

SPAT; usocn;

FPRS; EPO;

ERWENT;
IBM TDB

SPAT; usocn;

SPAT; usocn;

s"e§"£88‘Z‘(Hi§ii}fi‘H6é?“Fi§‘iii§i‘ "
rights near management)

rm (content near right))

se5EH3"Ec§E&‘2‘¥i’§6‘6‘i‘6é‘6?i"""

stEE‘E3;?‘(‘{}}éiFi§E5i‘é7i§§Eii‘iE££§‘
able)) and metadata

8 and (Derived derivation

erivable derivative derive §USPAT; USOCR;

herit$4) PRS; EPO;

see“3H8‘E(Hi5iiéi“H§éF?i§‘iii‘§)‘“"
rights near management) §USPAT; USOCR;

rm (content near right)) PRS; EPO;

|BM_TDB

able)) and metadata
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1
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FPRS; EPO;

DERWENT;
IBM TDB

SPAT; USOCR;

FPRS; EPO;

DEFiWENT;
IBM TDB
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FPRS; EPO;

DEFiWENT;
lBM_TDB

USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS; EPO;

DEFiWENT;
IBM TDB

(state near (variable machine
§USPAT; USOCR;
§FPRS; EPO;

§DEBwEI\IT;
§IBM TDB
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§USPAT; USOCR;

§FPBs; EPO;

‘US PGPUB;
USPAT; USOCR;

FPRS; EPO;

1

(Derived derivation
derivable derivative derive

st?"EBE"(H5iii“\}liii¥‘iF§Ei§iEF5‘““

)) with metadata
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S83 and license
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§2oo2o1e5724-$ or US §usPAT; usoca; 1 :46
g2oo2ooe9324-$ or US §EPO; DERWENT s s
§20060064666—$ or US 3

§2oo3o163597-$ or US
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§20010053996—$ or US
§20010039571—$).did. or (us
§63894o2-$ or US6363488-$
§or US6345256—$ or US
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§or US6301660-$ or US
§6292569-$ or US6266618-$
§or US6253193—$ or US
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§or US6233684—$ or US
§e226618-$ or US6185683-$
§or US6157721—$ or US
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Werkshep en Digitei Rights ivienegerrient fer the Web

Werid Wide Web Cenenrtium

22-23 January 2001
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irnportant dates

Papers submission deadiine: 22 December 2000

Registration deadiine: 12 January 2001

Workshop meter
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the maiiing Eist.
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‘ me} Previe-uS:.PL4§>.§_i_shers Reeuirremente]

e.nr3..;S$ie_n_d.er;i.$] 

Minutes frem the Architecture/Errfraetruoture Seeerorr

Pie-eee refer to the pC3$ifi€3i?~fi{3~5E:GFS and slides fer eutheritefive errswere, The
feiiewieg .rrrr'nu‘tee are only 3 seaeshot ef Prieeenietiens end fiiecussiens

Godfrey Rust (IE-ndece Project)

a LLF3:,i’s ae:?_.;Q.i§ier:i..Erie.r1t§fier§

 
Dian nn-o¥§y(W3C)

e iF?;r;%e E‘ *2-2%.fer.§tee.ee:r«;i.%;e:t§.omen91.3rztereeer@_%é§tsr.%.r1..?J?x{eh:r2eee§3...E13§e%ieiRiebits

John Erickson (Hewie-tt~Peokerd)

e flee:1,e;ie.%taiBrehteM:Me.naee.m.ent

Renato Eanne-fiat (EPR Systems)

e D;i.e.iie:¥...§}£?je§i.,,i£i.en.i.%f§e.r

N.orr“nen Peskin (int. DOE Foundation)

a Q.§eeu.esé.oi.n.

Godfrey Rust (<§ndeee> Project), ENDECS Framework Data Qefiirrrfierie

366 6180 the lfifidesooezeifl and fire sindeeszfrermeowerk:

The <indecs> project ended 2000, new we are new company oaiied <indecs> framework.

Look ai our online document: Principies, modei, and data dictionary, June 2000.

We see DRM in terms of meiadaia, as a metadeta probiem. The description is covered in

Open eBoek, ONEX, and my company.

Here is the scheme:

1. peopfe make stuff

2. people useetuff
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3. peopie do deais about stuff

The scope is stuff. This can be characterized in terms of:

1. Parties

2. Creations

3. Agreements

Rust projected a diagram shiowing the high granuiarity in the <indeos> modei, with
hierarchy of parties and a;greemen.ts. He noted that you must pass asiong: the rn-etad—at*a in a
st.ri.iotured defined way to permitcomputationai processes.

The toiiowing things are required:

e tunctionai granularity: you must be able to identify stuff at any ievei of gjra-huziarity

1; unique id

a who says so - designated authority

is appropriate access (who can do what)

in the 1980s, there were few schemes for description, today there are many, iists ten major

ones, inoiuding MPEG-7, ONEX, SMPTE, REAA/iFPi, and severai more.

Here are the <indeCs.> prinoipiesz

9 AH metadata is just a View (exarnpie: about the work versus about the manifestation,

and more, each of which may‘ have its own rights)

0 views must not be Confused;. mistaken identity can be disastrous to rights

management

' o views need to be inte_rope—rabie
e Aimost aii terms need idenititiers

o vaiues must be dietinéedi and identified

0 need standard vocahuita—rie-s and ontoiogies.

o automation need tor d-isasmbiguity. There is an existing vocabuiary for some things:

territories, iangzuage, currency, date/time and some others. But we need dozens of
others.

9 Events are key to intereiaerabtiitty

0 most metadata is stuff or peopie based

0 events description are key to rights management

Godfrey Rust gave an exampie how this wouid work:
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make event the first ciass object, e.g., Rust creating these siides

then at! the other eiernents are e.ttriib‘utesi aii-that“. Ctaiie, iiiiie, etc.

next event, e.g., Rust showing this Sizide ~»= it has attriibutes too and references the

previous event, thus -conneicting the creative item-s
next event: Norman Pasidn a—d.a~pts (transfo2rrnin—g event) these siides before he shows it at

another meeting, thus creating new attributes and references to preceding events, thus

connecting the creative items

This mode! has the same infon'n.ati«on as other metadata structures, just organized

differently to serve rights rnanag-ement.

Here‘s another event that bears on rights: agreeing. What goes into the agreement is what

goes into descriptive metadata, what he had, what he did. Aiso assertion by a trusted entity
that verifies or authenticates.

Using the event structure, now have six events regarding these siide-show. See how you

can use events to integrate d5escri—ptive and rights metadata.

But we need rights voca=bu§-aries tn make this work, on a paraiiei with the need for

vocabularies to serve descript.ive rnetadata.

Dan Cnrmoiiy [W33],W3.Q..ieiR.i...§§§.i9.t1.?iTfi.tTtifi2i.iT32.i§S

See also the a2rresa.Qndtna.A.<ztivitx within ..W3C and the slides

He outiined V‘./3C’s Phiiosophy of Standards: i-ieip peopie do the right thing.

URis wiii have a reiationship to a potentiai D{RM;~Activity. Connoiiy aiso suggests that DRM

discussion focus on payments and rights negotiati»on as much as prevention of access.

Aii names are uitimateiy iocai. Giobast n—aming depends on sociai agreements and trust.

HTTP is not the oniy protocoi. For the Web, we use DNS (Domain Name System). Don't

forget, HTML is not the oniy his type. Things can evoive, you can use proxies and thus use
an old name against new pretecoi. But Lifiis are the oniy thing in that arena. New protocois

can be used with existing na.%m.es.. There is no need to change names just because you

change protocois. We don't need to make new UR? schemes just because we have made a
new data format.

There is opacity: Don't peek inside names, names (URis) are not user interface. Don’t

reinvent redirection in http, it is not a service, they are not iocators. [ENS supports rnuitipie A

records. Lots of administrative hierarchies fit in current http and DNS, you don't need to
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invent a new URE scheme.

URis were not designed as a user interface. Don't use a URN as a brand name. To

estabiish a new trusted brand name, trying to wedge them into DNS is a probiem, you're

ought to use <titie>

John Erickson (HP), Principles for Standardization and interoperability in

Web»-based Digitai Rights Management

See also the sfiries and the Position Paper

John Erickson started by re—inforcing what was aiready heard during previous sessions;

When we think about DRM, we have to separate expression of rights information and

poiicies from the enforcement of those rights. We have to think of a iayered modei,

separate the expression of rights information from the info for discovery and from

impiementlng and enforcing those rights.

What is the W305 roie here? We think W30 shouid recommend a piatforrn. Erickson put

emphasis on the deveiopmerit of a ianguage and a protocoi for EPR poiicy expression,
discovery, and interpretation.

The W3C shouid not recommend a‘ standard DRM system. But we shouid provide a basis

for the interoperability of such: sy-stems. Core shouidé be to find a reiiable way to express

and transfer rights information. Remember the design principles of the web, iPR work ought
not vioiate them.

Erickson deveioped the foiiowi-rig set of requirements:

9 never interfere with users‘ a.b§ii=ity to discover info (inci rights info) on the web, this is what i
mean by universai access, so i can decide about whether to access

9 aiways communicate the poiiiciies and technicai restraints in understandabie ianguage

e poiicies are communicated? in fair ancli open ways

9 need for trust, need to have a basis to trust the assertions being made, need a
mechanism to assure tru.stworthines.s

e IPR information and poiiicie»s- must be dlscoverabie and rninimaiiy interpretabie in

dependent of any given ve-ndo-r‘s soiution

9 the ianguages and protocoiis -must be designed for evoiution
a web based mechanism rnust aiiow for owners to choose different toois and consumers to

use different toois to diisrcovevr and? interpret rights info

9 cooi new content that comes aiiong ought not break the DRM systems or break the

ianguages and protocois
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Here's our [HP pubiishing group} proposai: PREP (Poiicy and Rights Expression Piattorm,

see the for more intorma=tion), it wotiidi be a framework to express and

interpret the poiiciies and into. it shouid compiement iaws and Seit«regu.iatory programs. It
shouid be consistent with prior work, e.g., P3P.

What are the buiiding biocks of PREP?

s semantics-— poiicy interpretation mechanisms

9 objects «» rights messaging protocoi

9 syntax — rights expression ianguages

Erickson sonciuded:

1. W320 should recommend a piatforrn for EPR poiicy expression, discovery, and

i—nterpretetion.

2. W30 shouid not recommend a Standardized digitai rights management system.

3. Core shouid he reiiabie way to express and transfer rights information.

Renato ianneiia (iPR Systems), Qpen Digitai Rights Management

See also the slides and the Eositianrrtaaer‘

We need to define DRi\/i formaiiy. Customary DRIVE definitions tend to emphasize protection,

enforcement, security. We need to remove the security/iocsking focus of DRIVE. There are a
iot of definitions out there. But we want DRM to be broader: describe, identity, trade,

monitor, track, and manage rights hoider reiationships. We want to leave behind the

"creation wateriaii" concept or create => trade => use as a tine. We want to took at a

circuiar iife cycie approach (compare Rust events). We use the same terms: create—trade~

use and add reuse = recreate. Then the life cycie is more accurateiy seen as circuiar. He

gave an exampie of transparency in presenting rights, from Adobe eBooi<. You are

authorized to get the copy. it is OK to copy (up to 10 times each week), to print, to tend. But

you cannot give or read aioud. He suggested, that it should be possibie to pay for usage,

not possession.

The foiiowing are buitding biocks for a DRM architecture:

A better rnetadata framework: He wouid iike it to be in RDF

Trust (digitai signatures)

There are iessons to team from P3P, CC/PP

identification (URis)

XML packaging and toois

QQQ00
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9 use the <indecs> modei: content, parties, rights. Each one is a kind of C§aS$\ Parties
described wouid be: author, corporate, -agent, puhiisheir. The content: wouid he ciassified

in work, expression, manifestation, item. ‘Rights wouid be ciassified in usages, rewards,
constraints.

Renato ianneiia presented the He sees it as a starting point for a DRIVE Language,

that couid be deveiopped within W30.

Conciudes: W3C Roie oouid be:

9 W30 Digitai Rights Language Working Group to deveiop semantaics of a digitai rights

ianguage encoded in XML

0 Trusted Metadata Working Group to deveiop architecture to support encoding and
transmission of DRM and other metaciata

e DRM interest Group to discuss next steps and estabiish reiationship with other
communities

W3C can soive some part of the DRM probiem, coordinate others, and empower the user

community.

Norman Paskin (Int. D05 Foundation), Digitai Qbject identifier (DQi)

See also the at/?;c.t..easiier.>t). and the .F?Q$IiiQI1.E&,ifl”

Paskin was presenting the activity of the DOE Foundation. We have spent three years

deveioping an identifier system for digitai objects. We have been influenced by <indecs>

anaiysis and impiementations, e.g., ONEX and by consideration of digitai object

infrastructure (e.g., CNRi work).

DRM must he maximaiiy extensible. DRM is digitai management of rights, notjust

management of digital rights Practicai rights management wiii require deaiing with both

digitai and non-digitai rights. Unique identification is essentiai for automation to work on
this.

Description info and rights info are not distinguishabie. Any piece of description may be

needed in a rights transaction.

Creative items used to be physicai, today we have both a physical and digitai manifestation,

so sometimes there are two identifiers, e.g., iSBi\t for one, URL for the other. But if we are

going to automate transactions we must dis-embiguate meanings. We need to define word

iike book in the spaces it may found in, the ESBN space or the <indecs> space.
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There wiii not be one modei for appiying identifiers, it wiil differ for content communities.

given practicai implications, e.g. ONiX, i\,~‘iPEG—7, etc. A work may be an originai manuscript

version, the work in the abstract, a draft, a copy in a pubiication, a digitai copy not in a

pubiication, a reprint, etc.. ln each roie, there wiii be different ids and attributes. We don‘t

have to have cornpiete knowiedge representation. We can buiid on agreements over what

an identifier means within a given namespace

About names and iocations, he said that a name is a location in a defined namespace, thus

aii names are iocaticns is triviaily true.

As practicai needs for DOE, Paskin identified:

muitipie instances

persistence in face of change

rngt of non—digitai entities

de—referencing, resoiution
0000
Who should be responsible for naming: Standards bodies, rights coliectives? Exampies are:

e EAN/UPC bar code system

9 iSBN system

9 URi system But what in the digitai reaim?

9 URLs are a poor system for pubiishers

identifier needs to be actionabie. They can be the basis for rights management. But there

won't be one piece to go for:

as e.g., directory of parties (names of peopie, sort of, as for music, is deveioping a directory)

9 e.g., ontoiogy of scientific article

We need to invoive stakehoiders, what is the W3C good for here?

Paskin used an aphorisrn: i think what is caiied media convergence reaiiy is "people

convergence" (with the correiative probiem of communication). Formaiisms are essentiai in

their piace but must be explained. What we ought to care about does not just encompass
the web.

DOE system offers :

e numbering — use any identifier

e description - can use <indecs> framework
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9 action — handies aiiow to iink to instances

a it is persistent, granuiar, iiexibie, can wrap other identifiers

Discussion

Not for all questions and answers, the author was identified. in this case, you?! see only

question and answer

Question: is URE primariiy address where you find something?

San Connoiiy (W36): i don't think so.

fianny Weitzner (W38): Question to Godfrey Rust and John Erickson: is there a

consensus point? John said there should be a rights management schema. How moduiar is

the <indecs> system ’? Does anyone who uses something that faiis under the <indecs>
model have to use the whoie model ?

Godfrey Rust (<in§ecs::>):— it is at matter of how you structure your information. if we use
the event mod-ei to organize our systesm. this shouid iead to interoperabiiity. if one wants to

express th.in:g:s in most efiioie—nt way. an events — systems wiii be very powerfui. Other

systems/iegacy info can be transformed into events modei One doesn’t have to organize aii

data into h~ig;h ievei of functionaiity. We can stiii use information that is fairiy iow grade.

John Ericirson (HP): An event rnod-ei is powerfui, because it aiiows description of certain

rights reiationshigps that we arnight thinit of in terms of eiectronic contracts. if we speak about
rights ia—n~g.uag:es., we can imagi-he a» iot of different types of transactions. There are things

that need to be deciared, be~twee.n an author and a pubiisher. it is a dynamic activity with
tots ofoutcomes that the event rnodei can characterize. The event model is the basis of an

ontoiogy. We need different vocabui.aries for different purposes. A contract between an

author and a publisher is ifike dynarnic state machine. The event modei is a powerfui way to

express that. Things iike rights vouchers/iicenses and output of individuai states are
dependant on dynamic events.

Rfiaxigfflifiififli Herherger (tint $ea;.ri;a:n.d): Events are oniy one side. The event rnodei reflects

the state of subjective rights within a specific contract. We aiso need a way to describe how

things fit together or what things have in common. We need a ianguage at a higher ievei

about objective rights. This iavnguege "should be abie to express ciasses of contract
reiiationships. i think the combination of the two is the soiution here.

Jonathan Schuii (Eiigitai Goods): Suppose i‘m a pubiisher and i want to pubiish a book
eiec—tronicaiiy. There are a whoie iot of ways to do this. Each combination wiii have a
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different address, thus creating a different digital object. A publisher doesn't really care

about the locations, he only cares about initiat work. He may decide that peopte shouldn't

print it, or that people want their money back. As a publisher, i want to have only one thing
to do.

Jonathan B. Hahn (Versaware): in a oontrarian mode i say, welt, about these "events,"

you know pubiishers may think of only one event, the one that came into play when i signed

on to publish this work.

Godfrey Rust (<indecs>): A DOt is a single number for the object

flan Corinoity (W33): What’s the first letter of most DOts? Names are little pieces of

communication. Making up a name without thinking about communication is sort of silly. We

don't decide anything by ourselves, we decide together with peopte we communicate with. i

don't think you can invent new technology that solves all the social problems involved

Norman Paskin (SSE): The web is not the universal information space. There are things,

which aren‘t on the web. We need to identify them too.

Eric Ntiiier (GCLC): you can place something on the web without using Qt. § rep*re«s~e:n~t
libraries, so if you publish, you want consumer to get access to stuff — you hav‘e—to‘tal*k.t0

your customer base to find out whether they will use access mechanism you are -dost-gning
to access content. What are the things we are trying to automate here? Lertts think about a

scenario with implemented DRM, let's do what—ii scenarios.

Question: Why are ontologies so important?

Answer: Take a look at ontoiogies and what publishers require and you have your problem
defined

Eric Miller (QCLC): A question not yet resolved is, what happens in DRM ifdifferent kinds

of people are accessing the same object, eg. in the context of a library.

Robert Boltick, (ivtcGraw-Hilt): This is already covered. it is tike every consumer/publisher

interaction which is covered by the requirements. More information can be found on

publishersorg. The name of the document is publishers DRM requirements.

Comment: We will get a lot of input/requirements from many different constituencies. e.g.

record industry, book industry etc.. We need to consider the evolution of technology —

technical components should be able to move indepently from one another. We have a

conceptual model: Take a language and a context used by different areas and avoid using
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two different terms for same requirement. We need to buiid a common platform. That gives

you a mechanism to do extensions that are truiy unique. Medicine, oii—driiiing aii use

different terminoiogy, but a conceptuai modei heips us to decide whether their need is

unique and heips us deveiop an orthogonai system, and avoid redundancy

Scott Foshee, (Adobe) states agreement with the interest in fine-grained identification

implied by the <indecs>/DOi ideas.

Question: We won’t be abie to define precisely what work is. We shouid avoid defining it.

White broad categories of interactions may have been studied, do you think your pubiishing

modei is extensibie to images, text, font? To Godfrey Rust: Do you think we can extend this

to pubiishing of aggregations, e.g. written book by an author combined with paper it is

printed on '2

Godfrey Rust (<indecs>): Take a took at indecs papers. The answer is yes, i think this is

possible.

Answer: The same is true for ONiX -— thinking about setting pieces of a work

banny ‘ihfe.itzner (W36): Comrnenting on Norman's point of the web not ‘being the
univ-erats information space, ifh‘§_t"tk‘ that in the discussions so far we ‘showed tots. of

attention on comnterciai needs. The question is whether we wouid iike common. framework

for di-scove-ring rights of document whether or not produced principaiiy tor trad-eor‘ .not?_ E..g.,.

does a picture of my 3-year oid ‘fit into. this framework’? We risk to produce big costs if more

are two ciasses of docurnents: One that fits into trading and others who d—orr’t. ifwe took at
music, we see, that non~trad.iti%orie§ documents are traded. i‘m a bit concerned _a=bout—the

appiiicatioh of these systems oniy to ‘‘trade‘‘ items in the web, ignoring or dis:.e=nfran—chi‘sin—g_
the iittte objects which atso have rights associated with them.

Godfrey Rust (<indecs>):The modei we worked on are neutrai as far as commerce is

concerned. it can be used for ;p=i&ctu—re of 3 year old. We haven't actuaiiy deveioped

framework though. A criticai piece of work is to decide what those verbs (note: for the

actions) are. The rnodei sti-ii needs 3 tot of detaiied work. We have roughiy agreed on the
direction we take. Piease don‘t overestimate what we've done.

Norman Pasidn (ESE): <§ndecs>/DOE is about transactions. We mean by transaction

anything, whether it's free or not. We focused on e—comrnerce. Our economic modei is

based on the barcode modei. ‘For some transactions. the financiai cost wiii be zero.

John Erickson (HP): What is the methodoiogy for rationaiising to interpret new dimensions

for a given probiem space? There has been a lot of talk about notion of ontologies. We
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have a certain way of thinking about a probiem, and perhaps another way. Now we try to

find ontoiogies to identify common points. Where does the notion of rationaiizing probiem

spaces confiict with ontoiogies? i can see that it resonates in a cfosed room

Rah Keenan, MPEQ: it/iPEG—7 is standard for describing content. Based on XML schema,

there are principle notions iike actor, peopie etc. Those are iisted in a concepts iist. There

are basic concepts iike shape, coior etc. Peopie can buiid their own ontology. TVIPEG has

just decided to do a data dictionary for a rights ianguage. MPEG has issued a cali for

requirements on 19 January 2001. Koenen invited W30 to work with MPEG on working on

this probiem

Peter Schiriing (EBEVI & MPEG): We shouid try to avoid unnecessary duplication. We aiiow

each discipiine to buiid an ontology from a common frame, to reduce dupiication of

eiements. Under that framework, different sectors can add their own things to a specific

concepts iist. Currentiy, we have oniy concept iists very specific to audio—\/isuai content,

Scott Foshee (Adobe): There are two ciasses of objects (things): Under controi and not

under controi. i wanted to state my agreement with Danny Weitzner, that there shouid oniy

be one ciass. Clipart in a presentation software is an aggregation with content you created.

By using a product that was licensed, everything on a harddisk is aggregated content work.

DRM shoufd be abie to handie that. Take a picture of Danny Weitzner and apply a fitter may

result in aggregate work. The process that is appiied results in another object. We need to

get something that is workabie, because this technoiogy wiii be everywhere

Coffee Break, out not enough coffee for some
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Proprietary Information
Status Letter

D Amendmeml Reply Declaration and Power of Attorney

D Afier Final Licensing—related Papers

I] Affidavits/declaration(s) "CW0" Application Data Sheet

Request for Corrected Filing Receipt with
Enclosures

A self—addressed prepaid postcard for
acknowledging receipt

Other Enclosure(s) (please identijfiz below):

Petition to Convert to a Provisional

Extension of Time Request Application
Express Abandonment Request Power of Attorney, Revocation

Change of Correspondence Address
lnfonnation Disclosure Statement . _ _Terrnuial Disclaimer

E]ElIEIEEIEIEIEICID
Certified Copy of Priority Request for Refund
Document(s)

CD, Number of CD(s)

ElElElElElElElElEl
Response to Missing Parts!
Incomplete Application

D Response to Missing Parts
under 37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53

'2] ‘Die Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees
required or credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No. 19-2380 for the
above identified docket number.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT ATTORNEY OR AGENT

rim, Marc S. Kaufman

or Registration No. 35,212

Individual name Nixon Peabody LLP
., Suite 900

. 20004-2128

? 
C"“‘““’

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR TRANSMISSION [37 CFR 1.8(a)]

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being:

El deposited with the United States Postal Service on the date shown below with sufficient postage as first
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Mail Stop , Commissioner for Patents, P. O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Cl transmitted by facsimile on the date shown below to the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
(703)

Date Signature

Typed or printed name
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PATENT

Attorney Docket No. 111325-291300 
In re Patent Application of:

Mai NGUYEN, et al.

Serial No. 10/956,121

)

) Examiner: Unassigned

)

Filed: October 4, 2004 )

)

)

)

Group Art Unit: 2131

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING

TRANSFER OF RIGHTS USING SHARED

STATE VARIABLES

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Customer Window, Mail Stop

Randolph Building

Alexandria, VA 22314

Sir:

INFORIVIATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

In accordance with the duty of disclosure as set forth in 37 C.F.R. §1.56, Applicants

hereby submit the following information in conformance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98.

The references listed on the attached PTO-1449 forms have been made of record in parent

application serial number 10/162,701 Filed on June 6, 2002, therefore no copies of the

references cited are submitted herewith.

It is requested that the accompanying PTO-1449 be considered and made of record in

the above-identified application. To assist the Examiner, the documents are listed on the

attached form PTO-1449. It is respectfully requested that an Examiner initial a copy of this

form be returned to the undersigned.

W632523.l

ALL REFERENCES CONSHDERED EXCEPT WHERE UNED THROUGH. /"KW./'
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PATENT

Attorney Docket No. 111325-291300

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees connected with this filing

which may be required now, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 19-2380

(111325-291300).

Respectfully submitted,

NIXON PEABODY, LLP

Marc S. Kaufman

Registration No. 35, 212

Date: January 26, 2005

Customer No. 22204

NIXON PEABODY LLP

401 9”‘ Street, N.W., Suite 900

Washington, DC 20004-2123

Telephone: (202) 585-8000

W632523.l
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PTO/SB/08A (l0-01)
Approved for use through I0/3142002. OMB 0651-003!

U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofiicez U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

 
 

  
  

 
 

Complete rfKnown

Efl111325-291300
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Che U.S. Patent Docurnuit
No} Publication Date Name of Pntcmce or Pags, Columns, Lines. Where Relevant

 
 
 

INFORMATIO ‘

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(use as many rlzeets as necessary)
  

  

 

MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Passages or Relevant Figures Appear
MT
MT
MIT
MZT
MT
MT

—- Us-4,278,837 TUs-4,323,921
M1
M1
MT
MT
MT
MT
MM
MT
MT
Mjj

—---—: US—4,868,376 09/19/1989 Lessin et al. —
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

   

  
Cite _ _ Name of Patemee or Pages. Columns.  
No ' Publication Date Applicant of Cited Document Lina. Where

Kind Code MM-DD-YYYY Relevant 1"
Country Code’ Number‘ (Ifknown) Pn$ag5_ or

Relax’; tgurcs

_-—-
----

KABUSHIKI KAISHA--° 3” 7” EP --
---=

JAPAN LIMITED--° 6“ 6” EP --
‘-1:
I-2

‘I2 236 604 GB --0 715 241 IP 06/05/1996 MM

SOFUTOUEA KK-2- 
E ' ,' i Dzt 4/ /’

,Thomas West; 0 03 3008  

‘EXANHNER: Initial if reference consida'ecL whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation ifnot in conformance and not considered. Include
copy ofthis fonn with next communication to applicant.
' Applicant's unique citation dsignation number (optional). I See Kinds Cods of USP'I'O Patent Docurnenls at 222.us-pto.gov or MPEP 901.04. ’ Enter Office that issued the documuit.
by the rwo-lettu’ code (W1P0 Standard ST.3). ‘ For Japanese patent documents. the indication of the ymr ofthe reign ofthe Emperor must precede the serial number ofthe patent
documenn ’ Kind ofdocumatt by the appropriate symbols as indicatul on the document under WIPO Standard S’1'.l6 ifpossible. ° Applicant is to place it check mark here it’ English
language Tmrtslcttion is anachod.
Burdm Hour Smtcrnmt: This form is estimated to rake 2.0 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual case. Any comments on the amount oftime you
are required to complete this form should be suit to the Chief Information Officer. U.S. Patent and Trtdernctrk Officc. W:Lr.hin_r;run. DC 2023!. DO NOT SEND FEFS OR COMPLETED
FOR_‘\1S TO THIS ADDRESS SI:\'D TO‘ Cummiziinncr for Patents. Washington. DC‘ 2021].

“WALL REFERENCES CONS¥DERED EXCEPT WHERE UNED TH ROUGH. /Tlw./'
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PTO’SB.r'O8A (10-01)
Approved for use through l0/3 l/2002. OMB 0651-0031

‘ , US. Patent and Trademark Office: US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE3 . .. reuircd to resend to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete ifKnown

10/956.121
Filing Date Janu 26, 2005
First Named Inventor Mai NGUYEN, et 01.

  

 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(rue as many sheet: as necessary)
Not Yet Assi ed
Not Yet Assied

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

 
   

 
 

   

U.S. Patent Docummt

  
 Publication Date

MM-DD-YYYY
Name of Patentee or

Applicant of Cited Document
Fags, Columns, Lints, Where Relevant
Pm:-.s or Relevant Figures Appear  

 
Number - Kind Code (tflazomt)

US—4,891,838_
US—4,924,378 —
Us-4,932,054 —
US-4,937,863 —
US-4,949,187 —

US-4,953,209 Ryder, Sr. et al.US-4,961,142 10/02/1990 Elliott et al.

US-4,975,647 Downer et al.
Us-4,977,594
Us-4.999306
US-5,010,571 04/23/1991
US-5,014,234 05/07/1991 Edwards, Ir.

—

—
—
—
—

US-5,023,907 06/11/1991 Johnson et al. —
US—5,047,928 09/10/1991 Wiedemer —

—
—
—
—
—
—

 

Us-5,050,213
Us-5,052,040
Us-5,058,164
Us—5,103,-476
Us-5,113,519

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

US-5,136,643

Foreign Patent Document Name of Pateutee or Pages, Columns.
Publication Date Applicant of Cited Document Lina. whac

Kind Code MM-DD-YYYY Relevant Pusagc
Country Code’ Number‘ (tfb-norm) or Relevant FigunsA

05—268415 IP
06-175794
06-215010
07-084852
07-200317 08/04/1995 TOSHIBA CORP.
07-244639 09/ 19/1995 FUJITSU LTD

62—241061 10/21/1987 NEC CORP.

64-068835 JP 03/14/1989 RYOICHI MORI

WO 01/63528 PCT 08/30/2001 IPDN COPR.

WO 92/20022 PCT 1 1/12/1992 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
CORP.

E - , D I II _ II/Thomas West 0433' 2008
‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered. whether or not citation is in confomiance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in confomtance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

' Applicant‘s unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at ZZ2.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office
that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). ‘ For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor
must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 Kind ofdocument by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard
ST. I6 ifpossible. ‘ Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
Burdcrt Hour Statement: This form is stimntod to take 2.0 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs ofttxc individual case. Any comments on the amount oftimc you
are required to complete this form should be sent to the Chief Infonnation OlTca'. U.S. Parent and Tradmtark Oflics: W.1'.hington. DC 2023!. DO NOT SEND FEB OR COMPLI-.‘l'ED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patmts. Washington. DC 20231.

29

SEE O‘O‘O‘O‘O‘0‘ 9.2.2.:2:211luiiiiiiii 
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PTO’SB 08A (10-or)
Approved for use through 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa cnavork Reduction Act of 1995. no - rsons are reuircd to resond to a collection ofinfumtation unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

  
  
  
  

  

Complete ifKnown

Examiner Name NOE Yet ASS1 I Cd

Attorney Docket Number 1 111 '

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

  
Substitute for fonn 1449A PTO

U.S. Parent Document

Publication Date Name of Pnxentcc or Pages. Columns. Lines. Where Relevant
Number - Kind Code (iffawwn) Applicant of Cited Document Passages or Relevant Figure: Appear

US—5,138,712 08/11/1992

US—5,146,499 09/08/1992

US-5,148,481 09/15/1992

US-5,159,182
US-5,183,404
US-5,191,193
US-5,204,397
US—5,222,134 06/22/1993

Us-5,235,642 08/10/1993
Us-5,247,575 09/21/1993
US—5,255,106
US-5,260,999
US-5,263,157
US—5,263,158
US-5,276,444

US—5,291,596 03/01/1994 Mita
US—5,301,231 04/05/1994 Abraham et al

Us—5,311,591 05/10/1994
Us-5,319,705 06/07/1994

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Documaat Name of Patents: or Fags. Columns, Lina.
Publlcallbfl Dale Applicant of Cited Document Where Relevant

Kind Code MM'DD‘YYYY Pasages or Relevant
Country Code’ Number‘ (rflarmvn) Figures Appear

W0 93/01550 PCT 01/21/1993 INFOLOGIC

SOFTWARE, INC
01/20/1994 SECURE COMPUTING

CORP.

08/08/1996 BENSON, Greg
12/18/1997 INTEL CORP.

03/19/1998 GLOVER, John J.
09/24/1998 CRYPTOWORKS, INC.
09/30/ 1999 MICROTOME
04/13/2000

/Thomas West/ 04/03/2008

‘D(AMlNl-Elk lnitial if reference considcrcd, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. [ncludc copy of this fonn with next communication to applicanL

' Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Sec Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at 222.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Oflicc
that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). ° For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor
must precede the serial number ofthe patent documcnL 5 Kind ofdocumcnt by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard
ST.l6 ifpossible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
Burden Hour St:r.tcrn4:rt: This form is estimated to take 2.0 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
are required to complete this form should be sent to the Chief lnforrnation Oflicu. U.S. Patent and Tradr.-rn.uk Office. Washington. DC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEIS OR CO.\/WLETED
FORLIS TO THIS ADDRESS, SEND TO: Commissioner for Pater-its, Washington. DC 10231.
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P'TO’SB"08A (10-01)
Approved for use through 10./312002. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa.-rwork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuircd to rcsond to n eollcction ofinforrrution unless it contains :1 valid OMB control ntunher.

Substitute for form 1449A PTO Complete ifKnown

Application Number 11 21
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ”‘“*"~"“‘°

Janu 26, 2005

First Named Inventor Mai et (11.
Art Unit 2 13 1

Examiner Name Not Yet ASSi Cd

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

(use as many sheets as necessary)

 
   

  
 
   

Cite US. Patent DocumI:nt
 

 

 
  

Publication Date
MM-DD-YYYY

Name of Paicntcc or
Applicant of Cited Document

2.° Pages. Columns. Linc. What: Rclcvmt
Nurnbcr - Kind Code (zjflawnn) Passage or Relevant Figures Appear

Us—5,337,357

US-5,341,429 08/23/1994 Striner et al.

Us-5.347.579
Us-5.381.526

US—5,410,598 04/25/1995 Shear

Us-5,412,717
US-5,428,606
Us—s.432,849

US—5,444,779 08/22/1995 Daniele

Us-5.453.601
Us-5,455,953

US—5,457,746US-5,473,687 12/05/1995
Us—5,473,692
Us-5.499.298
Us-5,502,766 03/26/1996
Us-5,504,814 04/02/1996

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document Name of Putentcc or Pags. Columns. Lind. Where
PI-Iblicfllion D316 Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passags or Relevant

Kind Code lvflvi-DD-YYYY Figurs Appmr
Country Code’ Number‘ (rfbrawn)

Z.°
T’

—_—- 
—_———_
—- _
—_————K
-_‘——2
-K————_
:2————_
_:————2

/Thomas West! 04/03/2008
‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference eonsidered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in confomiancc and
not considered. lncludc copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

' Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 1 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at 222,uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office
that issued the document. by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). ‘ For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor
must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard
ST.l6 ifpossible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
Burdm Hour Statement: This form is tstimnted to take 2.0 ham: to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs ofthe individual case. Any comments on the amount ofiimc you
are required to complete this fomi should be suit to the Chief lnfonnarion Officcr. U.S. Patent and Tmdminrk Office. Washington, DC 20231. DO NOT SEND REES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRFSS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patcrits. Wnsliington. DC 20231.
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PTO/SB"0BA (10-01)
Approved for use through 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995, no - rsons are reuired to res nd to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete ifKnown

10/956.121
Janu . 26.2005
Mai NGUYEN. er a1.

  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Substitute for form 1449A PTO

INFORNIATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(use as many sheets as necerrary)

 
  
  
 

 

 

2131
Not Yet Assi ed

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

 
 

 
 

U.S. Potent Document

 
 

7 O
Cite

 
 
 

  
Name of Pcucntee or

Applicant of Cited Document
Publication Date
IVIM-DD-YYYY Pagn. Columns. Linn. Where Rclcvrrrtt

Passages or Relevant Figures Appear

Us-5.504.818 T

Us-5.504.837 TUs-5.509.070 04/16/1996 T
Us-5.530.235 m

. m
T

 Number - Kind Code (I:/'kr.ovm)

 

 

US—5,532.920

US—5,534,975US-5,539,735 07/23/1996 Moskowitz

US—5,563,946 Cooer et a1.
Us-5,568,552
Us-5.621.797 04/15/1997
US-5,629,980 05/13/1997 Steftk et al
US-5,633,932 05/27/1997 DaV1S et a1 i T
US—5,634,012 05/27/1997 Stefik et al. —

—

US-5,638,443 06/10/1997 Stefik et al

Us-5.649.013 07/15/1997
US-5,655,077 08/05/1997 Jones et al.
US-5,708,717 01/13/1998 Alasia

Us-5,734,823 03/31/1998
Us-5,734,891 03/31/1998

04/07/1998
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

US—5,737,413
   

  

Cite Foreign Patent Document Name of Patentee or Pages. Columns. Lins. Where
No.‘ Pllblicflliofl Dale Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passags or Relevant

Kind Code MM-DD-YYYY Fimirs Appmr
Country Code’ Number‘ (Qt/atown) 

     
 /Thomas West! 04/03/2008

‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in confomtance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in confonnance and
not considered. Include copy of this fonn with next communication to applicant.

' Applicant‘s unique citation designation number (optional). 1 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at 222.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. ’ Enter Office
that issued the document. by the two—|etter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). ‘ For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor
must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard
ST.16 ifpossible. ‘ Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
Burden Hour Statement: This fonn is estimated to take 2.0 hours to complete Time will vnry depending upon the needs of the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
are ruruired to complete this form should be sent to the Chief lnforrnation Olficcr. U.S. Patent and Trzdcrnark Olficc. Wasltington. DC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLEFED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO; Commissioner for Parents. Washington. DC 20231.
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PTO SB 08A (I0-OI)
Approved for L56 through 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pacrwork Reduction Act of 1995. no ersons are rcuired to resond to a collection ofinforrnation unless it contains a valid 0.\IB control number.

Substitute for fonn 1449A PTO Complete ifKnown

Application Number 10/956,121
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ”““'=°“’° Jan“

26, 2005

I-‘trst Named Inventor Mai NGUYEN, et 01.

(me as many sIreeLr as necessary) A" Um‘ 213 1

Examiner Name Not Yet Assi ed

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS   
 

 

 
 

 

U.S. Parent Document

   
Z00:-'..n  

  
 

Publication Date
Number « Kind Code (iflmoun) MM-DD-YYYY

Us-5,737,416 04/07/1998 T
Us-5,745,569 04/28/1998 T
Us-5,748,783 05/05/1998 T
Us-5,757,907 o5/26/1998 T
Us-5,761,686 06/02/1998 T

O6/O9/ 1998 Erickson

06/16/1998

10/20/1993 Braudawa ct a1. —

Name of Parentoe or
Applicant of Cited Document

Pages, Columns, Lina. Where Relevant
Pasags or Relevant Figuns Appear 

  

 
 

 

US-5,765,152

US-5,768,426

US—5,825,892
US-5,892,900

US-5,910,987

US-5,915,019

US-5,917,912
US-5,920,861

US-5,940,504

US—5,943,422
US-5,949,876

US-5,982,891

US-5,999,949

US-6,047,067
US-6,112,181

 
 

  

04/06/1999
06/08/1999
06/22/1999
06/29/1999

—
—

o7/os/1999 Hall et al.

os/17/1999 Griswold

—
—
— 08/24/1999 Van Wie et al.

09/07/1999
11/09/1999
12/07/1999 T
04/04/2000 I 

T

     
08/29/2000
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

   
  

  

 

 

   

Foreign Patent Doarment Name of Patentee or Fags. Columns. Linn Where
Publication Date Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passags or Relevant

 Z9

 
Kind Code

Country Code’ Number‘ (r'f/a-town)

/Thomas West! 04/03/2008
‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in confomiance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation ifnot in confomtance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

' Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at 222_uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office
that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). ‘ Forlapanese patent documents, the indication of the year ofthe reign of the Emperor
must precede the serial number of the patent document. ’ Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard
ST. 16 ifpossible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
Burden Hour Statement: This form is estimated to take 2.0 hours to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual t-nse. Any comments on the amount oftime you
are required to complete this form should be sent to the Chief lnfonnnxion Officer. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Washington. DC 2023!. DO NOT SEND REES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDNES. SEND TO: Commissioner for Parents. \/Vashirigton. DC 2023 I.
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Approved for use through 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pacrwork Reduction Act of 1995. R0 ' 150115 are reuired to res nd to a collection ofinfomtation unless it contains a valid OMB control number.
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Substitute for form I4-‘o9A PTO

INFORNIATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(use as many .\'I:eets as rzecevsary)

 
 
  

 

 

Che US. Patent Documentv I70 Publication Dan: Name of Pntentec or Pms. Columns Linc; Where Relevant
Numb“ . Kind com; (ij’kr,gn1;) MM~DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Pasugcs or Relcvnnt Figures Appear

Us-6,115,471
Us-6.138.119
Us-6,157,721
Us-6,185,683
Us—6,226,618
US—6,233.684
Us—6,237,786
Us-6,240,185
US—6,253,193 Ginter et al.
Us-6,266,618
US-6,292,569 09/18/2001 Shear et al.

US-6,301,660 10/09/2001 Benson

US-6,327,652 12/04/2001 England et al.

US-6,330,670 12/ 1 l/2001 England et al.
US-6,345,256 02/05/2002 Milsted et al.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Foreign Patent Document ‘ ‘ Name of Patentee or Pugs. Columns. Lins. Where
No.‘ Publlclmon Dalc Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or Relevant

Kind C - MM-DD-YYYY Figures Appear
Country Code’ Number‘ (ifknown)
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l’l‘O/SB/USA (10-01)
Approved for use through 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Pa rwork Reduction Act of 1995, no u rsons are reuired to res nd to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 
  

 Complete ifKnown

10/956-121
Filing Date October 4, 2004
First Named Inventor Wan Ct 81.
Art Unit 3621

West,Thomas C-

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite No Foreign Patent Document Pagts, Columns,
Initials‘ Publirafion Date Name of Patents: or lines, \Xfl-lcrc

Substitute for forrn 1449A/PTO

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(:11: at 111109’ J/ICIIJ ax mzr.r.tag)

 
  
 

 
 

Kind Code5 MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages
Country Code’ Number‘ (ffkrlal:-rl) or Relevant Figures

Abstract onl )

(Abstract onl )

JP 11215121 A2 O8-O6-1999 Fuji Xerox Co. Ltd.
Abstract onl )

160

161

JP 2000215165 A2 O8-O4-2000 Nippon Telegraph and(Abstract only) Telehone
164 JP 2005218143 A2 08-11-2005 Scientific Atlanta Inc.

166

167

71

(Abstract on] )

JP 2005253109 A2 09-15-2005 Scientific Atlanta Inc.

JP 20061 80562 A2 07-06-2006 Intarsia Software LLC;

Abstract onl

169 WO 00/46994 A1 08-10-2000 Canal+Societe Anon me

(Abstract onl ) 10-19-2000 Swisscom Mobile AG
WO 01/03044 A1 01-11-2001 Transcast International, Inc.
W0 04/ 1 O3 843 1 2/O2/2004 SZF Flexico

(Abstract onl
wo 04/34223 A2 04-22-2004 ;. IGamin, Inc.

‘Examiner ' Ii Dat I.
“Thomas W981 04103/2008

EXAMINER: Initial ifrcfcrcncc considered, whether or not citation is in conformance \\’it.h BIPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conforrnancc and not considered.
Include copy of this than with next communication to applicant.

  

' App|icant’s unique citation designation number (optional). 1 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English languabc Translation is attached.
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I"l'O/SB/08A (10-(ll)
Approved for use through 10/31/2002. ONIB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: US. DEP/\RTMEN'l‘ OF COMMERCE
rsons are re uired to res nd to a collection ofinfonnation unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Complete ifKnownSubstitute for form 1449A/PTO

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 10/956,121
October 4. 2004

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT Hm Named humor Xm Wang et a1_
(/15: 11.: Inmgy I/)ttl'J as rmrrrag) An Um.‘ 3

Examgncr Name West, Thomas C.

OTHER PRIOR ART — NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Under the Pa ork Reduction Act of 1995, no  

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Include name of the author (in CAI’l'l'A.L I.l:"l‘I‘ERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item (book, magazine,
journal, scrial, symposium, catalog. etc.)., date, page(s), volume-issue number(s), publisher, city and/or country where published.

BLAZE et al, “Divertible Protocols and Atomic Proxy Cryptography?’ 1 998 Advances in
Cryptography — Euro Crypt International Conference on the Theory and Application of
C ‘u to Techniues, S riner Verla DE

9

175 BLAZE et al, “Atomic Proxy Cryptography” DRAFT (Online) (November 2, 1997)
XP002239619 Retrieved from the Internet

I
-DUNLOP et al, Telecommunications Engineering, pp. 346-352 (1984)

179

—GHEORGHIU et al., “Authorization for Metacomputing Applications” (no date)
181

182

—l

  
 

 
Version 4, Draft, pp. 1-18 (November 3, 1989)

183 KAHN, “Deposit, Registration and Recordation in an Electronic Copyright Management 
 

 
  
  

  
  

  
  
  

  

 

, “The Digital Library Project, Volume 1: The World of Knowbots (DRAFI),
An Open Architecture for a Digital Library System and a Plan for its Development,”
Co .

185 KOHL et al, Network Working Group Request for Comments: 1510, pp. 1-112
(Se - tember 1 993

186 LEE et al, CDMA Systems Engineering Handbook (1998) [excerpts but not all pagesnurnbered

187 MAMBO et al, “Protection of Data and Delegated Keys in Digital Distribution
Information Security and Privacy. Second Australian Conference, ACISP ’97
Proceedings, pp. 271-282 (Sydney, NSW, Australia, 7-9 July 1997, 1997 Berlin, Germany,

' _ German ), XP008016393 ISBN: 3-540-63232-8

MA.l\/[BO et al, “Proxy Cryptosystems: Delegation of the Power to Decrypt Ciphertexts,”,
IEICE Trans. Fundamentals VOL. E80-A, NO. 1:54-63 (January 1997) XP00742245
ISSN: 0916-8508

1\/Iicrosoft Word, Users Guide, Version 6.0, pp. 487-89, 549-55, 560-64, 572-75, 599-613,
616-31 (1993)

OJANPERA and PRASAD, eds., Wideband CDMA for Third Generation Mobile

Communications (1998) [excerpts but not all_pages numbered]
PERRITT, “Knowbots, Permissions Headers and Contract Law,” Paper for the

Conference on Technological Strategies for Protecting Intellectual Property in the
Networked Nlultimedia Environment, pp. 1-22 (April 2-3, 1993 with revisions of April 30,

1993)

§*=‘;';';;§* /Thomas West’ 04/03/2008
EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEI’ 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not considered.

lnclude copy of this fonn with next communication [0 applicant.

184

  

 

 
 

  
  
  

' Applicant’s unique citation designation number (optional). 3 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
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_111325/291300

PTO/SB/08A (1001)
Approved for use through 10/31/2002. Ol\IB 0(>51~O03‘l

US. Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMl3N'l' OI7 COMMERCE
rsons are re uircd to res ond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.Under the Pa rwork Reduction Act of 1995, no  

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

(:11: 4: may .rl:::I.r a.r rizmrmg;-)

 
OTHER PRIOR ART — NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LEI l I;RS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item (book, magazine,
ioumal, serial, symposium, catalog. etc.)., date, page(s), volumc«issuc number(s), publisher, city and/or country where published.

RAGGETT, (Hewlett Packard), “HTMI.+(Hypertext markup language),” pp. 1-31 (12

uly 1993) URL:h : citeseer.ist. su.edu correct 340709
SAMUELSON et al, “Intellectual Property Rights for Digital Library and Hypertext
Publishing Systems: An Analysis of Xanadu,” Hypertext ’91 Proceedings, pp. 39-50
I ecember 1991

NO AUTHOR, “Softlock Services Introduces... Softlock Services” Press Release
anua 28, 1994

NO AUTHOR, “Appendix III — Compatibility with HTIVIL,” NO TITLE, pp. 30-31 (no
date

BENOIT, Digital Television MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and Principles of the DVB System, 2nd
199

204

edition, 3 . 74-80 no date)

O’DRISCOLL, The Essential Guide to Digital Set-Top Boxes and Interactive TV, pp. 6-
24 (no date

online (no date

NO AUTHOR, NO TITLE, pp. 344-55 (no date)

l\/Iicrosofr Word User’s Guide, pp. 773-74, 315-16, 487-89, 561-64, 744, 624-33 (1993)

ctionary.thefreedictionary.com, www.nist.gov,
, www.tiscal.i.co.uk 111 15-16, 2006

Corporation for National Research Initiatives, “Digital Object Architecture Project”,
htt ://www.nnri.reston.va.us/doa.ht1nl (u dated 28 Nov 2006)

‘Examiner ' /' Date _ ;

EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in confon-nancc with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in confon-nance and not Considered.
Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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(use 4: may .r/m-I1 a1 ncreuag)

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Include name of the auLhor (in CAPITAL LE'I'l'lZRS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item magazine,
journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc.)., date, par,-e(s), volume~issue number(s), publisher, city and/or country where published.

STEFIIQ Surnmary and Analysis of A13 (Kahn, Robert E and Vinton G Cerf, “The
Digital Library Project, Volurne 1: The World of Knowbots (DRAFT), An Open
Architecture for a Digital Library System and a Plan for its Development,” Corporation 

 'SE=*;;"’;;§r /Thomas West/ 04/03/9008
EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 60‘). Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not considered.
Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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Application Number 10/956,121

Filing Date October 4 2004

First Named Inventor Mai NGUYEN’ et a]. (to be usedfor all correspondence after initialfiling)

Group Art Unit 213]

Examiner Name Not Yet Assigned

Total Number of Pages in This Submission — Attorney Docket Number 1 1 1325_2913()()
ENCLOSURES (check all that apply)

D Fee Transmittal Form

  

El Assignment Papas Afier Allowance Communication to Group
(for an Application)

Drawing(s)

Appeal Communication to Board of
D F“ Amched Appeals and interferences

Appeal Communication to Group
(Appeal Notice. Brief, Reply Brief)

- Proprietary lnfomiation
Status Letter

Application Data Sheet

U Amendment, Reply Declaration and Power of Attorney
D After Final Licensing-related Papers

Cl Affidavits/declamtion(s) P°tiIi°"
' Petition to Convert to a Provisional

Extension of Time Request Application Request for Corrected Filing Receipt with
Enclosures

A self-addressed prepaid postcard for
acknowledging receipt

Other Enclosure(s) (please identify below):

Express Abandonment Request Power of Attorney, Revocation
Change of Correspondence Addresslnfonnation Disclosure Statement

ElE1EIEIDEIEJDE]
Tenninal Disclaimer

Certified Copy of Priority Request for Refimd
Docume-nt(s)

CD, Number of CD(s)

DEC]13DEIDEIEI
Response to Missing Paitsl
Incomplete Application

U Response to Missing Parts
under 37 CFR 1.52 or 1.53

R k . . . . . .
El The Commissioner IS hereby authorized to charge any additional fees
required or credit any overpayments to Deposit Account No, 19-2380 for the
above identified docket number.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT ATTORNEY OR AGENT

rim. Carlos R. Villamar

or Registration No. 43,224

I“‘“"id“"1 "3"" Nixon Peabody LLP
401 9"‘ Street, N.W., Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20004-2128

/Carlos R. Villamar, Reg.# 43,224/ Carlos R. Villamar
Q’‘“g‘“‘ 4’ 2°”

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR TRANSMISSION [37 CFR l.8(a)]

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being:

U deposited with the United States Postal Service on the date shown below with sufficient postage as first
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Mail Stop , Commissioner for Patents, P. O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Cl transmitted by facsimile on the date shown below to the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
(703)

Date Signature

Typed or printed name
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PATENT

Application Serial No. 10/956,121

Attorney Docket No.: 11 1325—291300 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Patent Application of: )

Mai NGUYEN, et al. ) Examiner: Unassigned

Application No.: 10/956,121 3 Group Art Unit: 2131

Filed: October 4, 2004 5

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR )) Confirmation No.: 8924
MANAGING TRANSFER OF RIGHTS USING )

SHARED STATE VARIABLES )

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Sir:

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.97 gb)

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56 and 1.97(b), Applicants bring to the attention of the

Examiner the documents listed on the attached PTO-1449. This Information Disclosure

Statement is being filed before the first Office Action on the merits for the above reference

application. The listed documents were cited in a communication from the lntemational

Search Authority. The International Search Report was mailed on March 2, 2005. Copies of

the listed documents are attached.

It is requested that the accompanying PTO-1449 be considered and made of record in

the above-identified application. To assist the Examiner, the documents are listed on the

attached form PTO-1449. It is respectfully requested that an Examiner initialed copy of this

form be returned to the undersigned.

NVA25992l.l
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Application No.: 10/956,121

Attorney Docket No.: 1 1 1325-291300

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees connected with this filing

which may be required now, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 19-2380.

(111325-291300).

Respectfully submitted,

NIXON PEABODY, LLP

By: /Carlos R. Villamar, Reg.# 43,224/
Carlos R. Villamar

Registration No.: 43,224

Date: August 4, 2005

NIXON PEABODY LLP

Customer No.: 22204

401 9"‘ Street, N.W., Suite 900

Washington, DC 20004-2128

Telephone: (202) 585-8000

FAX: (202) 585-8080

W669266.l
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Complete ifKnown

10/956,121

Filing Date October 4, 2004
First Named Inventor Mai NGUYEN, et (11.
Art Unit 213 I

No: vemssagnea

fin11325-291300
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

  

 

Application Number

 
 

 
 
 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(use as many sheen as Ixecetxary)

Publication Date Name of Patcntee or P335~ C°l“mn5~ Lina‘
MM-DD-YYYY Applicant ofCited Document W11“Relevant Passages or

Foreign Patent Document Pages, Columns, Lines.
Publifiiliofl D31‘? Name of Patmtee or Where Relevant Passags

Kind Co MM-DD-YYYY Application oI‘Citod or Relevant Figures
Country Code’ Number‘ (ifbrown)

OTHER PRIOR ART — NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LEITERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the
item (book, m.agazine,journa|, serial, symposium, catalog, etc.)., date, page(s), volume-issue number(s),

publisher, city andlor country where published.

Bill ROSENBLATT, et al., ContentGuard White Pages; “Integrating Content Management with
Digital Rights Management - - Imperatives and Opportunities for Digital Content Lifecycles”
GiantStcps Media Technology Stratcgics; May 15, 2005; pages 1-20;
www.content uard.com/whiteners/CM-DRMwhite-df;
M. KAMAT; Texas A&M University; “Security Requirements for Digital Rights Management”; In
The Proceedings of ISECON 2002, v 19 (San Antonio): §353b. ISSN: 1542-7382; pages 1-4;
http://iscdi.org[isecon/2002/353b/ISECON.2002.kamat. t

Examiner ,. . , Date I; ;/Thomas Vtlestx 0403/2008
‘EXAM IN ER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not
in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

' Applicant’s unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP
901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). ‘ For Japanse patent documents, the
indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5 Kind of document by the
appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 1 6 ifpossible. 6 Applicant is to place a check mark here if

* English languageTranslation is attached. ' ' ’ ’ - — ~ — ~—

' Applicant’s unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Applicant is to place a check mark here if Fmglish language Translation isattached.
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esp@cenet document view I Page 1 of 2

BATCH PROCESSING SYSTEM BY SELECTING PLURAL ICONS

Publlcation number: JP3063717

Publication date: 1991.03-19

Inventor: TSUTSUI KENSAKU; DEWA YUJI

Applicant: NIPPON ELECTRIC co
Classification:

' 5"t°""-'*ti°"3'= GOGF3/02; GOGF3/00; G06F3i/048,’ GOGF3/14;
G06F3I02; G06F3l00; G06F3I048; G06F3I14; (|PC1—7):
G06F3/02; G06F3/14

- European:

APP"C3“°" numb”: JP19890199025 19890731

Prioritv number(s)= JP19890199025 19890731

Report a data error here

Abstract of JP306371T
PURPOSE:To decrease the operation burden ?
by determining one from in processings
defined in common among all objects
corresponding to a selected icon, and
repeating this processing to all the objects
corresponding to the selected icon.

_ CONSTlTUTlON:The subject system is
provided with an icon selecting means 11, a

processing selecting means 12, and a
repetition processing means 13, plural icons
corresponding to an arbitrary object being a
processing object are selected, and also, one
is determined from in processings defined in

common among all objects corresponding to
the selected icon, and the determined"

V processing is repeated to all the processing
request to a computer from a user, especially,

at the time of requesting the same processing
to plural processing objects, a monotonous .
repeating operation is replaced with a batch
operation, and the operation burden of the
user can be reduced. ' .

 
Data supplied from the esp@cenet database - Woddwide

http://V3 .espaceneticom/textdoc?DB=EPODOC&IDX=JP3063 7] 7&F=0&QPN=JP306371 7 r 5/7/2008
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Description

SYSTEM FOR PERMITTING ACCESS TO DATA FIELD AREA IN IC CARD FOR MULTTPLE SERVICES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Reid of the invention

The present invention relates to a system for
pemiitting access to a data field area in an integrated
circuit card (lC card) for multiple services.

2. Description of the Related Art
in general. in the use of an lC card for multiple

services. a card issuer. a service supplier. . a card
acceptor. and a card holder are involved. An lC card
has a plurality of data fields tor the multiple sen/ices.
and for each of the data fields. the access right.

access qualification. of card issuer. service supplier.
card acceptor. and card holder should be predeter-
mined. Namely, although a person has access right
to a predetermined data field of an IC card. that
person should not be authorized to have access to a
data field of the IC card other than the predeter-
mined data field.

it is desired that access is permitted only within
the limit of the access right to a predetermined data
field oi a card holder. and access outside such
limitation is not permitted. so that the data fields
cannot be used in an unauthorized manner.

in the prior art. only a personal identification
number (PIN) and an authentication code (AC code)
for the whole of an IC card are provided for an IC
card for multiple services. and therefore. once a
coincident result is obtained as the result of an

authentication of the personal identification number
and the authentication code. access to all data fields
in the IC card becomes possible.

As a result. it is possible for a person. for example.
a card acceptor. who is not authorized to have
access to the data field in question, will be able to
obtain access to the data field in question. This
constitute an unfair use of the iC card and aviolation

of the principle of secrecy of the IC card. Therefore.
these problems of the prior art must be solved.

SUMMARY OF -THE lNVENTlON

it is an object of the present invention to provide
an improved system for permitting access to a data
field area in an lC card for multiple services.

in accordance with the present invention. there is
provided a system for permitting access to a data
field area in an IC card for multiple services using an
individual card holder identification number for each

of a plurality of data fields or for each group of data
fields, the system comprising: a plurality of data
fields in the IC card; a sequence of a data field
selection portion. a personal identification number
authentication portion. an authentication code Wri-
dation portion, and an access right selection portion.
input portions for inputting data field identification
information, a personal identification number. ac-
cess qualiflcation lnfomiation. and an authentication
code; a data fieldaccess portion and an access
request portion; and storage portions for sorting

15

intonnation for data field control. An authentication
between the information stored in the storage

portions and the lnfomiation input through the input
portions is carried out.

Based on the cumulative result of a selection of a
data field. a authentication of the personal identifica-
tion number. a validation of the authentication code.
andaselectionottheaccessright.accesstoadata
field area to which access is requested is permitted
within the limit of the selected access right.

BRlEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
in the drawings. ‘

Fig. 1 isaperspectiveviewofanlccard to
which the system according to the present
invention is applied;

Fig. 2 shows afundamental combination of an
IC card and a terminal apparatus;

Figashowsapriorartsystemforawessto a
data field area in an IC card for multiple
services;

Fig.4ls aschematic diagram ofasystem for
pemiitting access to a data field area in an IC
card for multiple services awarding to an
embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 5 shows an example of combinations of
the authentication code and the access right;
and .

Flg.6lsaflowchartoftheoperation ofthe
system of Fig. 4. '

DESCRIFRON OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Before describing a preferred embodiment of me
present invention. an IC card to which the system
according to the present invention is applied. a
fundamental combination of an »IC card and a

terminal apparatus, and a prior art system for access‘
to a data field area in an lc card for multiple services

will be explained with reference to Figs. 1. 2, and 3.
As shown in Fig. 1. an IC card has contacts

adapted for electrical connection with external
apparatuses. an integrated circuit module beneath
the area containing the contact electrodes. and an
area to be embossed. As shown in Fig. 2. the circuit
of the lC card includes the contacts, a central

processing unit (CPU). a read only memory (ROM)
for storing a control program. and an electrically
erasable and programmable read only memory
(EEPROM) or an erasable and programmable read
only memory (EPROM) for storing data fields-. input
information. and control information. The circuit of
the IC card can communicate with the program

portion in the terminal apparatus.
As shown in Fig. 3, in the prior art, the authentica- '

iion between the input personal identification num-
ber 101 and the stored personal identification
number 301 is carried out in the personal identifica-
tion number authentication portion 201. Based on
the coincident result of this authentication. the
validation between the input authentication code 102
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and the stored authentication 302 is canted out in

the authentication code validation portion 202. and
based on the result of this validation. the decision
obtained from the stored information 303. 304. and
305 for data field. identification No. 2, and No. 3
corresponding to the data fields No. 1. No. 2 and
No. 3 is carried out in the data field decision portion
203 with respect to the input data field identification
infonnation 103.

- Once one of the data fields No. 1. No. 2. and No. 3 '
is chosen according to the decision of one of the
data field identification No. 1. No. 2..and No. 3,
access through the access request portion 104 is
permitted to the chosen data field.

A system for permitting accessto a data fleld area
in an iC card for multiple services according to an
embodiment of the present invention is shown in
Fig. 4. The system of Fig. 4 includes adata field input
portion 11. a personal identification number input
portion 12. an access qualification input portion 13.
an authentication code input portion 14. an access
request portion 2. a data field selection portion 31. a
personal identification number authentication por-
tion 32. an authentication code validation portion 33.
an access right selection portion 34. and a data field
access portion 4.

The system of Fig. 4 also includes a data field
(No. 1) 61. a data field (No. 2) 62. a data field (No. 3)
63. a memory for data fleld control (No. 1) 51, a
memory for data field control (No. 2) 52. and a
memory for data field control (No. 3) 53. The
memories 51. 52, and 53 corresponding to the data
fields No. 1, No. 2. and No. 3. respectively.

For example, information for the data field identifi-
cation No. 1. personal identification number (No. 1).
authentication code Nos. 11. 12, 13 1n. and
infonnation forthe access right Nos. 11. 12. 13 1n
are stored in the memory 51. The authentication
code No. 11 and the information for the access right
No. 11 comprises an access qualification No. 1. the
authentication code No. 12. and the information tor
the access right No. 12 comprises an access
qualification No. 2. and so on. The authentication
code No. 1n and the information for the access right
No. in comprises an access qualification No. n.

Here, the infomtation for the access right con-
cerns which one of the processes of reading.
writing, deleting. and re-writing should be pennitted.

in the data field selection portion 31. a comparison
between the input data field identification 11 and the
data field identification stored in the memories 51.
52. and 53 is carried out. so that one of the data field

Nos. 1, 2. and 3 is selected according to the
coincident result of that comparison.

In the personal identification authentication por- .
’tion 32. after the above—mentioned selection of the

data field. the authentication between the input
personal identification number and the personal
identification number stored iii the memory corre-
sponding to the selected data field is carried out so
that it can be continued whether or not the person
inputting the personal identification number is the
person authorized to use the data field in question

In the authentication code validation portion 33,
after an affirmative confinnation of the personal

15
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identification. a validation concerning the input
authentication code and the authentication code

stored in the memory corresponding to the selected
data field and the input access qualification is carried
out so that it can be confirmed whether or not the

access executor has the proper authentication
code.

in the access right selection portion 34. after an
affimtative confimtation ot the authentication code.

an extraction of the access right infonnation stored
in the memory conespondlng to the selected data
field and input access qualification information is
carried out so that the access right pennltted to the
access executor is selected.

in the data field access portion 4. after the"
selection of the access right. the access to the
selected data field is carried out corresponding to
the pennitted access right in response tdthe input
access request through the access request portion
2 ‘ ‘

An example of the combinations of the authentica-
tion codes and the access rights is shown in Fig.5.

The operatlontot the system of Fig. 4 will be
described below with reference to the flow chart of
Fig. 6.

Upon input of an access start request. a data field
identification. a personal identification number, ac-
cess qualification information, and an authentication
code. the data field identifications stored in the

memory are searched and the data field correspond-
ing to the input data field identification is selected
(step 81). When there is no corresponding data field.
the process proceeds to the error indication.

lNhen the data field in question is selected. the
process proceeds to step S2. where the personal
selected data field is authenticated with regard to
the input personal identification number. When the
stored personal identification number does not
coincide with the input personal identification num-
ber. the process proceeds tothe error indication.

When the stored personal identification number
coincides with the input personal identification
number. the process proceeds to step 84 where the
authentication code‘ corresponding to the input
access qualification information is derived, and the
validation concerning the derived authentication
code and the input authentication code is carried
out When the derived authentication code does not

coincide with the input authentication code. the
process proceeds to the error indication.

Vllhen the derived authentication code coincides

with the input authentication code. the process
proceeds to step S6, where the access right
conesponding to the input access qualification
information is derived lrom the memory for data field
control and the decision for access right is made.

Then. in step $7. the request for access to data in
the selected data field is executed within the range
of the ebove~described access right.

Claims

1. A system for permitting access to a data
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field area in an IC card for multiple services

using an individual card holder identification
number for each of a plurality of data fields or

for each groups of data fields. said system
comprising: « .
a plurality of daiatieids in the IC card;
a sequence of data field selection means. a
personal identification number authentication
means. an authentication code validation
means. and an access right selection means;
an input means for inputting data field identifica-
tion information. a personal identification num-
ber. access qualification information. and an
authentication code;
a data field access means and access request
means;and
storage means for storing information for data
field control; _
comparisons between the information stored in
said storage means and the information input
through said input means being carried out. for
authentication. validation. and selection; and
based on the cumulative result of a selection of
a data field. an authentication of a personal
Jderrtificafion number. a validation of an authen-
tication code. and a selection of an access
right. access to a data field area to which
access is requested is permitted within a limit of
the selected access right.

2. A system according to claim 1 wherein
each memory for data field control stores data
field identification information. a personal idem-
ification number. a plurality of authentication
codes. and a plurality of access rights infomta-

3. A system according to claim 1. wherein the
access quaiifiwtion information input» by said
input means is an information for selecting an
authentication code and an access right

4. A system according to claim 1. wherein the
access right infomtation stored in the memories
for data field control selected by the access
qualification information is represented by one
of the processes of reading. writing. deleflng.
and re-writing.

5. A system according to claim 1. wherein
said personal identification number authentica-
tion means ls operated based on signals from
the data field selection means. the personal
identification number input means, and the
memories for data field control.

6. A system according to claim 1. wherein
said authentication code validation means is
operated based on signals from the personal
identification number authentication means. the

access qualification input means. the authenti-
cation code input means. and the memories for
data field control.

7. A system according to claim 1, wherein
said access right selection means is "operated
based on signals irom the authenticationcode
validation means. the access qualification input
means, and the memories for data field control.

15
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PURPOSE:To obtain the information on the

reactions of the viewers and to improve the
-safety of the information control by acquiring
quickly the information and attaining the flexible
payment of the charge. CONSTlTUTION:The
input of information is canied out to an
information recording/reproducing device 1011 _ V I

and also the information is recorded and §§£§§'-§-Zfi§ . __________
reproduced to an information recording medium W5 ‘W.’ 3'

1012 under the controi of a right control part ‘ ‘E3?-£5; ‘gal-r;-g
1015. When the input of Information IS controlled _ I

to an information input part 1013 together with M - 1" ' "5 . Kthe control of recording given to the medium ,3 I H. gr ‘gag; ‘tots
1012 respectively, the part 1015 controls the" ‘E’ i '- fr--~* . ‘
information input function or the infonnation KB 33
recording function of the part 1013 by a control
signal 116. A signal 103 is sent to the medium
1012 through the part 1013 as the information
111 . When the reproduction of information is
controlled to the medium 1012, the part 1015
reads the information 118 on the type and the
reproduction conditions, etc., on the information
itself out of those information recorded in the
medium 1012. The information 118 is sent to a

display part 1017 and shown there as the display
information'1 1 5.
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 EXTENDED ABSTRACT

A Secure Distributed Capability Based System

Howard L. Johnson
Information Intelligence Sciences. Inc.

University of Denver. New College

John F. Koegel, Rhonda H. Koegel
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science

University of Denver
Denver. Colorado 80210

A novel desi n for a secure distributed system is described and eval-uated. A

graphic network security techniques to protect
rights across system" boundaries.

including the Do!) Computer System
The strengths and weaknesses of the approach are

BCCEBB

evaluated against several criteria.
Evaluation Criteria.

presented .

key words:
architecture; network encryption

l . Introduction

A distributed system connects various compu-
ting entities in several locations so resources
can be shared by users. Distributed computing
offers the advantage of flexibility so that each
facility can be locally controlled and configured
for a specific application. It also offers incre-
mental growth so that additional features can

be easily added, nsuallph at a lower cost thanupgrading a central host. e connection of distri-
buted systems facilitates information sharing.

Ute physical network can be implemented by point-to-point or multi-point links. l.AN's or HAN s.

In a single centralized computing facility.
system security is achieved through physical.
operational. and system controls. System controls
include operating system functions such no login
P395VOrdS. file system protection, and memory
mnagenent. In a distributed environment..these
controls can still be effective for securing each
specific system. However, additional problems
arise because of the interconnection of systems
and the information flows between systems.

There are two areas of concern in ‘securing
a distributed system. -The first, that of securing
the network facilities. has received greater atten-
tion in the literature. This need stems from the

Ptruiission lo copy without {ct all or part of this material is granted
provided that the topics are no! liladt or disuibuled for direct
commercial advanlsstv ‘he ACM copyright notice and the tilt: of the
publimnioa and in date appear. and notice is given that copying is by ' ‘
permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy
otherwise, of to republish. tequila a fee‘ andlot specific permision.

1985 A04 o—a9791-no-9/85/1000-0392 $00.75
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is the

capsbi ity based computer architecture is combined with crypto-
global objects and preserve

‘flue resulting architecture is

computer security; distributed system security; capability

fact that physical facilities in most prevalent
use today as communication media (land lines.
microwave links. and satellite channels) offer
little protection for themselves [1]. To secure
these facilities. some type of cryptography is
employed. 'l'he user who wishes to obtain an off-the-4
~shel'f solution to the problem can use a conven-
tional substitution-permutation algorithm. such
as the NB's D58 [2] or a public key algorithm
such as BSA [3]. Although there is active research
in both breaking and strengthening these techni-
ques. for many applications currently availablemethods will suffice.

Even with encryption, a network is still
‘vulnerable to certain types of threats against
the communications protocol being employed [lo].
Conventional link-level protocols only allov the
data field to be encrypted. vhile control and
address. fields are transmitted unencrypted. This
leaves a network open to such attacks as message
modification and message replay.

The second area of concern. that has received
relatively little attention in the literature.

control of information protection across
system boundaries. Within a given computer facili-
ty. the operating system can be used to enforce
uniform and constant protection of information.
However. once the information is removed from
the computer, these controls no longer apply.
Protection of information can only be maintained
in a local environment. It would be preferable
if access rights could be enforced across system
boundaries. This would produce a secure distribu-
ted system and protect proprietary software and
data.

Consider the case all a remote database user

who has purchased read access to certain informa-
tion in {the database. If the user accesses the
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database with a personal computer. it is a straight-
forward step for the user to read the database
and store the information in the PC. Once the

user has a local copy. then he/she is free to
distribute this data to any other party. regardless
of whether that party has purchased access to
the database. Thus. the access protection of
a single system is easily violated by availability
of distributed computing.

The database owner could protect hislher
investment by requiring the user to purchase a
proprietary interface program to access and manipu-
late the data. Not only does this restrict the
user and provide an economic deterrent to the
sale of information, it also makes this protection
dependent on the copy protection of the interface
program.

Another example is if the host is used as
a central distribution point for software, possibly
for a CAI application. Once a module is removed
from the host. it is very difficult to limit the
production of duplicates. Encryption of the key
elements of a program has been proposed aa'a solu-
tion [5]. However. not only does this place addi-
tional burden on the applications programmer,
but also requires a design that may not be met
by,many programs.

Host secure network strategies deal only
with encryption of data as it is transmitted across
network facilities. and not at all with the manage-
ment of protection across system boundaries.
However, there are numerous instances of distribu-
ted information system security and proprietary
software protection not solved by network encryp-
tion. lhe‘ authors believe that an integrated
solution involving both capability-based computers
and network protection using encryption and a
secure protocol can provide distributed system
security.

After discussion of network security and
capability architectures in a distributed environ-
ment. we present an integrated design of a secure
distributed capability based system. The resulting
architecture is evaluated against several criteria.
including the DoD Computer System Evaluation Crite-ria.

2. Network Security

2.1 General

This paper pertains to hardware (and a few

Voydock and tent [is] and to Davies and Price [5]
for a more complete treatment of these topics.

2.2 ‘lhreat

From [14]. passive attacks to network security
are intended to bring about the unauthorized re-
lease of information or authorized release of
information sufficient to perform a traffic analy-
sis. Passive attacks usually cannot be detected
but can be prevented.

Active attacks include unauthorized modifica-
tion of infornation, unauthorized resource use
denial. and attempts to initiate spurious associa-
tions. Active attacks cannot be prevented. but
can usually be detected. In a network environment
we are equally concerned with threats internal
to the system as those outside.

2.3 Protection Principles

Encryption Techniques

Rushby and Randell [7] observed that separa-
tion is one of the key elarenta in enforcing a
secure syatan. and that four separation methods
exist: physical. temporal, cryptographical and
logical. In a communication system, physical
separation is the most desirable. but unless the
system is completely contained in a aecure building
environment or in a specially constructed tunnel
vault, the distances involved leave too much line
unprotected. '

2.3.!

Some transmission media are more secure than
others. such as fiber optics. directional satellite
links. and exotic military connurlications systems.
but each has a reasonable vulnerability to capture
or disruption of data flow. Uithin a secure envi-
ronment. either logical or cryptographical means
can be employed to protect data authenticity.
Methods analogous to periods processing can make
use of transmission links for different levels
of control at different isolated periods of protec-
tion. performing necessary cleansing of storage
registers or buffers, if any exist.

Data encryption is the primary means by which
communicated data are protected. It directly
prevents passive attacks by preventing an intruder
from seeing data in the clear. Data patterns
can be masked by using a unique key for each asso-
ciation. employing cipher block chaining which
causes each encrypted value to be a complex func-

- tion of previously encrypted data. and appropriate-
hardware/softvrare) data system security protection .
mechanisms. but design must be accomplished in
the context of existing or proposed physical secu-
rity. personnel security, operations security.
emanationa security. and communications security.

The implementation of each guides implementation
of the network data system security. A key crite-
ria is minimized degradation in throughput and
response.

A brief summary of network security follows.
The term "association" is used to refer to a (po-
tentially bidirectional) end-to-end data path
through the network. The reader is directed to
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ly selecting the proper initialization vector
for chaining.

There are three ways to incorporate cryptogra-
phy into a communications system: link. node and
end-to-end encryption. In link encryption. crypto-
graphic devices bracket a communication line be-
tween two nodes. Node encryption uses a protected
security module to absolutely protect data at
the node. In end-to-end encryption. data are
deciphered only at their final destination. requir-
ing severnl keys at each origin and destination.
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There are severaftradeoff ‘variables in choos-
ing between link. node. and end-to-end encryp-
tion:

- the number of encryption units required (and
therefore the potential response degradation)

the number of keys required by each nod
originating snd receiving data »

the complexity required in specifying a rout-
ing path independent of the specification
of data. or alternately the overhead in inter-
im decryption attempts.

The number of security devices are fewer
in end-to-end encryption. but number of keys re-
quired is greater. Addressing information must
be developed independent of the data, or interim
decryption attempts must be made. Both create
a difficult design problem. Link and node encryp-
tion are normally transparent to the user. but
so is end—to-end encryption if initiated by system
‘services. The message and its header can both
be encrypted with node encryption: however. with
link encryption and end-to-end encryption normally
both message and header are encrypted. The excep-
tion is a technique whereby each node attempts
to dec.l'VPt._the message and passes it if unsuccess-
ful or if the successfully decrypted messa e indi-
cates snother addressee. If not all :1 es have

encryption facilities or if encryption of only
selected messages is desired due to overhead.
an additional mechanism is ‘required to enable
and disable the encryption function.

Voydock and Kent [4] observed that a communi-
cation network can also be viewed as providing
a medium for establishing associations between
protocol entities. An association oriented ap-
proach constitutes a refinement to end-to-end
measures. It not only protects the path, but
reduces the probability of undetected cross talk.
whether induced by hardware or software.

2.3.2 Detection Techniques

If the communications header is in clear
form. transmitting bogus messages helps prevent
traffic analysis. The protocol layer selection
determines the precision with which traffic analy-
sis can be done. If encryption is performd in
the presentation layer, an intruder could determine
which presentation. session, and transport entities
were involved. Performing encryption in the trans-
port. network. or link layers limits the intru-
der to observing patterns at the network address
levels. Contradistinctively. the higher the layer.
the more of the path protected. '

To prevent message stream modification. there
are measures that ensure message integrity. Hea-
sures that ensure message authenticity rely on
the integrity measures. Measures that ensure
message ordering rely on both of the previous
measures. Countermeasures involve use of unique
keys. sequence numbers. and error detection codes.

. Denial of service attacks often can be detec-
ted by message stream modification countermea-
sures. If the attacks begin when an association
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is quiescent, a request response mechanism must
be employed.

For spurious association attacks. hierarchic
or public key systems can defeat attempts to estab-
lish ‘an association under a false identity. Time-
stemp, checksums. andlor random challenge-response
mechanisms detect playing back of a previously
legitimate association-initiation.

A covert channel allows a process to transfer
information in a manner that violates the systems
security policy. A covert timing channel is a
covert channel in which one process signals infor-
mation to another modulating its own use of
system resource (e.g.. CPU time) in such a way
that this manipulation affects the real response
time observed by the second process. Covert chan-
nels with low bandwidths represent a lower threat
than those with high bandwidths. In any complex
system there are a number of relatively low-band-
width covert channels whose existence is deeply
ingrained in the system design. Faced with the
large potential cost of reducing the bandwidths
of such covert channels. it is felt that those
with a maximum bandwidth of less than one bit
per second .are acceptable in most applications
environments [8]. The channel bandwidth can be
reduced by introducing noise, or complicated tra£- . .
fie patterns. making it difficult to detect and
extract deliberate modulation.

These measures provide security only in a
probabilistic sense. providing a high probability
that the intruder cannot subvert the encryption
algorithm and that active attacks will be detec-
ted. The goal is to make it more difficult for
the intruder to break the system than to create
the information through other means.

2.4 Protection Mechanisms

2.6.1 Reference Monitors

A reference monitor [9] must be tamperproof,
must always be invoked. and must be small enough
to be subject to analysis and tests. the complete-
ness of which can be assured. The reference moni-
tor is the_ most popular type of authentication
mechanism. ' Interaction is generally only with
the message header, whereas cryptographic compati-
bility aerves to authenticate an entire message.
Further. data can remain encrypted for continued
protection while in buffers. storage, and inter-
nal communications. The reference monitor allows

such things as separate encryption of the message
without the header and requires neither the time
and cost spent in encryption nor the cost of a
key management and distribution system.

2.6.2 ' Authentication and Secrecy

Cryptography can not only be used for securi-
ty. but can also be employed for authenticity.
Solutions using encryption are equally applicable
to local area networks as they are to large long-
haul communications networks. Different applica-
tions lead to different solutions. as do design
tradeoffs based on changing technologies (e.g.,
fiber optics). speed. cost. and level of protec-
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tion. The following are keytopics associated
with cryptography.

Secrecy and Authentication — Secrecy exists
when it is computationally infeasible to determine
the deciphering transfonnstion. Authenticity
exists when it is computationally infeasible to
determine the enciphering transformation. The
latter establishes the validity of a claimed iden-
tity (e.g., of the sender in a digital signature
or user verification application).

Subatitution—Permutation ciphers (o.g.. the
DB5) Information theory has sllowed_theoretic_al
data protection to any degree desired. based on
the length of the key and repeated application
of the algorithm steps; even when the algorithm
is known to the perpetrator. This class of cipher
has been implemented into a very fast chip.
As cryptanalysis capability increases. the dimen-
sionality of the implementation can be increased.
with a corresponding loss in efficiency, (unless
microcircuit technology makes up the difference).
A DES block cipher breaks the message into blocks
and enciphera each with the same key. A stream
cipher breaks the message into characters or bits
and eociphers them with successive elements of
a key stream (which might be the prior encrypted

"text as in the cipher block chaining mode and
the cipher feedback mode of the DES).

Public Key Ciphers (e.g.. the RSA scheme)
- ‘these methods of protection provide both secrecy
and authenticity. Several public key ciphers
have fallen prey to cryptanalysta. but the RSA
cipher stands a good chance of surviving these
attacks based on the mathematical history of fac-
torization of large numbers (although a surprising-
ly large number was factored on the Cray at Sandia
Laboratories recently).
tion still relatively complex. Technologies such
as gallium arsenide and parallel bit stream imple-
mentations should aolve immediate speed problems,
however. as cryptanalysis comes closer, the size
of the prime numbers must be increased.

One-way ciphers These virtually unknown.
but simply implemented ciphers are important to
design because once data are encrypted they cannot
be simply decrypted, even by the originator.
They are useful in applications, for example.
where authentication of passwords can be accom-

plished by comparing pairs of encrypted data val-
ues. Certain simple functions such as comparison
can be accomplished in encryption space.

2.4.3 Key Management Design‘

The responsibility for key management depends
on the security policy and the choice of implemen-
tation. Unless keys are given at least the same
level of protection as the data, they will be
the weak link. Once the penatrator has gained
access to the key (generally a very ‘small piece
of data) he has gained access to all data. Tech-
niques of generating, transmitting and protecting
keys include host keys. hierarchical key protec-
|’-1°fl. Pflftitionins of keys for different protection
levels, and diverse means by which the key man-

Xeys are large and computa-
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agement system interfaces with the rest of the
system [7].

In the normal implementation of public key
systems. the public key is published with no pro-
tection whatsoever. The private key is originated
and held by only one person. Certain implementa-
tions require distribution of the private key
under a protected key distribution scheme. espe-
cially where the private key is used within the
processor as a means of both secrecy and authenti-
cation of source or another system variable.

A third party or a host can provide the BI!-
thenticstion necessary for key distribution.
There are several established approaches for the
implementation of a distributed session key system.
appropriate to network consnunications. 'l'he public
key system has the property that two parties can
establish a secret key for use in a unique session
between them. obviating involvement of a third
party. The strategy can be repeated often for
a greater degree of protection. Prolonged use
of a single key makes a systenrlnor-o vulnerable
to cryptanalysis. The degree of added vulner-
ability depends on the cryptographic I‘-8d1fl1§“°'
used, which in turn is related to the nature of
data transmission. intercomnonicstion requirements.
and security inherent to the communications system.

2.5 Network Protocol Considerations

In late 1970's. the International Standards

Organization adopted a network architecture known
as the reference model for open system interconnec-
cion, ISO/OSI. layers 1 to 3 are concerned with
data transmissionlrooting and deal respectively
with physical. data link. and network concerns.
Layer lo provides end-to-end control of data trans-
port. layers 5 and 7 are the session. presenta-
tion. and application layers. Some of the possible
approaches to implementing security under 150/051are as follows: .

 
layer Protocol Security

7 Applications Services User identification .
encryption of stored
data, key distribu-
tion . '

controlled
encryption

for secrecy and
identification in-
cluding a user re~
quest for encryption.

6 User
use of

Presentation Formats

Establishing secrecy
and authentication

during the conduct
of a session between
system users (people
and programs).
The most desirable
encryption point
in high level proto-
cols [4].

5 User Session Control
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6 Transport Flow Control

3 Network Routing

2 Data Link Control controlSecurity
entirely in the
communications sys-
tems such as link
encryption where
the data are protec-
ted between adjacent
network nodes . and
are decrypted and
re-encrypted at
each node. Security
control entirely
in the network commu-
nications use of
node encryption
schemes where data
are not in the clear
at an intermediate
node. but are rather
decrypted and re-
encrypted by a. spe-
cial security module.

1 Physical Connectionn—— 

Design should be such that acceptance of
data or requests into the memory associated with
a node should be based on the assurance that the
transaction is legitimate and does not violate
the security policy. An example of protocol layer
2 (data link) encryption is provided in [10].
in which source and destination subsets and trust-
ed interface units are designated in the packet
formats for the carrier sense multiple access
with collision detection (CSHA/CD) protocol.

{he lprotocol also specifies the data securityEVE u

Popek and Kline [11] identified the important

isfues to be addressed in defining secure proto-co s:

- establishing initial cleartext/ciphertextl
cleartext channel from sender to receiver

- passing cleartext addresses without providing
a lmlcage path

- determining error recovery and resynchroniza-
tion mecbanisms to be employed

- performing flow control

- closing channels

- interaction of the encryption protocols with
the rest of the protocols

- dependence on software in implementation.
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- offers greater ‘generality

3. Capability Architectures

3. l Description

A capability-based computer uses an architec-
ture in which objects are addressed by means of
a two-component entity called a capability. One
component of the capability is a unique object
identification number which is translated by the
hardware into an actual .machine address. The
other component of the capability can be viewed
as an access rights field which identifies to
the hardware the operations that the owner of
the capability my perform on the object.

Capability architectures have been promoted
for‘ a number of reasons including their hardivare
support for object-‘based prograuiming [l_2] and
system ‘security [13]. _ A.ca‘p‘abi'lity—baaéd cos'n'putar-

‘ than does a_conye’nt‘i_onal

c'o7n‘1put’e”r _ar<':hitectur'e. 'lhis~'ge'ne“rslity includes
hardware support for object .identi£ic‘ation and
ma’na'g‘eoant ‘which allows the user to approach the

interface at a higher level of abstrac-
tion: By encapsulating objects and defining unique
object identification numbers. the system can
provide a more secure hardware base on which to
place the ‘operating system,"

system security and integrity.

in memory [16,15].
a capability to reference an object, the hardware
tag indicates that use of the capability is a .
legal one. ‘me capability itself will be further
compared‘ with the operation that the user is at'--
tempting to ensure its validity. Since the tag
controlled .by hardware. the‘ user is not able to
arbitrarily modify the tag bits aainiociafed with
a’ memory address. If the user atta’n‘p‘ts to modify
a capability. the hardware will reset the associa-
ted tag bita.,

Another feature of capability architectures
is that the machine interface is usually implemen-
ted at a higher level than that of a conventional
architecture. This higher level includes functions
that relate to object addressing and object manage-
ment. By placing greater functionality in the
firmware. the goal is to improve the performance
of the architecture while ensuring that the object
related operations can not be interrupted and
possibly altered by another process. Thus. the
security of a capability-based computer follows
the precept that hardware is inherently note secure
chansoftware.

3. 2 Design Issues

There" are a nuinber of issues to‘ be faced_
by. the designer of a capability machine. These
include: '

- generating and maintaining unique object
id'a ‘for a large number of objects

— managing objects, including object deletion
and the ‘dangling pointer problem
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controlling the copying of capabilities for
objectsharing '

defining object categories

speeding-up object address translation

permitting called programs to have more access
rights than their callers for operating systemfunctions

providing object encapsulation to promote
object protection.

The resolution of these issues can take various
forms. Levy [16] surveys nanny of these in his_
book on capability based systems.

3.3 Goals

For the purposes of a discussion of capability
system goals. we assume that the‘ network facilities
for the distributed system have already been se-
cured using encryption and secure high-level proto-
cols as described in the previous section. »By
enploying capabilities for defining and protecting
objects in a distributed environment. the following

Mwgoels can be ‘achieved :
can be transferred across ‘system

boundaries while preserving access rights
across these boundaries. This is accomplished
by forcing any object transfer between systems
to be accompanied by the transfer of the
capability needed to access the object.
Vithout this capability. the object can not
be accessed.

Objects

The process performing the copy operation
must possess the original capability on the
source computer to effect the copy operation.
The capability which results on the destina-
tion computer must uniquely identify the
copied object ‘and must have access rights
equal to or less than those of the original
capability. The network_ interfaces for each
host are responsible for checlclng the validity
of the operation. The network int'e‘r£ace
at the destination dust generate a unique'
object id (possibly using already existing
firmware for object creation) and must trans-
late _the source capability accordingly. At
the same time it must preserve or decrease
the access rights of the translated capabili-
ty.

Capabilities for objects can be transferred
BCIOSS Grstem boundaries. This allows capa-
bilities to be used to reference remote ob-

jects. This requires that the capability
contain a field which identifies the network
node containing the object. Alternatively.
the capability could reference a local “net-
work reference object" which would contain
the information needed by the oprating system
and network interface to address the remote
object.

Obiects can be referenced across system bound-
8!'1e9 using either user-local or user-remote
Cfillfibilities for these objects. This is

/\

‘ capability‘-based
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analogous to a distributed file system. but
is generalized to all the object categories
defined in a given architecture.

A user-local capability is one which is con-
tained in the user's capability list in the
local host from which the object reference
is being made. Similarly. a user--remote
capability is one that is contained in the
user's capability list on the remote host
that contains the object being referenced.
Capabilities used to access objects created
remotely are derived from the capability
generated by the system where the object
was created.

In describing these goals. it is assumed
that object identification and addressing are
defined locally. When a capability is transferred
between systems. a new object id will be created
by the destination host automatically. This object
id will have meaning only in the context of this
host. This will preclude the need for designing
a miversal object identification scheme that
would be impractical both in terms of the size
of the id needed and the overhead to coordinate
the use of id's. It‘ is also assumed that a caps-
bility can be safely and accurately transmitted
between systems. l‘he network interface for the

coinputer controls the encryption
and protocols needed to effect secure communi-cations.

To support the preceding goals. a number
of issoasneed to be addressed. First. in keeping
with the fine granularity of capability access
rights. it would be beneficial to define additional
access rights that deal with network operations.
These might include the capability to copy an
object or the capability itself across the network
interface. Access rights for remote operations
on capabilities or objects might also be defined
this way. Controlling the copying of a capabili-
ty across a network interface has the same implica-
tion as controlling it between users on a single
system.

Second. in some systems. an object can be
given its own capability list for accessing what-
ever objects are needed in its operations. When
the object is copied from one syst to another.
is this capability list also preserved? Although
it may be desirable‘ to define a network copy opera-
tion for capability lists. it does not seem advi-
sable to automatically copy this list and trans-
late it when the object itself is copied. his
should be a separate operation. if done at all.

In translating a capability copied from one
system to another. there are a number of condi-
tions to be observed. First. the translated capa-
bility should never be greater than the origi-
nal capability. ‘Ibis would violate the basic
security principles of capability-based architec-
tures. Second. the process receiving the copied
capability should not be able to increase its
access over any other objects by means of the
copy operation. ‘fife situation where the copying
of a capability gives the owner greater privilege
must be avoided. Finally. if the two computers
do not define their objects in the some fashion
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(heterogeneous distributed capability system case),

the host receiving the capability must translate
1‘ W .3“ equivalent or lower object and access
“SW9 P311‘. or else reject the operation.

6. A Secure Distributed Capability System

4. 1 Integrated Design

In this paper we deal with distributed system
of user terminals, processing hosts. storage ele-
ments, and other resources. 1'he processors and
terminals may be heterogeneous or of a compatible
family. Our goal is to consider a design based
on a combination of cryptography and a capability
based control to provide network security.

There is a strong desire in a distributed
system for the system to be transparent to the
user. Rushby and Randell [7] established that
network transparency is most easily achieved if
all system components have a common interface.
The "recursive structuring" principle for the
design of distributed systems states: each compo-
nent of a distributed system should be functionally
equivalent to the entire system of which it is
a -part. This does not preclude heterogeneous
sub-elements. since each syst interface must
contain provisions for exception conditions to
be returned «men a requested operation cannot
be carried out. The "value of the recursive struc-
turing of a system is that. by definition. it
is indefinitely extensible.

To use the capability approach in a distri-
buted environment, additional capability categories
are needed. These include definitions that pro-
tect the network interface and -that validate spe-
cific network operations: '

network interface to a specific node can

be used

network parameters can be modified. examined.
or tested

— capability can be copied across network

object can be copied across network

- object can be used remotely

- object can be deleted
delete capability

remotely if user has

- capability can be translated (needed by not-
work interface) _

— network object (for referencing remote ob-
jects) can be created, nanaged. or'deleted

- audit trail enable.

The network interface design should follow
the standard seven-layer ISO 05! model. It will
be subject to the some protection that the opera-
ting system is given on a capability machine.
plus additional protection provided by whatever
capabilities are required to use the interface.
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The various network protocol layers should be
designed to promote detection of active network
attacks. Data encryption can be built into the
user session layer.

All network operations which require capa-
bility checking for validation are passed by the
network interface to the operating system and/or
firtuare. Outgoing network transactions are
checked in the normal way by comparing the at-
tempted operation witb the capability list of
the agent process. Incoming transactions that
involve the copying of a capability from a remote
system will also involve the translation of the
object identification within the capability and
the object encapsulation to a valid object identi-
fication for the destination host. This translev

- tion will also be a firmware function that most
closely resembles object creation.

6.2 Hultilevel Considerations

If a distributed capability system were used
in a'nmlti1ev‘el security environment. both network
security mechanisms and the capability architecture
would need to be enhanced to recognize and protect
objects of different classification levels.

llere we review some of the characteristics
of a multilevel secure system and then discuss
its relation. to the one proposed. Users are as-
signed levels. sone resources are assigned maxi-»
mum levela- and one -must - keep -track of the. high
watermark (highest level received since cleansing)‘
of the devic-e.~ Objects have "levels indicated
by labels.‘ A process keeps track of the high
watersark of objects used in a current pe'ri.od.
Users can specify the level of an object created
and a process can specify the level of the objects
it creates (which met dominate. i.e.. be greater
than or equal to. the current high watermark).
‘mere are several other details that pertain to
specific implementations that will not be dealt
with here.
the float of data based on dominance rules.

The protection dooain extends across the
network; encompassing its nodes. Capabilities
are used to determine transmission of objects
across nodes. the same as they are within a node.
‘l'he transmission is not alloved if the process
does not possess the capability (s.g., the high
watermark is greater than the security level of
the destination). At the receiving node the pro-
cesses cannot have access to the object without
the appropriate capability.

Encryption for authenticity. key passing,
and secrecy protection is within the encapsulated
portion of the capability protocol. implemented
in firmware. "Also, detection techniques such
as those discussed earlier -- unique transmission
key. sequence numbers, ‘error detection. request
response. and time stamps — are iinpleibented and
initiated at that level.

Encryption is at the user session protocol
(layer 5). so that there is end-to-end encryption
between geographically separate parts of the'pro-
tection domain. The capability system would commu-
nicate the necessary protocol information to the
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transport and other lower layers. providing the
necessary protocol parameters.

Hodificatinns to the capability hardware
would consist of additional types of capabilities
and additional bits to the object identification
field of the capability. When a user account
is created on a system. the profile of that user
would be given capabilities to read. write, create
and delete objects of specific classification
levels. The capability to perform an operation
at one‘ classification level would allow the some
operation to be performed at a lower level. provid-
ed that an indirect data leakage did not result.
The user could also be given the capability to
create objects. which could also be ‘given the
capability to read, write. create and delete sub
-objects of different levels. all of which must
be dominated by the user's own capabilities.

When an object is created. it would be created
at 5 given classification level. This level could
be economically encoded in the object identifica-
tion field (2 bits provides 6 levels). which wouldalso -;;..-;--. r- ~.-;. -~.-

when any data transfer operation is performed
on a given object. the object's classification
level is used to insure that a legal data flow
is occurring.

Additional capabilities would be needed to
permit the changing of an object's. classification
level. Both the classification checks and capa-
bility tests would be performed by firmware.
The rules governing legal and illegal data move-
ments between levels would also be stored in firm-
were.

5. Evaluation

Just as the user coninunity is slow to accept
some of the most obviously beneficial computing
improvements. it is felt that part of the task
in portraying an unfamiliar way of thinlcing is
to show consistency with present approaches.
Rushby and Randell [7] have described a distri-
buted computing system composed of 11 trust-
worthy security mechanisms linked together to
provide multilevel security in such away that
the entire system appears as single system to
its users. A prototype has been successfully
dnstrated. Key to this system are separate
security processors. operating in parallel with
the general purpose processors, and a software
subsystem "the Newcastle Connection," that links
Imltiple UNIX systems, and does not require appli-
cations programs or operating system to be changed.

‘Die Department of Defense Trusted Computer
System Evaluation Criteria [8] will serve as a
standard for the sccreditation of commercial sys-
tems. at least in the near term. thus it was con-
sidered important to compare this system against
those criteria. We have also considered Seltzer
and Schroeder's [17] principles of design.

5.1 Definitions [8]

"Trusted Computing Bose - All protection mechanisms
within a computer system (including hardware.
firmware. and software) the combination of which
is responsible for enforcing the security policy."
The cryptographic capabilities network can be
considered a trusted computer base. but has an
unusually large scope in that it encompasses a
network.

“Domain - The set of objects that a subject has
the ability to access." An object is defined
here as a passive entity that contains or receives
information. for which access potentially implies
access to the information it contains. The capa-
bilities system considers domain in the same con-
text. however, it further specifies and controls
resources and enforces the extent _and type ofaccess.

- “Dominate — Security level 51 is said to dominate
security level S2 if the hierarchical classifica-

S2 and the non-archica categor of S in-
clude those of S2 as a subset." A domnant caps-
bility can be enforced categorizing object id's
into the appropriate classifications. Another

.approach~-would be to .define a capabilities base
at each independent level. In either case. the
capabilities system can further restrict usage
to what is required by a task.

"Reference Monitor Concept - An access control
concept that refers to an abstract machine that
mediates all accesses to objects by subjects."
The hardware. firmware, and software elements
of a ‘Prusted Computing Base that implement the
reference monitor concept are referred to as the
security kernel. The capabilities based system
employs and enforces a reference monitor type
of control, independent of special hardware (al-
though special hardvare y be required to enhance
performance).

"Star Property - A Bell-LaPadula security model
[18] rule allowing a subject write access to an
object only if the security level of an subject
is dodzinated by the security level of the object."
This rule can be enforced in a capabilities based
system, but the implementation must place capa-
bilities in control of the system and not the
user.

5.1.2 Requirements [8]

“Discretionary access control - The trusted compu-
ter base (TCB) shall define and control access
between named users and named objects. The en-
forcement mechanism shall allow users to specify
and control sharing of those objects." Capability
access control involves restricting access to
objects or resources based on the possession of
a ticket that unconditionally suthorizes the pos-
sessor (user or process) access to the named object
with specific rights. where objects include both
resources and data. The list is actually inverted
from the normal access control list. but contains
at least the same information. It can be used

.by the operating system to emulate the discre-
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tionsry access model. If the system places the
user "in charge". he can establish his own policy
with respect to the capabilities possessed by
him. In most DOD implementations, however. only
a special user (the security officer) can pass
capabilities to a user that has not previously
possessed them at that level.

"Object Reuse - Hhen a storage object is initially .
assigned, allocated. or reallocated to a subject
from the TCB'e pool of unused storage objects.
the ‘PCB shall assure that the object contains
no data for which the subject is not authorized.“
This requires cleansing of the resource upon real-
location.

"labels Sensitivity labels associated with each
ADP system resource that is directly or indirectly
accessible by subjects external to the ‘PCB shall
be maintained by the TCB and shall be used as
the basis for mandatory access control decisions."
The assignment of capabilities can be based on
the sensitivity of resources. The sensitivity
labels can be built directly into the encapsulation
scheme as a standard part of the object control.
The resources are assigned virtually with the
security manager having ownership of the assignment
table with the right of revocation and reassign-meat.

"Label Integrity - Sensitivity labels shall ac-
curately represent security levels of the specific
subjects or objects with which they are associa-
ted. Vhen exported by the ‘NB. sensitivity “labels-
shall accurately and unambiguously represent the
internal labels and shall be associated with the

information being exported.“ As stated before,
the sensitivity labels can be inherent to the
definition of the capabilities and become part
of the encapsulation scheme. ‘me capability system
enforces the authorization for exportation.

"Exportation of Label Information - The TCB shall
designate each cotanunications channel and 1/0
device as either single-level or multilevel, with
changes done manually and any changes auditable.
Hhen the ‘ICE exports an object to an I/0 device.
the sensitivity label associated with that object
shall also be exported and, in the case of multi-
level devices. shall reside on the same physical
medium as the exported information and shall be
in the same form (i.e.. machine readable or human
readable form). Hhan the ‘PCB exports or imports
an object over a multilevel communication channel,
the protocol used on that channel shall provide
for the unambiguous pairing between the sensitivity
labels and the associated information that is
sent or received." This functionality can be
incorporated in the capability system. The capa-
bility systen enforces the transfer request, where-
as a conventional system may not.

"Device Labels - The TCB shall support the assign-
ment of minimum and maximum security levels to
all attached physical devices to enforce the con-
straints imposed by the physical environments
in which the devices are located." This is indi-
rectly accompliahed by the assignment of capabili-
ties. This corresponds better with non data pro-
cessing informtion control.

I
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"Handatoty Access Control - The TCB shall enforce
a mandatory access control policy over all re-
sources (i.e.. subjects. storage objects. and
I/O devices) that are directly or indirectly acces-
sible by subjects external to the TO.“ External
subjects become internally controlled by the caps-
bilities list when they are given the capability
of access, otherwise they possess none.

"Identification and Authentication - The 1123 shall
require users to identify themselves to it before
beginning to perform any other actions that the
‘R78 is expected to mediate. Furthermore, the
‘ICE shall maintain authentication data that in-
cludes information for verifying the identity
of individual users as well as oxaxinxum security

levels to all attached physical devices." The
identification must be part of the issuing of
capabilities. The association with devices is
more restrictive than simple security levels. ‘

“Trusted Path - The TCB shall support a trusted
communications path between itself and users for
use when a positive ‘NB-to-user connection is
required. Communications via this trusted P31’-3|
shall be activated exclusively by the user OI’
the ‘EB and shall be logically isolated ‘and unmis-
takably distinguishable from other paths." Since
user consoles are resources, and because of the
cryptographic requirements of this system. this
reqeirenent is rigidly enforced.

"Audit - The ‘N28 shall be able to create, maintain.
and protect from modification or unauthorized
access or destruction an audit trail of access
to the object it protects." The audit trail will
be a capability assigned solely to the security
control function.

5.2 Principles of Design

Saltzer and Schroeder [17] identified several
design principles for protection mechanisms.
Following is an evaluation of this approach against
those criteria:

Least . privilege The capability system enforces
this principle to a greater extent than existing
implementations.

Fconony of mechanism - This architecture supports
security control to a far greater degree than
general architectures and therefore should be
verifiable. In general. hardware is simpler to
verify than software or software/hardware mecha-
nisms.

Complete mediation - This requirement is a basic
design principle.

Open Design - lhe design is completely open and
does not depend on any secret parts.

Separation of privilege Satisfaction of this
requirement is moot. although the implementation
depends on the technique for allocation of tape-
bilities and identification when logging on the
system. ‘fire implementation of labels and a consis-
tency check against usar identification should
satisfy this renuirenzent.
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beast common mechanism - '1'he mechanism is protected
and each user has a separate virtual capability.
The concept of distributed control in physically
distributed elements tends to support this princi-
ple. but certainly not to its ultimate intent.

Psychological acceptability - The mechanism cannot
be bypassed and is transparent to the user.

5.3 Advantages and Disadvantages

A capability approach to distributed system
security offers strong object protection in both
local and distributed contexts. This strength
derives from firmware support of access rights
at the machine addressing level. In addition,
the design offers greater granularity of access
rights than is found in a conventional operating
system.

A distributed capability system is not without
its complications. One potential problem is the
vulnerability of capabilities as they are transmit-
ted across the network. This is analogous to
the problem of password transcdssion across a
network in a conventional system. Both can be
solved by encryption.

Another possible problem is the translation of
capabilities in an environment of heterogeneous
capability machines. Because object categories

’ may vary from machine to machine. the difficulty
is in preserving the meaning of the capability
when it is translated. From a security standpoint,
security is not compromised if the original capabi-
lity dominates the translated capability.

A more difficult situation is the linking of a
conventional computer to a network of capability
systems. Since conventional operating systems
do not support the same granularity of protection,
meaningful sharing and strong security will proba-
bly not be compatible goals. The conventional
coputer will be the Achille's heel of the distri-
buted capability network if remote object refer-
ences are uncontrolled.

A final issue is the translation of the capability
list for an object that is being copied from one
syst to another. For efficiency reasons, we
have considered it advantageous for the copy opera-
tion to copy only the object and the capability
for its use. and ignore the capability lists be-
longing to the object and any of its creations.

6. Summary

The meshing of capability characteristics
and a cryptogrsphically supported network is natur— -
al. Cryptography will support network communica—
tions and detection functions using public key
systems or trusted interface nodules to provide
satisfaction of security protection from the out-
side world, as well as authentication functions.
The capability based resource control provides
a simpler environment than that dealt with by
a discretionary kernelized system. There is a
natural checking mechanism for determination of
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system misuse and simpler recovery in the event
of a malicious internal attack. The system can
be changed as the security policy changes without
hardwarelsoftware modification.

A capability approach can provide a distribu-
ted system where data originators or some central
authority determine the data. program. and sharing
policy. The distributed capability system de-
scribed here solves the problem of preserving
access rights across system boundaries. since
an object can not be referenced or copied across
the network interface without processing the caps-
bility for a specific operation. In comparison
to a conventional operating system, a capability
based design offers greater protection and more
granularity.

With proper implementation. the system also
appears to be capable of supporting the DoD trusted
system requirements under the unique DoD security
policy implementation. Further, a properly archi-
tected capability machine and network interface
could provide a secure multilevel distributed
systmn. The Don security requirements could be
met by a design including the following provisions:
- Star property should be enforced by the system

through assignment of high water mark levels
to capabilities. objects. and resources.

Sensitivity labels need to be integrated
into the capabilities protection mechanism.
and then be supported accordingly.

User identification and authentication must
be part of the capability issue and usagemechanism

Bud-to—end encryption needs to be integrated
and network protocol interfaces need to be
developed
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similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see

37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date

shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the

application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary

components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the

International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due

course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement

Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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Amendments to the Claims:

1. (Original) A method for transferring rights adapted to be associated with items

from a rights supplier to a rights consumer, the method comprising:

obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of rights including meta—rights

specifying derivable rights that can be derived from the meta—rights;

determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights specified by

the meta—rights; and

deriving at least one right from the derivable rights, if the rights consumer is entitled

to the derivable rights specified by the meta—rights, wherein the derived right includes at least

one state variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a state of the derived

right.

2. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable inherits a state thereof

for content usage or rights transfer from the set of rights.

3. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable shares a state thereof

for content usage or rights transfer with the set of rights.

4. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable inherits a remaining

state for content usage or rights transfer from the set of rights.

5. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable is updated upon

exercise of a right associated with the state variable.

6. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising deriving a plurality of rights

from the derivable rights, wherein the state variable is shared by the derived rights.

11077083.1
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7. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable represents a collection

of states.

8. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of state variables

that determine the state of the derived right.

9. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one state variable is

unspecified in the derived right, is created during a rights transfer, and is assigned to the

derived right.

10. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the state variable is transferred from

the derivable rights to the derived right.

11. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising generating a license

including the derived right, if the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights specified

by the meta—rights.

12. (Original) A system for transferring rights adapted to be associated with items

from a rights supplier to a rights consumer, the system comprising:

means for obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of rights including

meta—rights specifying derivable rights that can be derived from the meta—rights;

means for determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights

specified by the meta—rights; and

means for deriving at least one right from the derivable rights, if the rights consumer is

entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta—rights, wherein the derived right includes

at least one state variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a state of the

derived right.

11077083.1
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13. (Original) The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable inherits a state

thereof for content usage or rights transfer from the set of rights.

14. (Original) The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable shares a state

thereof for content usage or rights transfer with the set of rights.

15. (Original) The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable inherits a remaining

state for content usage or rights transfer from the set of rights.

16. (Original) The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable is updated upon

exercise of a right associated with the state variable.

17. (Original) The system of claim 12, further comprising means for deriving a

plurality of rights from the derivable rights, wherein the state variable is shared by the derived

rights.

18. (Original) The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable represents a

collection of states.

19. (Original) The system of claim 12, including a plurality of state variables that

determine the state of the derived right.

20. (Original) The system of claim 12, wherein the at least one state variable is

unspecified in the derived right, is created during a rights transfer, and is assigned to the

derived right.

21. (Original) The system of claim 12, wherein the state variable is transferred from

the derivable rights to the derived right.
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22. (Original) The system of claim 12, further comprising means for generating a

license including the derived right, if the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights

specified by the meta—rights.

23. (Original) The system of claim 12, wherein the means for obtaining, the means

for determining, and the means for deriving comprise at least one of computer—eXecutable

instructions, and devices of a computer system.

24. (Original) A device for transferring rights adapted to be associated with items

from a rights supplier to a rights consumer, the device comprising:

means for obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of rights including

meta—rights specifying derivable rights that can be derived from the meta—rights;

means for determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights

specified by the meta—rights; and

means for deriving at least one right from the derivable rights, if the rights consumer is

entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta—rights, wherein the derived right includes

at least one state variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a state of the

derived right.

25. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable inherits a state

thereof for content usage or rights transfer from the set of rights.

26. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable shares a state

thereof for content usage or rights transfer with the set of rights.

27. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable inherits a remaining

state for content usage or rights transfer from the set of rights.
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28. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable is updated upon

exercise of a right associated with the state variable.

29. (Original) The device of claim 24, further comprising means for deriving a

plurality of rights from the derivable rights, wherein the state variable is shared by the derived

rights.

30. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable represents a

collection of states.

31. (Original) The device of claim 24, including a plurality of state variables that

determine the state of the derived right.

32. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein the at least one state variable is

unspecified in the derived right, is created during a rights transfer, and is assigned to the

derived right.

33. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein the state variable is transferred from

the derivable rights to the derived right.

34. (Original) The device of claim 24, further comprising means for generating a

license including the derived right, if the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights

specified by the meta—rights.

35. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein the means for obtaining, the means

for determining, and the means for deriving comprise at least one of computer—eXecutable

instructions, and devices of a computer system.

11077083.1
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36. (Original) The device of claim 24, wherein one or more of the means for

obtaining, the means for determining, and the means for deriving are specified in a license.
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REMARKS

The Office Action of April 15, 2008 has been received and carefully reviewed.

Reconsideration of this application in light of the amendment and the allowance of this

application are respectfully requested.

Claims 1-36 were pending in the present application prior to the above amendment. In

response to the Office Action, no claims have been canceled, no claims have been added, and

no claims have been amended. Therefore, claims 1-36 remain pending in the present

application and are believed to be in proper condition for allowance.

Double Patenting

In response to the double patenting rejections, Applicants will consider the filing of a

Terminal Disclaimer once the application is otherwise in condition for allowance.

Rejections under 35 U.S. C. §103

Claims 1-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as allegedly being unpatentable over

Anand et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,044,466) in view of “Workshop on Digital Rights

Management, Minutes from Architecture/Infrastructure Session” (hereafter, Infrastructure).

Applicants fully traverse the rejection as follows.

The present independent claims 1, 12 and 24, and the claims dependent therefrom, are

patently distinguishable over Anand et al. in view of Infrastructure, since Anand et al. and

Infrastructure, either taken alone or in combination, fail to disclose, teach or suggest all of the

features recited in the pending claims. For example, independent claim 1 (emphasis added),

recites:

A method for transferring rights adapted to be associated with items

from a rights supplier to a rights consumer, the method comprising:

obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of rights

including meta-rights specifying derivable rights that can be derived
from the meta-rights;

determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable

rights specified by the meta-rights; and

deriving at least one right from the derivable rights, if the rights

consumer is entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta-rights,

110770831
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wherein the derived right includes at least one state variable based on

the set of rights and used for determining a state of the derived right.

Independent claim 12 (emphasis added), recites:

A system for transferring rights adapted to be associated with items

from a rights supplier to a rights consumer, the system comprising:

means for obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of

rights including meta-rights specifying derivable rights that can be
derived from the meta-rights;

means for determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to the

derivable rights specified by the meta-rights; and

means for deriving at least one right from the derivable rights, if

the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights specified by the
meta-rights, wherein the derived right includes at least one state

variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a state of

the derived right.

Independent claim 24 (emphasis added), recites:

A device for transferring rights adapted to be associated with items

from a rights supplier to a rights consumer, the device comprising:

means for obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set

of rights including meta-rights specifying derivable rights that can be
derived from the meta-rights;

means for determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to

the derivable rights specified by the meta-rights; and

means for deriving at least one right from the derivable rights,

if the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights specified by the
meta-rights, wherein the derived right includes at least one state

variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a state of

the derived right.

Thus, independent claims 1, 12 and 24 are directed to the novel features of obtaining

or means for obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of rights including meta-

rights specifying derivable rights that can be derived from the meta-rights, and deriving at

least one right from the derivable rights, if the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable

rights specified by the meta-rights, wherein the derived right includes at least one state

variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a state of the derived right.

Applicants respectfully submit that the present independent claims 1, 12 and 24 are

patentably distinguishable over Anand et al. and Infrastructure, taken alone or in

11077083.1
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combination. Specifically, Anand et al. does not disclose obtaining a set of rights associated

with an item, the set of rights including meta—rights specifying derivable rights that can be

derived from the meta—rights, and deriving at least one right from the derivable rights, if the

rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta—rights, wherein the

derived right includes at least one state variable based on the set of rights and used for

determining a state of the derived right, as recited in independent claim 1. Anand et al. also

does not disclose means for obtaining a set of rights associated with an item, the set of rights

including meta—rights specifying derivable rights that can be derived from the meta—rights, and

means for deriving at least one right from the derivable rights, if the rights consumer is

entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta—rights, wherein the derived right includes

at least one state variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a state of the

derived right, as recited in independent claims 12 and 24.

In the device disclosed by Anand et al., “a dynamic derivation mechanism enables

permissions to be dynamically and flexibly derived for executables based upon their

authenticated description” (see Anand et al., e.g., col. 3, lns. 15-31), and is to perform the

operations described by the permissions on objects (see Anand et al., e.g., col. 3, lns. 40-42).

The permissions of Anand et al. are associated with an executable, which is a subject or

principal (see Anand et al., e.g., col. 3, lns. 15-31).

By contrast, a derivable right of the invention of present independent claims 1, 12 and

24 is specified within meta—rights associated with an item (or an “object” in the terms of

Anand et al.), whereas Anand et al. has no corresponding notion of meta—rights and only and

always provides maximal permission in some site security policy for a derivation instance.

Col. 5, lines 1-23 of Anand et al. which the Examiner cites as allegedly disclosing the meta-

rights of the present invention, recites:

110770831
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As FIG. 2 depicts, the derivation mechanism (100) con-
sists of the following five steps: (1) create a derivation

instance (200) for this content description (120) and down-
loading principal (110); (2) retrieve the current and maximal

permissions propositions (210) from the site security policy 5

(130) for the derivation instance (160); (3) derive the

maximal permissions (150) from the contributions of each
principal in the maximal permission proposition (220); (4)

obtain the current permissions contributions (230) delegated
by each principal in the current permission proposition

(300), as illustrated in FIG. 3; and (5) compute the current
and maximal permissions (140,150,240) using the current

and maximal permissions propositions (300,310) and the
current and maximal contributions (230,220) of the propo-

sitions’ principals. The current permissions (150), by
definition, must always be a subset of the maximal permis- 15
sions (140).

10

The description of executable content (120) is a set of
attribute-value pairs. One possible embodiment is RDF

(“Resource Description Framework”) labels that describe

the meta-data of a website’s URI (“Universal Resource 20
Identifier”). RDF is a Web Consortium Activity (see

http://Www.w3.org/metadata/RDF/overview.html).
Attributes with string values can be used to describe a URI.

Thus, as seen above, Anand et al. does not control or regulate who is entitled to derive

right through meta—rights, as in the present invention, and moreover is completely silent with

regard to “meta—rights specifying derivable rights that can be derived from the meta—rights”,

as substantially recited in independent claims 1, 12 and 24.

Additionally, since Anand et al. fails to disclose, teach or suggest any notion of meta-

rights, it follows that Anand et al. cannot disclose, teach or suggest a step of determining

whether the rights consumer is entitled to the derivable rights specified by the meta—rights in

col. 5, lns. 14-21 as alleged by the Examiner. In fact, col. 5, lns. 14-21 of Anand et al.

actually recites:

11077083.1
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sititnns’ principals. The r;:u.rr::11I pe-rniissiims (150), by
Clt)1fiI1i1l()11_, 111113: illk-'v"&§.~’S be 3 subset of the maximzsl pt-1‘111is» 15
sions (140).

The devsc.riptio:'1 of exeeulahla: ccmlerlt. (120) .is it set of

alt.1‘ib11te-—vaii1.:e pairs. Due _possibl:i:- e1nbo::ii11ie_u1 is l"{iT)iF

(“.Reso1:m:.e F_Jese1'i*pt:io,u F:‘a.111cvw.:}.rk”f) labels that deiscsribe

the melzvdzxta of a \—vehsiIe“s UR! (“L.h*1i\»'ersal. Resource
ldemitier’). Rilffil? is :3 Web (3<_u1s;o.rtiu[1:: Ac:t.iv'it.~,-* (see.

Thus, as seen from the above passage, Anand et al. is completely silent with regard to

meta—rights that control or regulate who is entitled to derive rights through meta—rights, and

more specifically to a step of determining whether the rights consumer is entitled to the

derivable rights specified by the meta—rights, as disclosed in independent claims 1, 12 and 24.

Instead, Anand et al. merely discloses that the current permissions will always be a subset of

the maximal permission, which is clearly distinct from the derivation of rights through meta-

rights.

Moreover, as seen from Figure 1 and its corresponding description on col. 4, lns. 51-

60 of Anand et al., it is clear that the permission derivation is always customized for the

downloaded content and downloading principle according to a site security policy (see Anand

et al., the derivation instance in steps (1) and (2) on col. 5, lns. 1-16). Additionally, the

derivation does not depend on whether or not a rights consumer (e.g., either the downloaded

content or the downloading principal) is entitled to those rights or permissions. Consequently,

the derivation of Anand et al. always ends up with two sets of permissions: a current

permission and maximal permission.

Furthermore, as seen in col. 5, lns. 1-16 of Anand et al., the derivation involves

dynamical information such as “current permission contributions (230) delegated by each

principal in the current permission proposition”. Thus, Anand et al. cannot disclose that

derivable rights specified by the meta—rights, wherein the derived rights include at least one

state variable based on the set of rights and used for determining a state of the derived right,

as purported by the Examiner.

The Examiner correctly admits that Anand et al. fails to disclose, teach or suggest a

state variable (see the first paragraph on page 5 of the Office Action dated April 15, 2008),

11077083.1
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and relies on page 8, paragraph 3 of Infrastructure for disclosing this feature. However,

Applicants respectfully submit that Infrastructure also fails to disclose, teach or suggest a

state variable, as is recited in the claims, and fails to make up for the deficiencies of Anand et

al.

Infrastructure, page 8, paragraph 3 recites (emphasis added):

John Erickson (HP): An event model is powerful,

because it allows description of certain rights relationships that

we might think of in terms of electronic contracts. If we speak

about rights languages, we can imagine a lot of different types

of transactions. There are things that need to be declared,

between an author and a publisher. It is a dynamic activity with
lots of outcomes that the event model can characterize. The

event model is the basis of an ontology. we need different

vocabularies for different purposes. A contract between an

author and a publisher is like a dynamic state machine. The

event model is a powerful way to express that Things like

rights vouchers/licenses and output of individual states are

dependant on dynamic events.

Applicants would like to note that Infrastructure is completely silent with regard to a

method or a system for transferring rights adapted to be associated with items, but rather is

merely a transcribed copy of the minutes taken from an open forum discussion group

regarding ideas and definitions of DRM, and not a method or system for transferring rights, as

in the present invention.

Specifically, Infrastructure mentions that “[a] contract between an author and a

publisher is like a dynamic state machine” (see Infrastructure), which in actuality is only

directed to the behavior of a contract, and not the contract itself. Thus, the contract of

Infrastructure cannot be used for determining a state of the derived right, as substantially

recited by independent claims 1, 12 and 24.

Furthermore, Applicants respectfully submit that the notion of a dynamic state

machine, as described in the above cited passage of Infrastructure, and the notion of a state

variable are unrelated ideas. Applicants respectfully submit that a state machine by definition

may not have any state variables, although it can have many concrete states.

110770831
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Thus, at least for the reasons stated above, neither Anand et al. nor Infrastructure,

taken alone or in combination, disclose, teach or suggest the claimed features recited in

independent claims 1, 12 and 24.

The dependent claims are allowable at least by virtue of their dependency from one of

the independent claims, but are also distinguishable over the prior art.

In View of the foregoing, it is submitted that the present application is in condition for

allowance and a notice to that effect is respectfully requested. However, if any issue remains

after considering this response, the Examiner is invited to call the undersigned to expedite the

prosecution and work out any such issue by telephone.

Except for issue fees payable under 37 C.F.R. § 1.18, the Commissioner is hereby

authorized by this paper to charge any additional fees during the entire pendency of this

application including fees due under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17 which may be required,

including any required extension of time fees, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account

No. 19-2380. This paragraph is intended to be a CONSTRUCTIVE PETITION FOR

EXTENSION OF TIME in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a)(3).

Respectfully submitted,

Date: July 14, 2008 /Anthony J. Canning Reg. No. 62,107/

Anthony J. Canning

Registration No. 62,107

NIXON PEABODY LLP

401 9th Street, N.W., Suite 900

Washington, D.C. 20004-2128

(202) 585-8000

(202) 585-8080 (Fax)
Customer No. 22204
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Knowbots, Permissions Headers and Contract Law

paper for the conference on

Technological Strategies for Protecting Intellectual

Property in the Networked Multimedia Environment

April 2-3, 1993 with revisions of 4/30/93

Copyright 1993
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Introduction

One of the ways to protect intellectual property on the

NREN is through a digital library concept. Under this

concept, a work would have attached to it a "permissions

header," defining the terms under which the copyright owner

makes the work available. The digital library

infrastructure, implemented on the NREN, would match request

messages from users with the permissions headers. If the

request message and the permissions header match, the user

would obtain access to the work. This concept encompasses

major aspects of electronic contracting, which is already in

wide use employing Electronic Data Interchange ("EDI")

standards developed by ANSI Committee X12.1

This paper explains the relationship between the digital

library concept and EDI practice, synthesizing appropriate

solutions for contract law, evidence, and agency issues that

arise in electronic contracting. The question of how

electronic signatures should work to be legally effective is

an important part of this inquiry. The paper also defines

particular types of service identifiers, header descriptors,

and other forms of labeling and tagging appropriate to allow

copyright owners to give different levels of permission,

including outright transfer of the copyright interest, use
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permission, copying permission, distribution permission,

display permission, and permission to prepare derivative

works.The paper considers how payment authorization

procedures should work in conjunction with a permissions

header and digital library concept in order to integrate the

proposed copyright licensing procedures with existing and

anticipated electronic payment authorization systems. The

paper necessarily considers whether existing standards

approaches related to SGML and X12 are sufficient or whether

some new standards development efforts will be necessary for

implementation of the concepts. The paper considers the

relationship between technology and law in enforcing

intellectual property, and emphasizes that the traditional

adaptation of legal requirements to levels of risk is

appropriate as the law is applied to new technologies.

There are certain common issues between the intellectual

property question and other applications of wide area

digital network technology. The question of signatures and

writings to reflect the establishment of duties and

permissions and the transfer of rights is common to the

intellectual property inquiry and to electronic commerce

using EDI techniques. There also are common questions

involving rights to use certain information channels: First

Amendment privileges, and tort liability. These are common

not only to technological means of protecting intellectual

property but to all forms of wide area networking.

The problem

The law recognizes intellectual property because

information technology permits one person to get a free ride

on another person's investment in creating information

value. Creative activity involving information usually is

addressed by copyright, although patent has a role to play

in protecting innovative means of processing information.2

Intellectual property arose in the context of

letterpress printing technology. Newer technologies like

xerography and more recently small computer technology and

associated word processing and networking have increased the

potential for free rides and accordingly increased the

pressure on intellectual property.

The concern about free ride potential is especially

great when people envision putting creative works on
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electronic publishing servers connected to wide area

networks intending to permit consumers of information

products to access these objects, frequently combining them

and generally facilitating "publishing on demand" rather

than the well known publishing just in case, typified by

guessing how many copies of a work will sell, printing those

in advance, and then putting them in inventory until someone
wants them.

The concern is that it will be too easy to copy an

entire work without detection and without paying for it.

Worse, it will be easy to copy an entire work and resell it

either by itself or as a part of a new derivative work or
collection.

But technology is capable of protecting investment in

new ways as well as gaining a free ride. Computer networks

make it possible to restrict access and to determine when

access occurs. Depending on how new networks are designed,

they may actually reduce the potential for a free ride. The

digital library is one way of realizing that potential.

Professor Pamela Samuelson has observed that the digital

library model replaces intellectual property with a system

of technological controls.3

Digital Library Concepts

Basic Concepts

A digital library is a set of information resources

("information objects") distributed throughout an electronic

network. The objects reside on servers (computers with

associated disk drives connected to the network). They can

be retrieved remotely by users using "client" workstations.

Origin of Concepts

The phrase "digital library" and the basic concept was

first articulated in a 1989 report growing out of a workshop

sponsored by the Corporation for National Research

Initiatives.4 From its inception, the digital library

concept envisioned retrieval of complete information

resources and not merely bibliographic inforrnation.5

The technologies of remote retrieval of complete

information objects using electronic technologies is in wide

use through the WESTLAW, Dialog, LEXIS, NEXIS, and National

Library of Medicine databases. These remotely accessible
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databases, however, unlike the digital library involved a

single host on which most of the data resides. The digital

library concept envisions a multiplicity of hosts (servers).

Recent Developments

The remotely accessible database host concept is

converging with the digital library concept as more of the

electronic database vendors provide gateways to information

objects actually residing on other computers. This now is

commonplace with WESTLAW access to Dialog, and Dialog's

gateways to other information providers.

The most explicit implementation of the digital library

concept is the Wide Area Information Service ("WAIS"), which

implements ANSI standard Z.39.6 WAIS permits a remote user

to formulate a query that is applied to a multiplicity of

WAIS servers each of which may contain information

responsive to the query. The WAIS architecture permits

search engines of varying degrees of sophistication,

resident on WAIS information servers to apply the query

against their own information objects, reporting matches

back to the user.7 Future implementations of WAIS permit

automatic refinement of searches according to statistical

matching techniques.

The Corporation for National Research Initiatives has

proposed a test bed for an electronic copyright management

system.8 The proposed system would include four major

elements: automated copyright recording and registration,

automated, on line clearance of rights, private electronic

mail and digital signatures to provide security. It would

include three subsystems: a Registration and Recording

System (RRS), a Digital Library System (DLS), and a Rights

Management System (RMS). The RRS would provide the functions

enumerated above and would be operated by the Library of

Congress. It would provide "change of title" information.9

The RMS would be an interactive distributed system capable

of granting rights on line and permitting the use of

copyrighted material in the Digital Library System. The test

bed architecture would involve computers connected to the

Internet performing the RRS and RMS functions.

Digital signatures would link an electronic

bibliographic record with the contents of the work, ensuring

against alteration after deposit. 10 Multiple RMS servers

would be attached to the Internet. A user wishing to obtain
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rights to an electronically published work would interact

electronically with the appropriate RMS. When copyright

ownership is transferred, a message could be sent from the

RMS to the RRSll - creating an electronic marketplace for

copyrighted material.

The EBR submitted with a new work would "identify the

rights holder and any terms and conditions on the use of the

document or a pointer to a designated contact for rights and

permissions."l2 The EBR, thus, is apparently equivalent to

the permissions header discussed in this paper. Security in

the transfer of rights would be provided by digital

signatures using public key encryption, discussed further,

infra in the section on encryption.

Basic Architectural Concepts

The digital library concept in general contemplates

three basic architectural elements: a query, also called a

"knowbot" in some descriptions; a permissions header

attached to each information object; and a procedure for

matching the query with the permissions header.

Two kinds of information are involved in all three

architectural elements: information about the content of

information objects desired and existing, and information

about the economic terms on which an information object is

made available. For example, a query desiring court opinions

involving the enforcement of foreign judgments evidencing a

desire to download the full text of such judicial opinions

and to pay up to $1.00 per minute of search and downloading

time would require that the knowbot appropriately represent

the subject matter "enforcement of foreign judgments." It

also requires that the knowbot appropriately represent the

terms on which the user is willing to deal: downloading and

the maximum price. The permissions header similarly must

express the same two kinds of information. If the

information object to which the permissions header is

attached is a short story rather than a judicial opinion,

the permissions header must so indicate. Or, if the

information object is a judicial opinion and it is about

enforcement of foreign judgments, the permission header may

indicate that only a summary is available for downloading at

a price of $10.00 per minute. The searching, matching, and

retrieval procedure in the digital library system must be

capable of determining whether there is a match on both

subject matter and economic terms, also copying and
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transmitting the information object if there is a match.

Comparison to EDI

Electronic Data Interchange ("EDI") is a practice

involving computer-to-computer commercial dealing without

human intervention. In the most widespread implementations,

computers are programmed to issue purchase orders to trading

partners, and the receiving computer is programmed to

evaluate the terms of the purchase order and to take

appropriate action, either accepting it and causing goods to

be manufactured or shipped or rejecting it and sending an

appropriate message. EDI is in wide use in American and

foreign commerce, using industry-specific standards for

discrete commercial documents like purchase orders,

invoices, and payment orders, developed through the American
National Standards Institute.

There obviously are similarities between the three

architectural elements of the digital library concept and

EDI. There is a structured way of expressing an offer or

instruction, and a process for determining whether there is

a match between what the recipient is willing to do and what

the sender requests.

There is also, however, an important difference. In the

digital library concept, a match results in actual delivery

of the desired goods and services in electronic form. In EDI

practice, the performance of the contractual arrangement

usually involves physical goods or performance of
nonelectronic services.

Nevertheless, the digital library and EDI architectures

are sufficiently similar and, it turns out the legal issues

associated with both are sufficiently similar to make

analogies appropriate.

Elements of Data Structure

For purposes of this paper, the interesting parts of the

data structure are those elements that pertain to

permission, more than those elements that pertain to content

of the information object to which the header is attached.

Accordingly, this section will focus on only permissions-

related elements, after noting in passing that the content

part of the header well might be a pointer to an inverted

file to permit full text searching and matching.
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The starting point conceptually for identifying the

elements of the permissions header are the rights

exclusively reserved to the copyright owner by 106 of the

copyright statute. But these exclusive rights need not be

tracked directly because the owner of an information object

free to impose contractual restrictions as well as to enjoy

rights granted by the Copyright Act. Accordingly, it seems

that the following kinds of privileges in the requester

should be addressed in the permissions header:

outright transfer of all rights

use privilege, either unrestricted or subject to
restrictions

copying, either unlimited or subject to restrictions

like quantitative limits

distribution, either unlimited or subject to

restrictions, like geographic ones or limits on the
markets to which distribution can occur

preparation of derivative works

Display and presentation rights, separately identified

in 106 would be subsumed into the use element, because

they are particular uses.

The simplest implementation would allow only binary

values for each of these elements. But a binary approach

does not permit the permissions header to express

restrictions, like those suggested in the enumerated list.

Elements could be defined to accept the most common kinds of

restrictions on use, and quantitative limits on copying, but
it would be much more difficult to define in advance the

kinds of geographic or market-definition restrictions that

an owner might wish to impose with respect to distribution.

In addition to these discrete privileges, the

permissions header must express pricing information. The

most sensible way of doing this is to have a price

associated with each type of privilege. In the event that

different levels of use, copying, or distribution privilege

are identified, the data structure should allow a price to
be associated with each level.
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A complicating factor in defining elements for price is

the likelihood that different suppliers would want to price

differently. For example, some would prefer to impose a flat

fee for the grant of a particular privilege. Others might

wish to impose a volume-based fee, and still others might

wish to impose a usage or connect-time based fee. The data

structure for pricing terms must be flexible enough to

accommodate at least these three different approaches to

pricing.

Finally, the data structure must allow for a

specification of acceptable payment terms and have some kind

of trigger for a payment approval procedure. For example,

the permissions header might require presentation of a

credit card number and then trigger a process that would

communicate with the appropriate credit card database to

obtain authorization. Only if the authorization was obtained

would the knowbot and the permissions header "match."

There is a relationship between the data structures and

legal concepts. The knowbot is a solicitation of offers.

The permissions header is an offer. The matching of the two

constitutes an acceptance. Mr. Linn's "envelope" could be
the "contract."

There are certain aspects of the data structure design

that are not obvious. One is how to link price with

specific levels of permission. Another is how to describe

particular levels of permission. This representation

problem may benefit from the use of some deontic logic,

possibly in the form of a grammar developed for intellectual

property permissions. Finally, it is not clear what the

acceptance should look like. Conceptually, the acceptance

occurs when the knowbot matches with a permissions header,

but it is unclear how this legally significant event should

be represented.

Role of Encryption

The CNRI test bed proposal envisions the use of public

key encryption to ensure the integrity of digital signatures

and to ensure the authenticity of information objects.

Public key encryption permits a person to encrypt a message

- like a signature using a secret key, one known only to the

sender, while permitting anyone with access to a public key
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to decrypt it. Use of public key cryptography in this

fashion permits any user to authenticate a message, ensuring

that it came from the purported sender.l3 A related

technology called "hashing" permits an encrypted digital

signature to be linked to the content of a message. The

message can be sent in plain text (unencrypted) form, but if

any part of it is changed, it will not match the digital

signature. The digital signature and hashing technologies

thus permit not only the origin but also the content

integrity of a message of arbitrary length to be

authenticated without necessitating encryption of the

content of the message. This technology has the advantage,

among others, that it is usable by someone lacking

technological access to public key encryption. An

unsophisticated user not wishing to incur the costs of

signature verification nevertheless can use the content of

the signed information object.

It is well recognized that encryption provides higher

levels of security than other approaches. But security

through encryption comes at a price. Private key encryption

systems require preestablished relationships and exchange of

private keys in advance of any encrypted communication. The

burdens of this approach have led most proponents of

electronic commerce to explore public key encryption

instead. But public key systems require the establishment

and policing of a new set of institutions. An important

infrastructure requirement for practicable public key

cryptography is the establishment and maintenance of

certifying entities that maintain the public keys and ensure

that they are genuine ones rather than bogus ones inserted

by forgers. A rough analogy can be drawn between the public

key certifying entities and notaries public. Both kinds of

institutions verify the authenticity of signature. Both

kinds require some level of licensing by governmental

entities. Otherwise the word of the "electronic notary"

(certifying entity) is no better than an uncertified,

unencrypted signature. In a political and legal environment

in which the limitations of regulatory programs have been

recognized and have led to deregulation of major industries,

it is not clear that a major new regulatory arrangement for

public key encryption is practicable. Nevertheless,

experimentation with the concept in support of digital

library demonstration programs can help generate more

empirical data as to the cost and benefits of public key

encryption to reinforce electronic signatures.
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On the other hand, it is not desirable to pursue

approaches requiring encryption of content. No need to

encrypt the contents is apparent in a network environment.

Database access controls are sufficient to prevent access to

the content if the permissions header terms are not matched

by the knowbot. On the other hand, if the electronic

publishing is effected through CDROMs or other physical

media possessed by a user, then encryption might be

appropriate to prevent the user from avoiding the

permissions header and going directly to the content.

While encrypted content affords greater security to the

owner of copyrighted material. Someone who has not paid the

price to the copyright owner must incur much higher cost to

steal the material. But the problem is everyone must pay a

higher price to use the material. One of the dramatic

lessons of the desktop computer revolution was the clear

rejection of copyright protection in personal computer

software. The reasons that copy protection did not survive

in the market place militate against embracing encryption

for content. Encryption interferes with realization of

electronic markets, because producer and consumer must have

the same encryption and description protocols. Encryption

burdens processing of electronic information objects because

it adds another layer. Some specific implementations have

encryption require additional hardware at appreciable costs.

Digital libraries cannot become a reality until

consumers perceive that the benefits of electronic formats

outweigh the costs, compared to paper formats. Encryption

interferes with electronic formats‘ traditional advantages

of density, reusability, editability, and computer search

ability and also, by impairing open architectures may

perpetuate some of papers’ advantages with respect with

browsibility. 14

The need for encryption of any kind depends upon whether

security is available without it. That depends, in turn, on

the kinds of free rides that may be obtainable and the legal
status of various kinds of electronics transactions in the

digital library system.

Legal Issues

Copyright: What legal effect is intended?
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The design of the permissions header and the values in

the elements of the header must be unambiguous as to whether

an outright transfer of a copyright interest is intended or

whether only a license is intended. If an outright transferl 5

is intended, then the present copyright statute requires a

writing signed by the owner of the rights conveyed. l6

Recordation of the transfer with the Copyright office is not

required, but provides advantages in enforcing transferee

rights.l7 On the other hand, non exclusive licenses need not

be in writing nor registered. If the electronic transaction

transfers the copyright in its entirety, then the rights of

the transferor are extinguished, and the rights of the

transferee are determined by the copyright statute. The only

significant legal question is whether the conveyance was
effective.

On the other hand, when the copyright is not transferred

outright but only certain permissions are granted or certain

rights conveyed, the legal questions become more varied.

Then, the rights of the transferor and the obligations of

the transferee are matters of contract law. It is important

to understand the degree to which the contract is

enforceable and how it is to be interpreted in the event of

subsequent disputes. The following sections consider briefly

the first sale doctrine as a potential public policy

obstacle to enforcing contractual restrictions different

from those imposed by the copyright statute and then explore

in greater depth whether electronic techniques satisfy the

formalities traditionally required for making a contract,

whether they adequately ensure against repudiation, and

whether they provide sufficient information to permit

predictable interpretation of contractual obligations and

privileges.
First Sale Doctrine

The first sale doctrine may invalidate restrictions on

use. It is impermissible for the holder of a patent to

impose restrictions on the use of a patented product after

the product has been sold. Restrictions may be imposed,

however, on persons who merely license the product. 18 The

rationale for this limit on the power of the owner of the

intellectual property interest is that to allow limitations

on use of the product would interfere with competition

beyond what the Congress - and arguably the drafters of the

Constitution - intended in setting up the patent system.
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The first sale doctrine applies to copyright owners. 19

Indeed, because of the First Amendment's protection of

informational activity, the argument against restrictions

after the first sale may be even stronger in the copyright

arena then in the patent arena.

The first sale doctrine is potentially important because

it may invalidate restrictions imposed on the use of

information beyond what is authorized by the Copyright Act

and by common law trade secret. Thus, there may be serious

questions about the legal efficacy of use restrictions

suggested in T, although such restrictions are common in

remote database service agreements. The vendors could argue

that the limitations pertain to the contractual terms for

delivery of a service rather than use of information as

such. The characterization avoids the overlap with copyright

and thus may also avoid the conflict between federal policy
and contract enforcement.20

Contract Formation Issues

The law does not enforce every promise. Instead, it

focuses its power only on promises surrounded with certain

formalities to make it likely that the person making the

promise (the "promisor") and the person receiving the

promise (the "promisee") understood that their communication

had legal consequences. A threshold question for the digital

library system is whether the traditional formalities for

making a contract are present when the contract is made

through electronic means. The digital library system

considered in this paper clearly contemplates that a

contract is formed when the knowbot and the permissions

header achieve a match. In this respect, the digital library

concept converges with EDI where trading parties contemplate

that a contract to perform services or deliver goods is

formed when a match occurs either upon the receipt of a

purchase order or upon the transmission of a purchase order

acknowledgment.

It is not altogether clear, however, whether the match

between values and computer data structures meets contract

formation requirements, particularly those expressed in

various statutes of frauds. Statutes of frauds require

"writings" and "signatures" for certain kinds of contracts -

basically those contemplating performance extending beyond a

period of one year.2l
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In many instances, the digital library contract will be

fully performed almost instantaneously upon delivery of the

information object after the knowbot and the permissions

header match. In such a case, the statute of frauds is not a

problem and its requirements need not be satisfied. In other

cases, however, as when the intent of the owner of the

information object is to grant a license to do things that

will extend beyond one year, the statute of frauds writing

and signature requirements must be met.

Historical application of Statutes Of Frauds by the

courts clearly indicates that there is flexibility in the

meaning of "Writing" and "signature." A signature is any

mark made with the intent that it be a signature.22 Thus an

illiterate person signs by making an "X," and the signature

is legally effective. Another person may sign a document by

using a signature stamp. Someone else may authorize an agent

to sign his name or to use the signature stamp. In all three

cases the signature is legally effective. There may of

course be arguments about who made the X, or whether the

person applying the signature stamp was the signer or his

authorized agent, but these are evidentiary and agency

questions, not arguments about hard and fast contract-law

requirements.

Under the generally accepted legal definition of a

signature, there is no legal reason Why the "mark" may not

be made by a computer printer, or for that matter by the

write head on a computer disk drive or the data bus in a

computer random access memory. The authorization to the

computer agent to make the mark may be given by entering a

PIN ("Personal Identification Number") on a keyboard. To

extend the logic, there is no conceptual reason to doubt the

legal efficacy of authority to make a mark if the signer

Writes a computer program authorizing the application of a

PIN upon the existence of certain conditions that can be

tested by the program. The resulting authority is analogous

to a signature pen that can be operated only with a

mechanical key attached to somebody's key ring, coupled with

instructions to the possessor of the key.

Which of these various methods should be selected for

particular types of transactions must depend, not on what

the law requires, because the law permits any of these

methods. Rather, it must depend on the underlying purposes

of the legal requirement and which method best serves those
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purposes.

The real issue is how to prove that a particular party

made the mark. In other words, the contingency to be

concerned about is repudiation, not absence of formalities.

Repudiation should be dealt with through usual evidentiary

and fact finding processes rather than artificial

distinctions between signed and unsigned documents.

Authority is skimpier on how flexible the "writing"

requirement is. The best approach is to borrow the fixation

idea from the copyright statute and conclude that a writing

is "embodiment in a copy . . . sufficiently permanent or

stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or

otherwise communicated for more a period of more than

transitory duration. "23

The most important thing conceptually is to understand

the purpose of the writing and signature requirements. They

have two purposes: awareness or formality and reliability of

evidence. Signature requirements, like requirements for

writings and for original documents have an essentially

evidentiary purpose. If there is a dispute later, they

specify what kind of evidence is probative of certain

disputed issues, like "who made this statement and for what

purpose?" The legal requirements set a threshold of

probativeness. Surely the values in a knowbot as well as the

values in a permissions header constitute and "mark," and

someone who knowingly sets up potential transactions in a

digital library scheme can have the intent that the mark be

a signature.

When a contract is made through a signed writing, it is

more likely that the parties to the contract understand what

they are doing. They are aware of the legal affect of their

conduct because the writing in the signature involve a

greater degree of formality than a simple conversation.

The awareness/formality purpose can be served by

computerized contracting systems. This is so not so much

because the computers are "aware" of the affect of their

"conduct." Rather, it is true because the computers are

agents of human principals. The programming of the computer

to accept certain contract terms is the granting of

authority to the computer agent to enter into a contract.

The fact that a principal acts through an agent engaging in
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conduct at a later point and time never has been thought to
defeat contract formation in the traditional evolution of

agency and contract law. Nor should it when the agent is a

computer.

Fulfillment of the evidentiary purpose depends on the

reliability of the information retained by the computer

systems making up the digital library. Such systems must be

designed to permit the proponent of contract formation to

establish the following propositions if the other party to

the purported contract attempts to repudiate it.

1.It came from computer X

2.It accurately represents what is in computer X24 now25

3.What is in computer X now is what was in computer X
at the time of the transaction

4.What was in computer X at the time of the transaction
is what was received from the telecommunications

channel26

5.What was received from the telecommunications channel

is what was (a) sent, (b) by computer Y.

Two other questions relate to matters other than the

authenticity of the message:

6 Computer Y was the agent of B

7 The message content expresses the content of the

contract (or more narrowly, the offer or the

acceptance).27

Factual propositions 1-4 can be established by testimony
as to how information is written to and from

telecommunications channel processors, primary storage, and

secondary storage. Factual proposition 5 requires testimony

as to the accuracy of the telecommunications channel and

characteristics of the message that associate it with

computer Y. Only the last proposition (number 5) relates to

signatures, because signature requirements associate the

message with its source.28 The other propositions necessitate

testimony as to how the basic message and database

management system works. It is instructive to compare these
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propositions with the kinds of propositions that must be

established under the business records exception to the

hearsay rule when it is applied to computer information.

Those propositions may be supported with non technical

evidence, presented by non programmers. A witness can lay a

foundation for admission of computer records simply by

testifying that the records are generated automatically and

routinely in the ordinary course of business. The more

inflexible the routine, and the less human intervention in

the details of the computer's management of the database the
better the evidence.29

The ultimate question is trustworthiness, and if the

computer methods are apparently reliable, the information

should be admitted unless the opponent of admissibility can

raise some reasonable factual question undercutting
trustworthiness.30

Contract Interpretation Issues

Assuming that the permissions header and knowbot

constitute sufficient writings to permit a contract to be

formed and that the signature requirement also is met,

through digital signature technology or otherwise, there

still are difficult contract interpretation questions.

Contract interpretation questions arise not only after

contractual relationships are formed, but also in connection

with deciding whether there has been offer and acceptance,

the prerequisites to contract formation.3l Contract

interpretation always seeks to draw inferences about what

the parties intended. When contract interpretation issues

arise at the contract formation stage, the questions are
what the offeror intended the content of the offer to be and

what the offeree intended the content of the purported

acceptance to be. The proposed Digital Library System

envisions extremely cryptic expressions of offer and

acceptance - by means of codes. The codes have no intrinsic

meaning. Rather, extrinsic reference must be made to some

kind of table, standard, or convention associating

particular codes with the concepts they represent. Extrinsic

evidence is available to resolve contract interpretation

questions when the language of the contract itself is

ambiguous, and perhaps at other times as well.32 The codes in

the permissions header and knowbots certainly are ambiguous

and become unambiguous only when extrinsic evidence is

considered. So there is no problem in getting a standard or
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cable into evidence. The problem is whether the parties
meant to assent to this standard.

In current EDI practice, this question is resolved by

having parties who expect to have EDI transactions with each

other to sign a paper trading partner agreement, in which

the meaning of values or codes in the transaction sets is

established.33 But requiring each pair of suppliers and users

of information in a digital library to have Written
contracts with each other in advance would defeat much of

the utility of the digital library. Thus the challenge is to

establish some ground rules for the meaning of permissions

header and knowbot values that all participants are bound

by. There are analogous situations. One is a standard credit

card agreement that establishes contractual terms among

credit card issuer, credit card subscriber, and merchant who

accepts the credit card. The intermediary - the credit card

company - unilaterally establishes contract terms to which

the trading partners assent by using and accepting the

credit card.34 Also, it is Widely recognized that members of

a private association can, through their constitution and

bylaws establish contractual relationships that bind all of

the members in dealing with each other.35 In the Digital

Library System, similar legal arrangements can establish the

standards by which electronic transactions between

permissions header and knowbots will bind transferor and
transferee of information.

Third Party Liability

It is not enough merely to ensure that the licensee is

contractually bound. Trading partners also must ensure that

the participants in funds transfers have enforceable

obligations. For example, if the digital library system

envisions that the information object would not be released

to the purchaser Without simultaneous release of a payment

order, the supplier may be interested in enforcing the

obligations of financial intermediaries who handle the

payment order. This implicates the federal Electronic Funds

Transfer Act, and Article 4A of the Uniform Commercial Code,

regulating Wire transfers.

Solutions

Satisfy the Business Records Exception to the Hearsay
Rule

The discussion of contract formalities earlier in this
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paper concluded that legally enforceable contracts can be

formed through electronic means and that the significant

legal questions relate to reliability of proof and intent of

the parties to be bound by using the electronic techniques.

This section considers the reliability of proof further.

Traditional evidence law permits computer records to be

introduced in evidence when they satisfy the requirements of

the business records exception: basically that they are made

in the ordinary course of business, that they are relied on

for the performance of regular business activities, and that

there is no independent reason for questioning their

reliability.36

The business records exception shares with the

authentication concept statute of frauds and the parol

evidence rule a common concern with reliability.37 The same

procedural guarantees and established practices that ensure

reliability for hearsay purposes also ensure reliability for

the other purposes. Under the business records exception,

the proponent must identify the source of a record, through

testimony by one familiar with a signature on the record, or

circumstantially.38 The steps in qualifying a business record

under the common law, which since have been relaxed,39 were:

Proving that the record is an original entry made in the
routine course of business

Proving that the entries were made upon the personal

knowledge of the proponent/witness or someone reporting
to him

Proving that the entries were made at or near the time of
the transaction

Proving that the recorder and his informant are
unavailable.40

These specific requirements are easier to understand and

to adapt to electronic permissions and obligations formed in

a digital library system by understanding the rationale for

the business records exception. The hearsay rule excludes

out of court statements because they are inherently

unreliable, primarily because the maker of the statement's

demeanor cannot be observed by the jury and because the

maker of the statement is not subject to cross examine. On

the other hand, there are some out of court statements that
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have other guarantees of reliability. Business records are

one example. If a continuing enterprise finds the records

sufficiently reliable to use them in the ordinary course of

business, they should be reliable enough for a court. The

criteria for the business records exception all aim at

ensuring that the records really are relied upon the

business to conduct its ordinary affairs.

The Manual for Multidistrict Litigation suggests steps

for qualifying computer information under the business

records exception:

l.The document is a business record

2.The document has probative value

3.The computer equipment used is reliable

4.Reliable data processing techniques were used4l

The key in adapting the business records exception to

electronic permissions in a digital library system are

points 3 and 4. Establishing these propositions and the

propositions set forth in section _ of this paper requires

expert testimony. Any designer of a digital library system

must consult with counsel and understand what testimony an

expert would give to establish these propositions. Going

through that exercise will influence system design.

Reinforce the Evidentiary Reliability by Using Trusted
Third Parties

The evidentiary purpose of contract formation

requirements can be satisfied by using a trusted third party

as an intermediary, when the third party maintains archival

records of the transactions. The third party lacks any

incentive for tampering with the records and when the third

parties archiving system is properly designed, it can

provide evidence sufficient to establish all of the

propositions identified in _

This third party intermediary concept is somewhat

different from the concept for a certifying agent in digital

signature systems. To be sure, the custodian of transaction

records envisioned by this section could be the same as the

certifying entity for public and key encryption, but the

custodian role can be played in the absence of any
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encryption. Indeed, the digital library itself is a good

candidate for the custodian role. The library has no

incentive to manipulate its records in favor of either of

the producers of information value or the consumers. In

order to carry out its affairs, it must use these

transactional records in the ordinary course of business,

thereby making it likely that digital library records would

qualify under the business records exception.
Standardization

Obviously, the digital library concept depends upon the

possibility of an automated comparison between the knowbot

and the permissions header. This means that potential

requesters of information and suppliers of information must

know in advance the data structures for representing the

elements of the permissions header and the knowbot. This

requires compatibility. Compatibility requires

standardization. Standardization does not, however,

necessarily require "Standard" in the sense that they are

developed by some bureaucratic body like ANSI. It may simply

imply market acceptance of a particular vendor's approach.

Indeed, each digital library might use different data

structures. All that is necessary is that the structure of

the knowbot and the structure of the permissions header be

compatible within any one digital library system. Also, as

demands emerge for separate digital libraries to communicate

with each other, there can be proprietary translation to

assure compatibility between systems much as common word

processing programs translate to and from other common

formats and much as printers and word processing software

communicate with each other through appropriate printer

drivers. In neither of these cases has any independent

standards organization developed a standard that is at all

relevant in the marketplace.

Standardizing the elements of Knowbot and permissions

headers involves content standardization, which generally is

more challenging than format standardization.42 A permissions

header/Knowbot standard is a system for representing legal

concepts and for defining legal relations. As such, the

standard is basically a grammar for a rule based substantive

system in a very narrow domain.43 The data elements must

correspond to legally meaningful relational attributes. The

allowable values must correspond to legally allowable

rights, obligations, privileges and powers. In other words,

the standard setter must meet many of the challenges that a
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legal expert system designer working with Hohfeldian
frameworks must meet.44 This adds a constraint to the

standards setting process. Unlike setting format standards,

where the participants are free to agree on an arbitrary way

of expressing format attributes, participants in setting a
content standard must remain within the universe of

permissible content. The set of permissible values is

determined by the law rather than being determined only by

the imagination of format creators.

Enforcement and Bottlenecks

One of the many profound observations by Ithiel de Sola

Pool was that copyright always has depended upon

technological bottlenecks for its enforceability. The

printing press was the original enforcement bottleneck.

Now, a combination of the printing press and the practical

need to inventory physical artifacts representing the work

constitute the enforcement bottlenecks. As technologies

change, old bottlenecks disappear and enforceability

requires a search for new bottlenecks. When there are single

hosts, like Westlaw, Dialog, Lexis, and CompuServe, access

to that host is the bottleneck. The problem with distributed

publishing on an open architecture intemet is that there is
no bottleneck in the middle of the distribution chain

corresponding to the printer, the warehouse or the single
host.

If new bottlenecks are to be found, they almost surely

will be found at the origin and at the point of consumption.

Encryption and decryption techniques discussed elsewhere in

this volume concentrate on those bottlenecks as points of

control. It also is possible that rendering software could

become the new bottleneck as Mr. Linn suggests.

Even with those approaches, however, a serious problem

remains in that the new technologies make it difficult or

impossible to distinguish between mere use and copying.

Thus the seller cannot distinguish between an end user45 and

a potential competitor. On the other hand, the new

technologies permit a much better audit trail, potentially

producing better evidence for enforcement adjudication.

If network architectures for electronic publishing

evolve in the way that Ted Nelson suggests with his Xanadu

concept, the real value will be in the network and the
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pointers, not in the raw content. Thus, the creative and

productive effort that the law should reward is the creation

and productive effort that the law should reward is the

creation and production and delivery of pointers,

presentation, distribution, and duplication value. If this

is so, then technological means will be particularly

important, foreclosing access by those lacking passwords and

other keys and limiting through contract what a consumer may
do with the information.

In such an architecture, the law either will be

relatively unimportant because technology can be counted on

to prevent free riding or, the law will need to focus not on

prohibiting copying or use without permission, but on

preventing circumvention of the technological protections.

Thus, legal approaches like that used to prevent the sale of

decryption devices for television broadcasts and legal

issues associated with contract enforcement may be more

important than traditional intellectual property categories.

Weighing Risks and Costs

The law generally imposes sensible levels of

transaction costs. Usually, transaction costs are

proportional to the risk. Figure 1 shows a continuum of
risk and transaction cost in traditional and new

technologies. A real estate closing involves significant

risks if there is some dispute later about the transaction.

Therefore, the law affords much protection, including a

constitutional officer called a registrar of deeds who is
the custodian of records associated with the transaction.

The risk level analogous to this in electronic publishing

might be access to an entire library including access

software as well as contents. Next, is a transaction

involving a will or power of attorney. There, the risk is
substantial because the maker of the instrument is not

around to help interpret it. The law requires relatively

high levels of assurance here, though not as great as those

for real estate transactions. The law requires witnesses

and attestation by a commissioned minor official called a

notary public. The electronic publishing analogy of this

level of risk might be the contents of an entire CDROM.

Next, in level of risk is the purchase of a large

consumer durable like an automobile. The law requires

somewhat less, but still significant protections for this
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kind of transaction: providing for the filing and

enforcement of financing statements under the Uniform

Commercial Code. The electronic publishing analogy might be

the transfer of copyright to a complete work. Next, down

the risk continuum, is the purchase of a smaller consumer

durable like a television set. Here, the law typically is

reflected in Written agreements of sale, but no special

third party custodial mechanisms. The electronic publishing

analogy might be use permission for a complete work.

Finally, is the purchase of a relatively small consumer

item, say a box of diskettes. Neither the law or commercial

practice involves much more than the exchange of the product

for payment, with no Written agreement or anything else to

perform channeling, cautionary, evidentiary, or protective

functions [make sure these function and the citation appears

earlier]. The electronic publishing analogy might be use

permission for part of a Work.

Cost effectiveness = risk-proportional security

traditional transaction institutions electronic equivalent

real estate closing registrar of deeds entire library - software and
contents

will/power of attorney witnesses, notary public contents of entire CDROM

auto purchase UCC financing statement complete Work - transfer of

copyright

television set purchase written sale agreement complete work - use permission

box of diskettes - part of a work - use

permission

An encrypted object combined with rendering software is

probably inconsistent with an open architecture. Because of

the difficulty of setting standards for such technologies,

this approach to intellectual property protection probably

Would be effectuated by proprietary approaches thus

frustrating the vision of an open market for electronic

publishing.

Conclusion
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Realization of the digital library vision requires a

method for collecting money and granting permission to use

works protected by intellectual property. The concept of a

knowbot and a permissions header attached to the work is the

right way to think about such a billing and collection

system. Standards for the data structures involved must be

agreed to, and systems must be designed to satisfy legal

formalities aimed at ensuring awareness of the legal

significance of transactions and reliable proof of the terms
of the transactions.

In the long run, not only must these technological

issues be resolved, with appropriate attention to levels of

risk and protections available under traditional legal

doctrines, but also further conceptual development must be

undertaken. Proponents of electronic publishing over wide

area networks need to think about the appropriate metaphors:

whether it is a library or a bookstore, if a library whether

with or without Xerox machines, if a bookstore whether it is

a retail bookstore, or a mail order operation. Then,

thought must be given to how standards will be set.

Finally, and most important, much more needs to be

understood about the need for third party institutions.

There is a good deal of enthusiasm for public key

encryption. Yet the vulnerability of public key encryption

systems is in the integrity of the key authority. In

traditional legal protections, the third party custodians or

authenticating agents like notary public and registrars of

deeds receive state sanction and approval, and in the case

of registrars of deeds, public funding. We must be clearer

as to whether a similar infrastructure must be developed to

protect against substantial risks and the use of EDI and

electronic publishing technologies.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we must be

thoughtful about what legal obligations, imposed on whom,

are appropriate? The suggested l02(e) and (f) in the High

Performance Computing Act looks very much like King James

I's licensing of printing presses. It also looks like the

FBI's proposal to prohibit the introduction of new

technologies until certain conformity with past legal

concepts is assured. Such approaches make the law a hurdle

to new technology -- an uncomfortable position for both law

and technology.
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1 The use of EDI techniques to meter usage and determine

charges for use of intellectual property is an example of

billing and collection value in a typology of different

types of value that can be produced in electronic

marketplaces for information. See Henry H. Perritt, Jr.,

Market Structures for Electronic Publishing and Electronic

Contracting in Brian Kahin, ed., Building Information

Infrastructure: Issues in the Development of the National

Research and Education Network (Harvard University and

McGraw-Hill 1992) (developing typology for different types

of value and explaining how market structures differ for the

different types); Henry H. Perritt, Jr., Tort Liability, the

First Amendment, and Equal Access to Electronic Networks, 5

Harv.J.Law & Tech. 65 (1992) (using typology of ten types of

value to analyze access by competing producers of value).

2 See, e.g.U.S.Pat. No. 5,016,009, Data compression

apparatus and method (May 14, 1991); U.S. Pat. No.

4,996,690, Write operator with gating capability (Feb. 26,

1991);U.S. Pat. No. 4,701,745, Data compression system (Oct.

20, 1987); Multi Tech Systems, Inc. v. Hayes Microcomputer

Products, Inc., 800 F. Supp. 825 (D. Minn. 1992) (denying

summary judgment on claim that patent for modem escape

sequence is invalid)..

3 Comments on the 8\21 draft of "Knowbots in the Real

World" from the intellectual property workshop participants

at page 6 (author unknown, source unknown). Professor

Samuelson also observed that the workshop, despite its

title, actually did not focus much on intellectual property
issues.

4 Corporation for National Research Initiatives,

Workshop On The Protection Of Intellectual Property Rights

In A Digital Library System: Knowbots in the Real World-May

18-19, 1989 (describing digital library system).

5 See generally Clifford A. Lynch, Visions of Electronic

Libraries (libraries of future can follow acquisition-on-

demand model rather than acquiring an advance of use; Z39.50

protocol will facilitate realization of that possibility,

citing Robert E. Kahn & Vinton G. Serf, An Open Architecture

for a Digital Library System and a Plan for Its Development.

The Digital Library Project, volume 1: The World of Knowbots

(draft) (Washington D.C.: Corporation for National Research
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Initiatives; 1988)).

6 Clifford A. Lynch, The Z39.50 Information Retrieval

Protocol: An Overview and Status Report, ACM Sigcomm

Computer Communication Review at 58 (describing Z39.50 as an

OSI application layer protocol that relieves clients from

having to known the structure of data objects to be queried,

and specifies a framework for transmitting and managing

queries and results and syntax for formulating queries).

7 Brewster Kahle, Wide Area Information Server Concepts

(Nov. 3, 1989 working copy; updates available from Brewster

@THINK. (describing WAIS as "open protocol for connecting

user interfaces on workstations and server computers")

(describing information servers as including bulletin board

services, shared databases, text searching and automatic

indexing and computers containing current newspapers and

periodicals, movie and television schedules with reviews,

bulletin boards and chat lines, library catalogues, Usenet

articles).

8 Robert E. Kahn, Deposit, Registration, Recordation in

an Electronic Copyright Management System (August 1992)

(Corporation for National Research Initiatives, Reston,

Virginia).

9 Kahn 1992 at 4.

10 Kahn 1992 at 6.

11 Kahn 1992 at 10.

12 Kahn1992 at 12.

13 Kahn1992 at 15.

14 Browsability through techniques like the collapsible
outliner function in Microsoft Word for Windows and

competing products require more chunking and tagging value

in the form of style and text element codes. Handling this

additional formatting information through encryption and

description processes is problematic.

15 " A ‘transfer of copyright ownership’ is an

assignment, mortgage, exclusive license, or any other

conveyance, alienation, or hypothecation of a copyright or
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of any of the exclusive rights comprised in a copyright,

whether or not it is limited in time or place of effect, but

not including a non-exclusive license " 17 U.S.C. 101

(1988).

16 17 U.S.C. 204(a) (1988); Valente-Kritzer Video V.

Pinckney, 881 F.2d 772, 774 (9th Cir. 1989) (affirming

summary judgment for author; oral agreement unenforceable

under Copyright Act); Library Publications, Inc. V. Medical

Economics Co., 548 F. Supp. 1231, 1233 (E.D. Pa. 1982)

(granting summary judgment against trade book publisher who

sought enforcement of oral exclusive distribution agreement;

transfer of exclusive rights, no matter how narrow, must be

in writing), affd mem., 714 F.2d 123 (3d Cir. 1983).

17 17 U.S.C. 205 (1988) provides constructive notice of

the contents of the recorded document, determining priority

as between conflicting transfers, and determines priority as
between recorded transfer and non-exclusive license. The

former requirement for transfers to be recorded in order for

the transferee to maintain an infringement, 17 U.S.C.

205(d), was repealed by the Beme Act Amendments 5.

18 under Adams v. Burke, 84 U.S. (17 Wall.) 453 (1873), a

patentee must not attempt to exert control past the first

sale. In general, use restrictions may be placed only on

licensees, consistent with General Talking Pictures v.

Western Elec., 304 U.S. 175 (1938). See generally Baldwin-

Lima-Hamilton Corp. v. Tatnall, 169 F. Supp. 1 (E.D.

Pa. 1958) (applying no control after purchase rule).

19 See Red-Baron-Franklin Park, Inc. v. Taito Corp., 883

F.2d 275, 278 (4th Cir. 1989) (purchase of video game

circuit boards did not create privilege to perform video

game under first sale doctrine); United States v. Moore, 604

F.2d 1228, 1232 (9th Cir. 1979) (pirated sound recording not

within first sale doctrine in criminal copyright

infringement prosecution). But see Mirage Editions, Inc. v.

Albuquerque A.R.T. Co., 856 F.2d 1341, 1344 (9th Cir. 1988)

(first sale doctrine did not create privilege to prepare

derivative work by transferring art in book to ceramic

tiles).

20 The way in which the first sale doctrine would impact

the electronically imposed use restrictions is by

frustrating a breach-of-contract lawsuit by the licensor
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against a licensee who exceeds the use restrictions. The

licensee exceeding the use restrictions would argue that it

violates public policy to enforce the restrictions and

therefore that state contract law may not impose liability

for their violation. See generally Restatement (second) of

Contracts 178 (1981) (stating general rule for determining

when contract term in unenforceable on grounds of public

policy).

21 In addition, as T of this paper notes, the

Copyright Act itself requires signed writings for transfers

of copyright interests. 17 U.S.C. 204(a). (1988).

22 Michael S. Baum & Henry H. Perritt, Jr., Electronic

Contracting, Publishing and EDI Law ch. 6 (1991) (contract,

evidence and agency issues) [hereinafter "Baum & Perritt"].

Accord, Signature Requirements Under EDGAR, Memorandum from

D. Goelzer, Office of the General Counsel, SEC to Kenneth A.

Fogash, Deputy Executive Director, SEC (Jan. 13, 1986)

(statutory and non-statutory requirements for "signatures"

may be satisfied by means other than manual writing on paper

in the hand of the signatory . . . "In fact, the electronic

transmission of an individual's name may legally serve as

that person's signature, providing it is transmitted with

the present intention to authenticate.").

23 17 U.S.C. 101 (1988). For copyright purposes, a work

is created, and therefore capable of protection, when it is

fixed for the first time. 17 U.S.C. 101 (1988). "[I]t makes

no difference what the form, manner, or medium of fixation

may be - whether it is in words, numbers, notes, sounds,

pictures, or any other graphic or symbolic indicia, whether

embodied in a physical object in written, printed,

photographic, sculptural, punched, magnetic, or any other

stable form, and whether it is capable of perception

directly or by means of any machine or device ‘now known or

later developed.'" 1976 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 5659,

5665. The legislative history further says that, "the

definition of ‘fixation’ would exclude from the concepts

purely of an evanescent or transitory nature --

reproductions such as those projected briefly on a screen

shown electronically on a television or other video display

or captured momentarily in the ‘memory’ of a computer." 17

U.S.C. 102 note (excerpting from House Report 94-1476).

24 Or, more likely, what is on computer medium read by
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computer X, such as a magnetic cartridge used for archival
records. Further references in the textual discussion to

"what is in computer x now" should be understood to include

such computer readable media.

25 Cf. Peritz, Computer Data and Reliability: A Call for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federal Rules

of Evidence, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 980 (1986) (proof that a

printout accurately reflects what is in the computer is too

limited a basis for authentication of computer records).

26 In some cases, the electronic transaction will be

accomplished by means of a physical transfer of computer

readable media. In such a case, this step in the proof would

involve proving what was received physically.

27 See generally Peritz, Computer Data and Reliability: A
Call for Authentication of Business Records Under the

Federal Rules of Evidence, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 979 (1986)

(citing as examples of authentication Ford Motor Credit Co.

v. Swarens, 447 S.W.2d 53 (Ky. 1969) (authentication by

establishing relationship between computer-generated monthly

summary of account activity and the customer reported on);

Ed Guth Realty, Inc. v. Gingold, 34 N.Y.2d 440, 315 N.E.2d

441, 358 N.Y.S.2d 367 (1974) (authentication of summary of

taxpayer liability and the taxpayer)).

28 Of course, a paper document signed at the end also is

probative of the fact that no alternations have been made.

In this sense, a signature requirement telescopes several

steps in the inquiry outlined in the text.

29 United States v. Linn, 880 F.2d 209, 216 (9th Cir.

1989) (computer printout showing time of hotel room

telephone call admissible in narcotics prosecution). See

also United States v. Miller, 771 F.2d 1219, 1237 (9th Cir.

1985) (computer generated toll and billing records in price-

fixing prosecution based on testimony by billing supervisor

although he had no technical knowledge of system which

operated from another office; no need for programmer to

testify; sufficient because witness testified that he was

familiar with the methods by which the computer system

records information).

30 See United States v. Hutson, 821 F.2d 1015, 1020 (5th

Cir. 1987) (remanding embezzlement conviction, although
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computer records were admissible under business records

exception, despite trustworthiness challenged based on fact

that defendant embezzled by altering computer files; access

to files offered in evidence was restricted by special

code).

31 Restatement (Second) of Contracts _ (1981).

32 Cite for when extrinsic evidence is admissible.

33 See Baum & Perritt 2.6; The Electronic Messaging

Services Task Force, The Commercial Use of Electronic Data

Interchange--A Report and Model Trading Partner Agreement,

45 Bus.Law. 1645 (1990); Jeffrey B. Ritter, Scope of the

Uniform Commercial Code: Computer Contracting Cases and

Electronic Commercial Practices, 45 Bus.Law. 2533 (1990);

Note, Legal Responses to Commercial Transactions Employing

Novel Communications Media, 90 Mich.L.Rev. 1145 (1992)

34 Garber v. Harris Trust & Savings Bank, 432 N.E.2d

1309, 1311-1312 (Ill. App. 1982) ("each use of the credit

card constitutes a separate contract between the parties;"

citing cases).

It is not quite this simple, because both merchant and

credit card customer have separate written contracts with
the credit card issuer. But there is no reason that a

supplier of information to a Digital Library System and all

customers of that system might not have their own contracts

with the Digital Library System in the same fashion.

35 Rowland v. Union Hills Country Club, 757 P.2d 105

(Ariz. 1988) (reversing summary judgment for country club

officers because of factual question whether club followed

bylaws in expelling members); Straub v. American Bowling

Congress, 353 N.W.2d 11 (Neb. 1984) (rule ofjudicial

deference to private associations, and compliance with

association requirements, counseled affirrnance of summary

judgment against member of bowling league who complained his

achievements were not recognized). But see Wells v. Mobile

County Board of Realtors, Inc., 387 So.2d 140 (Ala. 1980)

(claim of expulsion of realtor from private association was

justiciable and bylaws, rules and regulations requiring

arbitration were void as against public policy; reversing

declaratory judgment for defendant association).
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36 F.R.E. 803(6) (excluding business records from

inadmissibility as hearsay); 28 U.S.C. 1732 ("Business

Records Act" permitting destruction of paper copies of

government information reliably recorded by any means and

allowing admission of remaining reliable record).

37 See Peritz, Computer Data and Reliability: A Call for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federal Rules

of Evidence, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 978-80, 984-85 (1986)

(noting body of commentator opinion saying that business

records exception and authentication are parallel ways of

establishing reliability).

38 See F.R.E. 901(b)(4) (appearance, contents, substance,

internal patterns, as examples of allowable authentication

techniques).

39 Peritz, Computer Data and Reliability: A Call for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federal Rules

of Evidence, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 963-64 (1986) (identifying

steps and trend resulting in F.R.E.).

40 Peritz, Computer Data and Reliability: A Call for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federal Rules

of Evidence, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 963 (1986).

41 Peritz, Computer Data and Reliability: A Call for
Authentication of Business Records Under the Federal Rules

of Evidence, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 956, 974 (1986) (reporting four

requirements of Manual, and endorsing their use generally).

42 See Henry H. Perritt, Jr., T, T Jurimetrics

(1993) (distinguishing between format and content

standardization).

43 See Marc Lauritsen, T (explaining relationship

between substantive legal systems and the field of

artificial intelligence).

44 See Thorne, McCarty; Kevin Ashley; and Gardner.

45 It may not be particularly important to limit

competition by consumers, because the consumers will never

have the pointers and the rest of the network
infrastructure.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a process able to mark digital pictures with an invisible and undetectable secrete infor-

mation, called the watermark. This process can be the basis of a complete copyright protection system.

The process first step consists in producing a secrete image . The first part of the secret resides in a basic infor-

mation that forms a binary image. That picture is then frequency modulated. The second part of the secret is

precisely the frequencies of the carriers. Both secrets depends on the identity of the copyright owner and on the

original picture contents. The obtained picture is called the stamp.

The second step consists in modulating the ampitude of the stamp according to a masking criterion stemming

from a model of human perception. That too theoretical criterion is corrected by means of morphological tools

helping to locate in the picture the places where the criterion is supposed not to match.

This is followed by the adaptation of the level of the stamp at that places. The so formed watermark is then

added to the original to ensure its protection.

That watermarking method allows the detection of watermarked pictures in a stream of digital images, only with

the knowledge of the picture owner’s secrets.

Keywords: copyright protection, watermark, secrete key, masking, human vision model, perceptive compo-

nents, morphology, robustness, detection, correlation.

1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

With the increasing availability of digitally stored information and the development of new multimedia services,

security questions are becoming even more urgent. The acceptance of new services depends on whether suitable

techniques for the protection of the work providers’ interests are available.1

Moreover the nature of digital media threatens its own viability:

0 First the replication of digital works is very easy and, what is more dangerous, really perfect. The copy is

identical to the original.
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0 The ease of transmission and multiple uses is very worrying, too. Once a single pirate copy has been made,

it is instantaneously accessible to anyone who wants it, without any control of the original picture owner.

0 Eventually the plasticity of digital media is a great menace. Any malevolent user (a pirate) can modify an
image at will. Such maniplations are really easy for a pirate and put many copyright protection methods
at risk.

According to these considerations the conception of a copyright protection system is really vital and it consti-

tutes a great challenge, because it should cope with all these threats. Without watermarking, most authors will
not dare to broadcast their work.

This paper presents an additive watermarking technique. It consits in producing a synthetic picture (also

called the stamp) which holds informations about the ownership of the original image and depends on the picture
contents. That stamp is added to the original in a way that resulting picture is perceptually identical to the

original one and so that the stamp is indetectable by a pirate computer. The aim of that technique is not the

authentication of the picture content nor the identication of the owner. It is to allow a controller (i.e. the owner’s

computer or a Trusted Third Part) to find out watermarked pictures in a stream of images with the knowledge
of the owner’s secret key in order to detect broadcast of illegal copies.

The most interesting part of that method is the embedding process i.e. the weighting of each pixels of the

stamp before adding it to the original. This is based on the masking concept coming from a model of human vision

(the perceptive model). From this concept was deduced a method which reveals itself actually efficient. Another
interesting part is the presentation of two methods used for the detection of watermarked pictures without the

original. This last point is fundemental for the management of the copyright protection.

Eventually this paper ends with the analyse of the results and the system robustness.

2 THE MASKING

2.1 Introduction

The aim of a watermarking technique is to provide an invisible embedding of a secrete information, the

watermark. This watermark must be masked (hidden) by the picture it is inlayed in. Precisely a master thesis has

lead to a masking criterion deduced from physiological and psychophysic studies.2 Nevertheless, this theoretical

criterion having been formulated for monochromatic signals, it had to be adaptated to suit real images.

2.2 The perceptive model: approximation of the eye functionment

It is now admitted that the retina of the eye splits an image in several components. These components circu-

late from the eye to the cortex by different tuned channels, one channel being tuned to one component.

The characteristics of one component are:

0 the location in the visual field (in the image).

0 the spatial frequency (in the Fourier domain: the amplitude in polar coordinates).

0 the orientation (in the Fourier domain: the phase in polar coordinates)
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So, one perceptive channel can only be excited by one component of a signal Whose characteristics are tuned to

its. Components that have different characteristics are independent.

2.3 The masking concept

According to perceptive model of human vision,3 signals that have same (near) components take the same
channels from the eye to the cortex. It appears that such signals interact and are submitted to non—linear effects.

The masking is one of those effects.

Definition: the detection threshold is the minimum level below Which a signal can not be seen.

Definition: the masking occurs When the detection threshold is increased because of the presence of another

signal.

In other Words, there is masking When a signal can not be seen because of another With near characteristics

and at a higher level.

2.4 The masking model

With the object of modalizing the masking phenomenon, tests have been made on monochromatic signals,

also called gratings. It appears that the eye is sensitive to the contrast of those gratings. This contrast is defined

by:

2(Lmaa: — Lmin)
L777,Cl;L’ + LminC = (1)

Where L is the luminance.

It is possible to determine experimentally the detection threshold of one signal of contrast C5 With respect to the

contrast Cm of the masking signal. That threshold can be modalized as follows:

A

l0gC5

l0gC'm

Such bilogarithmic curves are traced for signals of one single frequency and one orientation (f0, 60).
The expression of the detection threshold is thus:

C_m
Go

Where 6 (the slope) depends on (f0, 60), typically, 0.6 g E g 1.1.

C5 2 maa:[C'0,C'0( )6]
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It is possible to extend that expression to introduce frequency dependence. The general expression of the
detection threshold is becomes:

C5(Cma 119) = C0 + k(f0,|90)(-fa 9)lCs<;u,eu)(Cm) - Col (3)

where:

log2(J{—D) (9 _ 90)2+
Fm) 92(fo) 1 (4)/€(;u,eu>(f, 9) = expl-(

In that expression, f0 and 00 are relevant to the masking signal, f and 0 are relevant to the masked signal,

F(f0) and ®(f0) are parameters that represent the spreading of the Gaussian function, C0 is often negligable.
The spread of the gaussian function depends upon the frequency f0: For frequency, typical bandwith at half

response are 2,5 octaves at 1 c/d and 1,5 octaves at 16 c/d with a linear decrease between both frequencies.4 For

orientation, half bandwith at half response depends on f0 and it takes typical values like 30 degrees at 1 c/d and

15 degrees at 16 c/d.5

After this expression, the frequency dependence of the detection threshold has a Gaussian form. Only near

frequency signals can interact. When the frequency of the masking signal (the mask) is far from this of the signal
to mask, the detection threshold is almost equal to Co.

2.5 The masking criterion

It is important to notice that those results concern only gratings signals. To deduce a masking criterion that

will apply to signals like real images, the preceding masking condition has to be adaptated. So, it is necessary

to define a new concept able to take the place of the contrast, because the contrast is not define for real images.

That new concept,2 is the local energy.

The local energy is defined on narrowband signals centered around one frequency and one orientation. A

picture which is a broadband signal is first filtered by Gabor narrowband filters, whose characteristics are near to

human perception. The local energy around one frequency and one orientation is calculated following the scheme

presented in this figure:

| ZI(x mm, analytic filters (f0,6l0)- | . _, local energyguygu) (x, y):E(fD,9D)(x,y)

The masking criterion: If the local energy of one picture is less than the local energy of the mask, around

all the frequencies (f0, 60) and for each pixel (x, y), then one can say that the picture is masked by the mask.

Strictly, a picture is masked by a mask if V(x, y) and W/:0, 90), Ema5k,(fD,9D)(x, y) 2 Ep,Cm,e,(fD,9D)(x, y). For real
images, a good approximation of this criterion can be obtained by using a bank of filters whose central frequencies

correspond to independent components and which are spread on all the Fourier space. It is admitted that 4 or

5 frequencies and 4 to 9 orientations are sufficient. The standard choice is twenty filters (5 frequencies and 4

orientations).
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Figure 1: Example of basic information used

2.6 Conclusion

This section has lead to the expression of an easily implementable masking criterion appliable to any image.

But this criterion is only an extension of a theoretic criterion appliable to monochromatic signals. Thus cases

Where that criterion does not match are possible.

3 PRINCIPLE OF THE SYSTEM

3.1 Basic information of the watermark

This information is a binary picture looking like a modified checkerboard (figure 1). As explained later, the
pixels value of the square forming that picture can correspond to a binary sequence deduced from the copyright

oWner’s (CO) secrete key.

3.2 The stamp

In order to take advantage of the eye behaviour, the basic information is modulated at different frequencies

and orientations corresponding to rather independent components. Moreover, We take care to filter the initial

checkerboard With a low pass filter (LPF) (ie. a Butterworth LPF) so that the resulting signal is bandlimited.
This point is very important because it permits to limit the verification of the masking criterion in the corespond—

ing channel.

The position of the modulating carriers is secret. It can be deduced from CO’s secret key. In practice, the

frequency plan is divided into sectors. Each sector is relevant to one perceptive component and defined a group

of couples (f, 0) Where basic information can be modulated. Only one couple is chosen for each sector (because

couples of a same sector don’t stimulate independent components). The picture obtained from the sum of each

modulated grid is called the stamp S(x, y).

S(a:, y) : Z G(x, y).c05(fx]..x + fyfy) (5)
JEK

K represents the set of sectors and , correspond to the couple chosen in sector ( this couple is designed
by the CO’s secrete key).
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3.3 The position of the process in a global copyright scheme

The process should be placed in a copyright protection scheme like drawn at figure 2.

The skeletization function consists in an image processing program extracting essential characteristics from an

image. The result is a bitsteam. This must be followed by a hash-funct2’0n6 whose result is a succession of blocks
of bits. Every block has the same length. The skeletization function gives the same result for two near images

(i.e. original image and watermarked image). But the H—function always gives different results from different
bitstreams as inputs. So, the inscription keys will be different for perceptually distinct pictures. After the H-

function, the ciphering function is a trapdoor function.6 Thanks to this function the inscription keys used to

deduce the basic grid and the position of the carriers depends on the CO’s secret key.

The aim of the use of a trapdoor function is to prevent someone from reproducing the same inscription keys with

the knowledge of the H—function result. But it is possible for anyone to inverse that trapdoor function and to find

the H—function result from the inscription keys. It can be interesting in a proof procedure.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Inscription

The purpose of the inscription is to adapt the level of each part of the stamp ( for all frequencies ) to make it
invisible once added to the picture. As mentioned above, each part of the stamp is narrow band. Inscriptions at

different frequencies are thus independent and one can treat the different components of the stamp one at a time.

For each frequency designed by the inscription keys, the procedure is divided in three steps : the modulation, the

regulation of the level and the correction.

0 Modulation

The first step consists in the modulation of the particular carrier by the lowpass grid G(x, y). The result is

G(x, y).c05(f$j.x + fy]..y), where ff]. and fy]. are the carrier position.

0 Regulation of the level

According to the perceptual model, in order to guarantee the invisibility of the watermark its local energy

has to be inferior to the picture local energy for each pixel around the inscription frequency. A way to

reach this objective is to multiplicate the modulated grid by a weighting mask Weightj(x,y) reducing
the amplitude of the stamp where energy in the correponding component of the original picture is weak.

Nevertheless, one must take care to keep the narrow band characteristic of the resulting signal Sj(x, y) (2

Weightj (J3, y).C'(J:, y).c05(fxj .J: -1- fyj in order to avoid non linear interactions between different parts of
the stamp. In conclusion, Vj, we have to find a signal Weightj(a:, y) so that:

7 ESj(xay) < EI,(f,,j,f,,j)(xay)

— 53' is narrow band

For simplification, lets consider Weightj(a:, y) be composed of two factors:

— ozj, a constant factor (fixing the global level of the stamp).

— Mj(x, y), a mask whose values 6 [0,1].

When ozj is chosen, the way to find Mj(x, y) so that Weightj(x, y) satisfy the conditions defined above is
the following:
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Figure 2: Global scheme for copyright protection.
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— Firstly, Mj (x, y) is a binary mask. Mj (x, y) : I when the local energy of the stamp pemits the masking

and Mj(x, y) : 0 when the local energy of the stamp is too important. It is obvious that the initial

choice of ozj has a direct influence on Mj(x, y). Indeed, a great ozj value will lead to put most of the

]l1j(x, y) values to zero, while a small ozj value will lead to keep most of ]Wj(x, y) values at one.

— Secondly, Weightj (av, y) is filtered so that the stamp remains narrow band.

— After this second step, one has found a signal aj.Mj(x,y).G(x,y) which is better masked than

ozj.G(a:, y). In order to really satisfy the masking criterion V(x, y), this procedure must be repeated

iteratively, taking Mj(x, y).G(x, y) as new G(x, y). Experiments have shown that only two iterations
are sufficient to have a result satisfying the masking criterion everywhere.

One important question remains: how to choose ozj?

It has already been said that the more ozj increases, the more Mj(x, g) has points equal to zero. A trade off

has to be found by means of a defined criterion. Maximizing the correlation at the detection (by maximiz-

ing Z aj.Mj(x, y).G(a:, y)) could have been a good criterion, but such a criterion often tends to impose an
optimum with a lot of points equal to zero and a small number of points with a great value. The addition

of the so obtained watermark generally entails a degradation of the picture quality. This emphasizes the

lack of the masking criterion used.

As mentioned in section 2.6, the invisibility criterion used here is an extension for real images. It appears

that this extension entails some imperfections. This criterion being insufficient, some improvements have

been brought thanks to experimental results.

The conclusion of these observations is that the invisibility is only strictly observed in high activity re-

gions, where the local energy of high fequencies is important. These regions have to be favoured during the

inscription in the sense that the level of the watermark will be increased in those regions while it has to be

decreased in other regions.

The correction process first isolates the high activity regions (figure 3.a). Then, an homogeneization of this

picture is performed by use of morphological tools, e.g. one opening and one closing (figure 3.b). After

a leveling (in fact, a division by the mean or mean square value of the homogenized mask), we obtain a
new mask used to multiply the picture local energy and so, giving an advantage to regions of highfrequency

energy in comparison with other areas. After that correction, the process is identical to the one described

previously. Moreover, the complexity is not increased. Indeed, we first work on the inscription at high

frequencies (where there is no quality problems). The value of high frequency local energy is then used for
the calculation of the correcting mask used for inscription at lower frequencies. The correction scheme is

drawn in the following schema.

2 HF energy m, opening m, closing _, leveling_m,shaping MASK

4.2 Detection

The aim is to detect if a watermark has been embedded. This can be done with the use of a correlation, but

first it is necessary to isolate the watermark and then to demodulate it in order to reconstruct something that is

highly correlated with the basic information (the grid).
The formulation of the watermark is:

W(x, y) : Z Aj.c05(fx]..a: + fy]..y) (6)
JEK
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(3) (b)

Figure 3: Correcting mask for Lena: (a) Areas of high frequencies, (b) Morphological homogeneization of the
mask.

whereAj : ozj.G(J:, y).M(x, y) (7)

In this expression, M(x, y) adjusts the level of the grid in order it becomes invisible, it is called a mask, and its
maximal value is one.

ozj is a constant that used to normalize the mask, it must be as high as possible.

The detection is divided in three steps : teh demodulation, the correlation and the decision.

0 Demodulation

IW(x,y) : ZAj.c05(fxj.x+fyj.y) +10 +N(x,y) (8)
JEK

Where In/(av, y) is the watermarked picture, Io(a:, y) is the original picture and N(x, y) is an additive noise
from the channel.

The demodulation consists in multiplying [W by C08(_fxj.$ -1- fyj.y),Vj E K and then to filter with a LP
filter.

The result Will be :

Dj(95a3/) = §Aj<x,y> + N*<x,y> <9)
N*(a:, y) depends on the image and on the additive noise. The other parts of the stamp Will be eliminated
by the LP filter.

0 Correlation It consists in mutiplying the demodulated information D(x, y) : ZjEK Dj (38, y) With the basic
grid G(x, g). If the picture has not been too deteriorated, D(a:, y) and G(x, y) should be similar.

0 = ZZDj(I,y)-G($,y) (10)
JEK I/‘Vy
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= 2 ea Zmx, y>.Mj<x, y) + Gm», y>.N*<x, .1/>1 <11)
jEK $731

In 11, the first term is even greater than the second, because G and N* have null average values.

So C exclusively depends on the watermark value.

in the case the grid is not the good one, the correlation gives:

0* = Z a, ZG(x, y).G*(x, y)..Mj(x, y) (12)
jEK $731

C* << C if the choice of the basic information has been appropriate.

0 decision

The detection algorithm performs demodulations and correlations at diverse frequencies and with diverse

grids.The decision is made after the comparison of these correlations.

5 RESULTS

The first and probably mosty important result is the invisibility of the stam in all images that were tested.

Figure 4a and b compares the original and stamped picture for Lena. In figure 4.e, omne observes the watermark

that was added to the original picture.

Two methods were used to determine whether an image is watermarked or not. The first one consists in

comparing the result of C the correlation made with the right grid G(x,y) from the right key with C* the

correlation made with G*(x, y), the grid obtained by random keys see 12. If the picture is watermarked, the

correlation with the right key is even greater than the random correlations. The results below (Figure 5) show
the pertinence of this method.

The second method uses a grid G(x, y) formed from a MLS sequence, having good correlation properties.
Correlations are made with shifted versions of the basic grid. Due to these good correlation properties, the

correlation with the the right grid gives a result even greater than the correlations with shifted grids. Results are

presented below (figure 4.c and d), if a picture is watermarked, a pick appears in the center.

6 SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS

Many tests have been performed concerning usual pictures deteriorations in image processing like blurring and

compression. The inspection of these results are quite satisfying, but expected due to the frequency approach.

For all classical pirate attacks like Zoom, cropping, overwatermarking it is not as simple. The overwatermarking

makes no problem, the presence of the watermark is still detected. But for Zoom and cropping, the remaing point

is to find a few tools permitting to complete the process. The concept of these tools is already defined but yet no

implementation has been acheived.7

7 CONCLUSION

The process developed here allows the watermarking of the ownership of any picture. The perceptual approach
used here is probably the best one, that is why the results obtained are so satifying compared with other methods
and this method is so pcrformant. Ncvcrthclcss studies are still running to achcivc a new goal, consisting in
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Optimal Random Random Random Random
Image Name , , , , , Conclusioncorrelation correlation 1 correlation 2 correlat1on3 correlation 4

Lena

watermarked 584609 92605 133920 80534 143633 Lena Non

Original 9453 8 98099 135492 76739 137120 watermarked

Figure 5: Results of correlation for Lena and decision.

making more information (eg. ownership, date of marking) readable by the key owner from the Watermark. This
could be useful for real copyright protection protocols8.9
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Documents or Non Patent Literature will be manually reviewed and keyed into USPTO systems.

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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Abstract of JP7036768

PURPOSE:To permit any person who owns a
right in accordance with respective disclosure

level to approach a targeted document without
permission or a password and to perform

security management in a wide range flexibly
by performing a document by attaching
disclosure level information and disclosuer

information including disclosure destination
information. CONST|TUT|ON:The disclosure
information consists of the disclosure level

information representing to what degree it can
be disclosed and the disclosure destination

information representing to whom it can be
disclosed. The disclosure information inputted

from an input device 1 is sent from an input

part 2 to a document processing part 8. and it

is delivered from the document processing part
8 to a document disclosure information

registration part 11. The document disclosure

information registration part 11 retrieves a
corresponding document file name from a
document map file 13, and furthermore,

retrieves a disclosure information managing

file name from a document managing file 16,
and sets the disclosure information on a

corresponding document disclosure

information managing file 20. When document

disclosure is requested from the input part 1 by
a user, the document disclosure information

managing part 11 checks the disclosure
information by the request of the document
processing part 8.
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_ _ Art Unit | 3685

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
Examiner Name Thomas C. West

Attorney Docket Number | 111325/291300

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate se|ection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication

from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).
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That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to

II any individual designated in 37’ CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.9"/'(e)(2).

|:| See attached certification statement.

|:| Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

None
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature.

Signature Date WW-MM-00> 2°08-1°-1°
NamelPrint Registration Number 35,212 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR

1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed

application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the

application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be

disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application

which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a

published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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